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" Whoever wishes to investigate medicine properly, should proceed thusS in the first place
to consider the seasons of the year, and what
effects each of them produces (for they are not
at all alike, but differ much from themselves
in regard to their changes)
then the winds,
the hot and the cold, especially such as are
connnon to all countries, and the such as are
peculiar to each locality. We must also consider
the qualities of the waters, for they differ from
one another in taste and weight, so also do
they differ much in their qualities.
In the
same nanner, when one comes irrto a city to
which he is a stranger, he ought to consider
its situation, how it lies as to the winds,
and the rising of the sun, for its infiuence is not
is not the same whether it lies tc the north
or the south; to the rising or to the setting
sun.
These things one ought to consider most
attentively, and concerning the waters, which
the inhabitants use, whether they be marshy
and soft, or hard, and running grom elevated anil
rocky eituatiou, and then if' saltish and
unfit for cooking J and the ground, whether if
be naked and deficierrt in water, or wooded and
well watered, and whether it lies in a hollow,
confined situation, or is elevated and cold,
andn the mode in which the inhabitants live,
and what are their pursuits, whether they are
fond or drinking and eating to excess, and
given to indolence, or are fond of exercise
and labor, and not given to excess in eating
and drinking."
-- HippocratesOn Airs, Waters, and Places .(l)

....

FOREWORD
One of the tldest sciences and yet one that is ver,
rarely considered is the science of •teoroloo and its affect
upon the human individual•

llark Twain stated that everyone

spoke of the weather but noone ever did

anJthing

about it •

Aged

individuals forecast onooming storma by the onset of paiu in
their joints while othen attribute all of their symptoms to
the change• in weather.

It

is

a common practice tor the chronic

ally ill patients to go to some particular cliat• or health
resort to be relieved of their complaints•
tells his patients•
a change of eluate."

"Go west for

A physician frequently

your health" or

"You do need

Or be may attribute some particular

dieease entity to the clim.tic conditions and even prophesile
the cessation of an epidellic by a change in the aeteorological
comitione.

However, we ft,equeutly wonder whether this is 1ub

atantiated by scientific knowledge of whether it is only folklore•

Onl� occasionally

the text books of medicine mention the

weather as• contributory factor in disease but it certainly is DOt
considered a Yery important one.

Courses of meteorotigy and meteoro

pe.thology are not taught in medical school and, therefore, the phy-
eician must rely upon bis own observations and upon the folk-lore
for bis knowledge of this subject.

It is our desire to tl'J' to ex-

•

plore this clinatological chaos and to present our observatiou
in this thesis.

We hope tha.t this will help to clarify some

of the beliefs and disprove some of the misconoeptione which
now exiet as well as present new facts and theories.
We wish to acknowledge the help of the following
who aid"1 us in DILking this survey'
Bureau, Onaha and Washington offi•esl

The United states Weather
The Omaha Departmem

of Health for their aid in securing atatiatics,and Dr. C. W • M.
Poyrrter, Dr. E. V. Allen, Miss Margaarite Godsey and other.a for
their helpful suggestions and criticisms.

PAR'!' I

HISTORY OF METEOROLOGY
AND
METEOROPA'fflOLOGY

PRIMITIVE - PREHISTORIC AGE
In times when man still lived in caves and "survival of'
the tittes� ns more the rule than now, he learned much from the
animals with whom he lived.

When the elements became too strenous,

the weak individuals i�ere destroyed and the strongest survived, or
migrated to regions that were more suitable.

These actions were,

possibly, instinctive, but we will find that they were great f'actoJs
in the progress of' civilization.
methods of treatment developed.

No science ot medicine existed�but
Ritual and custom controlled thera-

peutics, but diet, massage and hydro-therapeutics, which consisted
ot cold baths, cold and warm af'fusions, medicated baths, hot springs
and vapour baths were e mployed.

Thus, we see that the seeds of'

climatology were planted centuries ago.
Years, decades and centuries passed and all lert some traces
upon the inhabitants of the earth.

Great climatic changes such as

storms, floods, deluges and drouths, drove man from one geographic
region to the ot�er.

Many of the inhabitants suc cumbed to these

great catastrophies, but those who survived developed into a superior
race, both pb;ysically and mentally.

Caves and other shelters were

built as a protection from the elements.

In "time, we find groups

forming and these gradually daeloping into clans and tribes.

How

ever, eventually one tribe produced more leaders, more energetio
f'ighting men a.JXl soon dominated the others.

Since maey of these

were of' the same stock originally� climatic factors were of import
ance in produoing a great race, which we shall see as the subject
is developed.
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Egypt, Persia and Syria were centers of ancient civiliza
tions.

Breasted states that civilization first began in Eg ypt, due

to favorable climatic conditions.

We fini that th is factor supports

our present day theories of the rise and fall of civilization • '
EGYPTIAN MEDICINE
Our knowledge of this civilization has gradually accumulated
from translations of the inscriptions found in the ancient tombs.
Then, medicine was also very- closely allied with religion, Jey"Sticib
and superstition.

Imhotep was the earliest known peysician.

are several theories regarding his origin

am

There

only two are cited here.

Imhotep was the grand vizier, chief' architect and royal medi
cal adviser of the Paharaoh, am, the earliest known phy-sioian (11).
Another theory contends that he was Amenhotep IV• Egyptian ruler in
the 18th dynasty about; 1360 B.C.E.

He believed in the healing power

of' the sun's rays and gave his children royal sun baths.

In fact,

his devotion to the sun was so great that he banished Anmon and
other Egyptian gods and became a devout sun....,,orshipper (9).

Thus

the antiarthritio, tonic and locally stimulating effects of the
sun's rays were appreciated 3298 years ago.

After his death Imhotep

or I-em-Hotep became the God of Medicine and maey temples were
erected in his honor, the first at Memphis.
of

Philae

am at

Others were on the Isle

Edta (66).

Other gods who were worshipped in connection with medicine
�ere Ra, the sun god; Ins, the earth and discover of ma� medicines
and Horus, the moon god with temples at On, Sars, Memphis and Thebes
(89).

Sera.pis was a very prominent healing diety with temples dedi

cated to him at Alexandria, •emphis, Abydris and Canopus (114).

The
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sick and ailing retreated to these temples where they made saori
tices to the respectiTe dieties and according to the ritual of the
temple drank or bathed i n the health giving mineral spring water
which was usually present and miraculous cures -were reported.

Here

we find the first step tawa.rd the developaent of a aodern spa-'
temples built near mineral springs were places

or

worship and the

cure was due to faith.
We find Astrology was quite prevalent among the Egyptians
but to a lesser extent than amo:ag the :Mesopotamians who appeared
later.
Nile.
air.

Their seasons vrere regulated by the rise and fall of' the
'they also speak of the f'our elements, fire, water, ea.th

lierodotes declared that Egypt was the healthiest

but did n ot explain his statement.

or

and

countries

Umholesome air was removed from

the body by excitation of reotus and flatus by onions and blana (89).
We find in the Papyrus Ebers that drugs
were used more than olimatolheropy

(21).

and

incantations

However, the Edwin Smith

Surgical Papyrus, perhaps written by lmhotep himself', mentions that
the pest (disease) may be borne by the wind.
earliest historical references
wind.

This is one of' the

to the theory of disease spread by

The Egyptians had an incantation (Incantation XVIII) for

exercising the wind of the pest of the year (11)
BABYLO:Nl:J.N AND .ASSYRIAN CULT
The next great civilizations were those
Assyrians.

of the Babylonians and

Again we see the worship of mineral springs and a god of

medicine, who was Ea, god of ocean, rivers, springs and all waters.
The sick and suffering prayed to him, would bathe in the mineral

aprln�s and ., thus, the healing qualities of the water were appre
ciated (114).
One of' the three great contributions of this cult is the
study of' the influence of' heave� bodies on man's welfare.
stars in their course fought for or against him (93).

The

It has been

shown that Astronomy had its origin among the Sumerians but the
Babylonians and Assyria:as developed it further to the place where
it gave a class into the laws and inter-relationship of' eart;hly
events.

Later, they developed Astrology, its practical application.

(101). 'fhe function of the priest was to discover the purpose ot
maneuvers of' the moon, planets and the stars and to predict the
effects on the earth.

Babylonian astrology predicted plagues, cast

horoscopes and also the prognosis of a disease process.

The signs

of the iodiac corresponded with the twelve constellations, each
symbol being representative of some god, Scorpion,

Ram,

etc.

This

had a great effect upon medical thought, especially therapeutics
for centuries after.

In fact ., we have all seen oalemars on

therapeutics which mention the signs of the Zodiac.(93) (89). A
few quotations of the astrologers may be of' interest:
"It' west wind in bl�ing when the new moon is first
seen, there is likely to be an unusual amount ot
illness during that month."
•it Venus approaches the constellation ot Cancer,
there will be respeot for law and prosperity in the
land, those who are ill will recover, and pregnant
women will have easy confinements". (13)
From this it is noted that the movements of the stars am
heavenly c onstellations must have been observed very closely and,
undoubtedly, there must have been some basis for their beliefs. am
predictions.

Do not the same stars, planets, etc. exercise the
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same influence upon the

earth now?

Or were these ancient astrono

mists erroneous in their observations?
PERSIAN l.iEDIC INE
Persia rose into prominence about six or seven centuries
B.C .

Their medicine. like that of India. owes its origin to the

primitive Aryan cult and its individuality to the influence of
religion. The therapeutic value ot climate was well known but no
mention is fown of climate. season, winds. etc. as etiological
factors in disease. The astrology of the Babylonians was not all
accepted by the Persians and so began to pass into disrepute (93).

ORIENTAL MEDICINE
The orientals reached a very high state of civilisation
quite early in history.

However, only a ve-ry little is known about;

the medicine of th:is remote period. We find that mineral baths
were u sed as therapeutic measures during the pariod of Japanese
l�edioine extends from antiquity to 96 B.C. (40). The Chinese medical writings do not date back as far as the Japanese. the following
appearing 800 B.C . but un:loubtedly the theo-ry existed many centuries
earlier. Yonq and !!!!,, meaning, the bright and dark side of a sun
lit bank, are the principles underlying all of their philosophy and
metapby-sis.
two.

They believed disease to be due to a disharm.o:n_y of the

The lack of balance ot the two in nature causes wind, col d•

wet, and dryness and to eaoh ot these conditions were ascribed
various ailments.

Wind produced headache, apoplexy, dizziness.

diseases of eye. ear, nose and throat.

C old produced coughs. cholera•

heart pains, rheumatism and abdaninal pain.
diarrhea, pain in sides and diabetes.

Heat caused chills,

Wet produced constipation,

watery diarrhea, abdominal distension, gonorrhea, kidney pain,
nausea, janundioe, anasarca, abdominal colic am pain in the teat.
Dryness was the cause ot thirst and constipation (87).

Here, we

find the first mention of climatic changes producing pathological
cODditions in the ·human body.

In therapy, we find that tbs Chinese

regulated their treatment ot smallpox by climate aDd season (44).
Purthermore,,we find that baths were pri1ed as the means of preser
vation of health and also as a method of therapeutics (89).
HIBDU PERIOD (1600 B.c.)
Probably about fifteen centuries B.C. the height of medical
knOIWledge was transferred to India.

This cult also worshipped a

God of healing and associated him with mineral springs.
Susruta described

1120

diseases and divided these into

seven different classes, of wh ich, one class was due to weather.
Cada, in support of this theory, described eighty diseases due to
the wind ( 89 ).

The Hindooa also recognized the fact that insalubr

ious air of tbs marshes caused in tennitten fevers.

Here, like China

and Egypt, it was noticed that certain types of weather brought
peculiar diseases.

In therapy, warm and cold baths (the most sacred

in the Gan�es) sea •ater and medicinal spriD?;B were employed (89).
Medical schools were started and tlourished, ma?J¥ Greeks and Egyptians
attending.

The influence of the elements ns noticed because, during

thtmder, lightning, or convulsions of nature, no study was to be
undertaken lest it would receive only one-halt attention (101).

OTHER CULTS
In this period we find the development of other Gods of Medi
cine to whom temples were erected, usually near healing springs.
Baalmorpe is the lord ot a healing spring a s mentioned in Phoenician
inscriptions from Cyprus (Cis i. 41).

Eshmum dieties had altars

dedicated to them about 180 B.c. in Sardina.

Recent; discoveries

reveal that a taiple was located at Ba17tos (Dema.shies) which was near
springs and streams• and obviously the bathing was a great factor in
the cure.

Among the Iranians, Aredu i Sura Anahita was the healing

divinity of ft.tars (114)
CELTIC MEDIC.AL DIE'?IES
The tribes of Central and Eastern Europa also had dieties ot
mineral springs.
Portugal.

Boruo was this God in Central France, Bonn.onus in

Sh rines dedicated to him. were at Bourbonne-les-Bains, Bour

bon--Lonoaj!ilr-en-Diois, others on the Rhine and at the baths ot Bonn.io
in Northern Ita.ly 1rhere inscriptions in honor ot him have been found
at the healing springs near Oposto (114 ).

We will again refer to

Bonno when the evolution of the modern health resort and spa f'ran these
early temples and shrines near healing springs is discussed.

Grannos,

the lun God, was the healing diety of renown among the Celts of the
upper Danube an:l his memory is still preserved in the Auvergne at the
festival of the Brams with the cennoey of G rannasmids.

Aix-la

Chapel la was known as Aquae Granni and the stream. receiving 1rater
from Plombieres in Vosg6s lfas called Eaux Graunnos (114).
• also worshipped Grannos but called him Grian, meaning Sun.

The Irish
He and

Sciona were the ever...,.oung sun-god and the old goddess representing
the Greek Apollo and his mother Leto.

The Griselciae Nymphae were

8

Goddesses of the thermal spring of Graoul.x (Be.sses-Alpes) and regard
ed as therapeutic divinities.
Evaux
(114).

am

Ivaos was diety over the springs at

Segeta the Goddess at Agme Segetae, near Feure (Loire)

A number of the healing temples of the ancients have been

mentioned.

Later in the chapter on Evolution or the :Spa it will be

found that maey of these have dEtVeloped into the modern health resort.
GRECIAN - PRE-HIPPOCRATIC PERI(]) (1260 B.c. - 500 B.c.)
Now the name ot civilization in Egypt, Babylon and Persia
began to dim end the center of culture, whether medical, philosophic
or literary was transferred to Greece.
into a science but
ot Gods.

it

1f8.S

Part of this

1ledioine began to develop

still filled with mysticism

am

worship

was derived from the other civilizations

but during this period, i.,e find climatotherapy··.am no recognition of
meteorpathology.
Again we bav.e the development of Gods of Medicine.
had a more

Ho God

successful "run" than Asklepias (Aesculapius, la.tin) who

for more than ten centuries was the consoler am healer of men and even
now is knovm
his birth.

as the "God of Healing"

'th ere are lJl8Jl1 myths concerning

'fhe earliest stating that he was the son of Isceys, the

Elatide and Coranis, the daughter of the Heraclide Phlegyae.

Another,

and more probably true, is that he was the son of Apollo am the
maiden Koronis and

W'a.S

born on the mountain above Epidaunio, being

ripped out of the body ot his dead mother by Apollo (93) (89) about
1300 B.C. (114).

liis boyhood was spent in this place, nursed by the

goats and watched by the shepard dogs.

.

As an infant he performed many

miracles and soon his healing powers were well known.

Temples arose
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on the site where he did his miracles ( 109).

His sons 11achaon and

Podalirius did outstand inly among the wouDied in the Siege of Troy
(1184 B.C.) and thus helped t o spread the cult of their father who
soon became regarded as the 11God ot Kedioine 11 (93).
T he origin and significance ot the name, Aesculapius is aleo
invaluable in the correlation ot disease with weather by the Greeks.

�

It is interpretated as meaning, gentle radiance (presumab� of bright
air after storm).
clear

Thus, the diety was thought of as the utresh, bright,

air after storms" (96). We all realize what a psychic factor

this was on the raith:f'ul.
ing to work

We all feel exhil.1t.rated, healthy and will

after a stonn - and imagine the effect that w crship of a

God signifying that day would have upon the patient.
The cult flourished and telll)les for the

worship of Aesculapius

arose at Epidarus (his birthplace), Cos, Pergamos and Tricia.

In th,

ear� days the shrines were in recesses of the earth, •i!l mountains 1
grottos caves with simple structures
mar some spring or stream.

am

low altars but were all'l'a.ys

Gradually, due to the multitudes coming

to the shrines for worship, the temples increased in size and became
resorts.

They were seleoted with regard to general salubrityi--purity

of e.ir and water.

This is obvious when we consider some of the other

sites, as Kyrene, Carthage, :Mitylene, Megalopolis and Las, in Lakonia .,
a stream.
springs.

ill of these had good pure water and many had medicjnal
At Pergomon the water was so delicious that Aristeides pre

ferred it to the SW'eetest wine.

Korona in Lakonia was located by the

Plataian spring which had definite medicinal properties.

Kenchreiai

1(

a bubbling salt spring.

Epidaurus had a sacred spring which appeared

at the place where one ot Aesculapius• sacred serpents disappeared after
the death of the God, Ras and 'fitane had groves of cypress trees

(114).

The· sick came to the temples, undenrent; incantation• sleeps, bathed a.Ild
usually recovered from their illness.

Actually, however, these sites

of worship were not unlike our moder n spas and health resorts of today.
Weuberger states:
�hose favored spots on hill or mountain in shelter of
forest, by rivers or springs of pure flc,wing water, were
conducive to health. The vivifying air, the well cultured
gardens surrounding the shrine, the magnifioient vin, all
tended to cheer the heart with new hope ot cure. Ma:qr of
these temples owed their fame to mineral or merely hot
springs" (89).
Homely altars were originally erected beside sacred fountains in the
neighborhood of health giving mineral springs for the faithful to
worship Aesculapius, but were later magnificient temples, pleasure
grounds for festivals, gymnasia in which bodily aliments were treated
by physical e".'{ercises, baths and inunctions were added.

The priests

at these temples told the worshippers of previous miracles and excited
greatest hope of cure in the faithful.

Success was attributed to the

work of Aesculapius, failure to the fault of the patient
The location, physical plan and even the beliefs of
are practically identical to our

(39) (34).

"miracle cures"

modern spas.

Many or the waters am streams

or

Greece (rivers Achelors

and Xepliros) were spiritualized and had remarkable curative virtues.
(Pausanias, IV, XXXI, 4; V, u, 11, VIII, XIX 3).

Mineral springs a.nd

baths, m.aey sacred to He.es, are first mentioned by Ibykia (Frag. 46),
Sophokles refers (Ap. cit. 634) to hot baths at Mt. Eta, near Tbemopylai,

J..L

and the poet Hra.tes am his friends visited a hot bath where there was
a place similar to that of a hospital, called Pai oncion, at which Paian
was invoked (Belluas, Frag; 2). The drinking of the water at the spring
at Peryomon gave speech to the mute, which upon another it conferred the
girt of prophesy (Aristeides, Oration in Putcum Aesculapii, i, 447) (114).
Artemis, daughter of Zena and Leto, twin sister of Apollo, had
a healing shrine dedicated to her at Lousoi and at Ephesos. The Ionides,
collective term for IIJlllPh, Xalliphaiia, $yDallaxis, Peqoia, Iasis
controlled healing springs, some having a very offensive odor.
"To bathe in the spring is a cure tor all kinds of
sicknessess and pains" (114).
As these facts are revined, we realize that maey of the cures were due
only to faith and we can postulate that maey neurotics were among the
worshippers. However, all was not mysticism at these temples, in fact,
rational medicine had one of its most active centers where the temples
of Aesculapius stood, and there, Schools of Rhodes, Crudos and Dos
developed. Fractures, dislocations, injuries of all sorts plus chronic
ailments were trea1:;ed,/� The system ot Herodrios and the empirical use
of gymnastics was founded upon a partial truth which later was recogniz
ed as rational medicine and deTeloped into Hydrothera.peutics. It is
noted that the elements be�e a great factor in the lite of' the indivi

dual .at this•time.- Thales ot Miletus (624-548 B.C.) believed that water
was the primary matter from which all things were d erived while the
doctrine of Ananim.es (b. 526 B.C.) or Diogenes of Appolonica (a 430 B.C.)
was that air is the original source of all, rei:p ira.tion life and wiDi
influence temperature, growth am health. Air was the vechile of sense
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appreciation, air and blood caused accelerated motion or pleasurable
sensation, while the opposite produced pain. .lrchele.os of Athens,
pupil of Anasaporas, also stated that the f'undemental principle of
air was the seat of intellectural faculty and gave use to warm and cold
sensation. Thus, gradually, evolved part of the theory of Hippocrates
of the extreme importance of air in our vital !'unctions•
mPPOCRA'f IC ERA - 500 B .c •
We now come to a period in the history where the Asolepiadae,
the decendants of Aeschlapius,were �he practitioners of the art of
medicim. 'fhey were the priest-physicians in the temples, who never
mentioned climate as a therapeutic factor in the cures, perhaps, because
they, too, believed that the cures were miraculous and could not be
explained by physical means. However, there were some men, among whom,.
Empedtoles, who lived 495-435 B.c., realised the value of a healthy
enviromm.ent am good climatic conditions. Be freed the town of Selinus
f'rom a deft.stating scourge by reclaimi:ng the swampy lam and ·assured
his native town of Agrigentum favorable climatic conditions by blocking
up a rift in the hill (89). Here is found the first record of man
endeavoring to alter the climate. Yeton of Athens connected medicine
with As tronomy, revivi11g the old Assyrian cult. Bolos wrote ot the
healillg power ot nature but very few ot his works are preseNed (89).
Disease at this time was related to cosmic events, to changes in the
sun, moon and stars, but an immediate association with weather distur
bances was not emphe.s bed
Patients having symptans comparable to our present day diagnosis
ot goiter were sent to the sea-shore and fed a soup made of sea-weed
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and were relieved of their symptoms. Todey-, we have a simple explam.
tion of the phenanem.l cure, due to the 12 content ot the seaweed.

Other individuals went; to these temples and were cured by "rest•t, a
cure typical of' our modern spa.
Undoubtedly, many of the Asclepiadae thought, taught and
wrote about the affects of meteorological disturbances upon the human
individual and its relation to pathological conditions but very little
of their writings are preserved for our reading.

It remained for one

man, one of' keen mind, sound judgment and possessing great powers of
observation to sum up all of the available knowledge, add his own
observations and to record it tor posterity. This outstanding individual
was Hippocrates, who was born 450 or 460 B.C. on the Isle of Cos, site
of' the temple of Cos and one of' the great medical centers of the time
(93) (101), the son

of Heracleides and Phaena.cets - decendants of'

Aesculapius and liercules. M ost of his education was derived f'rom his
father at Cos but later he traveled to Greece. The fame of this
pb;ysician tar outshone that of' all previous and subsequent medical men •
.Ile was called Hippocrates the Great, by Aristotle; Hippocrates, the
Divine, by Salen; and now the Father of' Medicine (89).
This man was a keen observer and coming from the School of
Cos, he studied his patient at the bedside, in the clinic, the relation
of the patient to his food, clothing, sea.son, weather and country in
which he lived (101). lie evinced a great acquaintance with human life
and a most philosophical spirit in contemplating the subjects which he
was handling.

Indeed, a few works in any language display so much

accurate observation and originality of thought. Hippocrates knew noth-
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ing about bacteria. blood ohemistry, complex fonnulas, microscopic
examination and all of the other modern scientific procedures, but
he did study the patient very thoroughly• We will mention some or
his works here• but throughout this thesis we will quote him freely
because we feel he is an authority. We also recanmend that anyone
interested in medicine should read the "Works of liippoorates".
is a medical as well as a literary classic.

It

It proves the value of tie

use of our five senses in the examination. diagnosis and treatment of
the patient. Above all, the reader Will realize the value of obsel"V'a
tion and Will agree with Osler.who says in his Advice to Students,
•Use your five senses--but see--•
Hippocrates, the greatest of the Aesclepiades relied upon
one common healing taotor--Nature and consid ered himself its sel"V'ant,
not master. He stated that "Natural powers were the healers of disease".
He believed that nature cured some ills without the p:tw"sician and also
that the physician could not produce a cure, only, unless he too the
natural forces intelligently into consideration.

There were little or

no divination. inculations, sleeps, charms or inoantations in his
practice or medicine, but more practical application of obe•rvation.
He traced the cause of most diseases to climate and diet and here we
see the dawn of meteorology (89) (93) (41).
Again, the theory of air as a vital factor in the life of
man can be seen. Concerning this, Hippocrates said:
"Man takes a breath by mouth or nostril, it goes first to
the bra.in. but the air that goes into the lungs am the
veins is of use when it enters the cavities of the brain,
thus causing intelligence and movement of' the limbs •••••
As therefore it is the first of' the bodily organ$ to
perceive the intelligence coming from the air, so, too
if any violent change has occurred in the air owing to
the seasons, the brain also becomes different from what
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it was. 7berefore, I assert that the diseases too that
attack it are the most acute, most serious, most fatal,
arid the hardest for the inexperience to judge of" (96)
Hippocrates en1arged on the o bservations of Empedocles regarding geographic situations of cities.

He found that in a city

which had many hot 'W'inds and was sheltered from the north winds, the
heads ot the inhabitants were of a "humid and pituitous constitution"
and abdominal disorders were t·!'equent.

H e also noticed menorrhagia

was frequent among the women and the c CiDC&-ption rate

1'8.S

low.

The

infants in such an environment were subject to convulsions, the men
had dysentery and hemorrhoids.
diseases was very low.

Furthermore, the incidence of acute

In other cities, located between the summer

settings and risings of the sun, subject to cold stimulating •inds
and where the waters were col d and hard, Hippocrates found that the
inhabitants had hard and difficult evacuations am were liable to
cerebral hemorrhage.

The incidence of acute diseases was high.

The

•vomen had regular menses but were unable to nurse their babies due to
the nature ot the water.
The healthiest people were found in cities exposed to the
winds between the summer and winter risings of' the sun.
the east were better than those facing north.

Those f'aoing

Others racing the west

were partieularly unhealtbJ and the water was bad because the morning
mist was mixed with it.

It was his observation that individuals liv

i ng in this locality were very feeble.
In regard to -,,ater, Hippocrates considered those eomingfrom
marshes and lakes with no current, particularily unwholesome.

Standing

H20 resulted in enlarged spleen• emaciation and difficult deliveries.
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Water containing Fe, Ca, Ag, Au,
as unhealthy.
clear, sweet

s,

Al, and Bi was also considered

The healthiest type nowed from elevated ground, waa

am

ran to the east.

lis.ppocrates believed that strength

was given to 'Yater by Winds and was purified by the sun.
In regard to speoitio diseases, Hippocrates discussed
Erysipelas, Tuberculosis, Poliomyelitis, Epilepsy, and Racial Differ
entiation, which will be taken up in a later chapter.

l�c,w it will

suffice to give a Sl.llD!lary ot his observations.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

All diseases were due to the interference with the supply of
air to tissues.
Disease, therefore, occurred more co111DOnly when the air was
disturbed such as storms and changes of seasons.
The tissues were altered after every meteorological disturbance
with the restorative period requiring ten days.
Cyclonic circulation of the atmosphere over Greece and liurope
produced different diseases tram countries such as Egypt and
Asia Minor where the climatic c onditions were more stable.
Atmospheric conditions at the time of conceptions attected the
embryo.
The preratal and postmtal atmospheric environment produced the
d ifferent races of man.
Human and animal species of any specific region alternately
resembled the country (96}.
As we review the more recent observations in regard to meteor

ological changes in .relation to health and disease it will be noted that
the HipPooratic conclusions are still true.

In other words, as so fre

quently happens in medicine, new discoveries, some seemingly revolution
aey in nature, are made but a careful aerating of the •ritings ot the
ancients expeoially Hippocrates will disclose the taot that these were
known to them centuries ago.

'lheretore, we again adv ise a careful study

of" the "Histoey of Medicine" by aIV medical man.
During this time of Grecian gloey there were other c iviliza
tions present on the earCih, so let us see what they thought of climatology.

l'l

MEDICINE IN TEE OLD TES'UME Nr
'rhe Hebrews knew of the therapeutic value of sunlight (9)
and cured disease by prayer, sacrifice and, sparingly, by dietetic
measure and medicament (baths in River Jordan, cm.nge of air and
healing springs etc.).

However the belief that healing was the work

of God resulted in failure to co nsider meteorology as much as some
of' the other civilizations did.
the Bible.

Numberous qu otatio ns oan be given from

The book of Genesis contains a good reference.
11

Jacob was leaving Mesopotamia and going to the
land of C8.ll&&n11 (7).

"Jacob wrestled with stranger and dislocated hip11
(Gen. 32:26)

•sun

shone on him" (Gen. 52:32) Rashi - su n hastened
to cane up for Jacob (accident occurred at dawn) to heal his injured side (Gen. 32:22).

ti.when the sun first appeared Jacob was lim.pi�
(Gen. 32 :32) proceeded slowly and cautiousq •
(Gen. 32:14).
"Arter several exposure, he arrived into the city of
Sheohem tully cured". (Gen. 33:18)
Mo83S legislated against sun worship (9), however, we do not
find any mention of changes due to meteorological stimulation.

ANCIElff MEXICAN MEDICI NE
At this time civilization was progressing in the Western
Hemisphere, particularq among the Astoes.

'they were also keen observers

and it has been rumored that they derived the seeds of their civilisation
from Persia because of the similarity of their theories.

This is sub

stantiated by their well advanced soiences ot Astronomy- and Astrology.
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Constellations, particular days, signs of day corresponded With our
signs of Zodiac and the choice
sign of day

(89).

or

medicinal treatment depended on the

The influence of the elements is noticed in their

belief that gout, rheumatism, febrile diseases, ulcers, edema or
communicable skin diseases were due to c old and dampness while other
diseases were due to the winds (90).

However, we do not find a?\V God

or medicine or sacred mineral springs.
MEDICINE OF THE .AMERICAN INDIAN
We have all heard of the medicine men or the American Indians
With their belief in disease demons, although• the Iroquois recognized
the medical value or springs which contain salt, iron or sulphur and
bathed in them to regain their health.
cures were also connected with faith

Like the Egyptians and Greeks,

(28).

It is rumored that they

discovered the Hot Springs in Kissouri years ago.

The Arkansas Iroquoi s

a nd Cherekee tribes would be enemies on the tield but whenever they visit
ed these springs they became fr iends and enjoyed the health g iving
waters ( 43).
ROMAN MEDICINE
We now reach the period of the downf'a.11 or Greece and the rise
of Rome with the adoption or some of the Grecian civilization, including
their God of Medicine.

During the plague of 293 B.c. or Epidauros was

imrited to Rome to stop it with the power or the God or Aesculapius.
Thus, a sanctuaT,Y was built to him. on Insula Tiberina in January, 291

B.c.

All ot the divinity am iey-sticism or the Grecian temples was

carried •on here ( 114)
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Soon other temples were erected and Apollo, liygeia and Hercules,
the God of warm springs ware lforshipped ( 89).

The Ro.man nympbae

(divinities of the healing power of water) were supplanted by the Greek
nymphs and gods of springs and waters such as Faunus am Albunea of
Tiber.

Faunus -n.s an ancient Italian diety or the second state diety

of healing and prophetic divinity.

His most celebrated sanctuary

'18.S

in a sacred grove at Tiber near a sulpher spring over which the :aymph
Albunea (perhaps or divine origin) presided.

Similar temples were at

the hot springs of Alonia, southwest of Padria lfbare the spring God
Alonius was worshipped (114).

Thus, the cult of Aesculapius came into

great favor among the better classes in Rome, who mad e pilgrimages to
At this time we begin to see a change of the temples ot

Epidauros.

lf orship into the modern health centers am spas.

The worship of the

God was forgotten a.nd visits were me.de for rest, for pleasure or because
it was a place where fashionable people visited.
'fhe Romans spread this worship throughout their domain am
altars to Asoulapius am Salus are among the remains now found at
Chester, Engla.nd, Birdoswell in Cumberland, Castle Yard at Carlisle,
Binohester, Tunstall, Lancaster and Bath, Englam (114)

ASCLEPIAD�
An opponent to the theory of the healing power of nature was
Asolepiades, born in Pruia, a town of Bit�ia, N.

w.

Asia Minor, 124 B.C.

Incidentally-, he was not related to the great Aesculapius.

lie beoame

a naturalized Greek but studied his medicine in Rome and founded the
Order of Asclepiades regarding the healing powers of Nature.
teachings lfere contradictory to those of Hippocrates.

His
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He stated:
"Not only is Nature useless, but it is even someti.mis
harmtul",89).
Thus, he observed the dangerous at.facts ot various climates and we
see the continued development of mod ern meteorology.

ME!HODISTS • 50 B .o •
Numerous medical cults arose nO'II' that the tollovters of
Aesculapius were in disrepute.

Among these were the Methodists,

started by Themison of Laodiur in 60

B.c.

'they believed in the

stimulating affect of oertain climates am sent phthieical patients
to the mountains to be relieved of their symptoms•
origin of the altitude treatment of tuberculosis.

This was the
Sora.nus and Caelius

Aurelianus were the 198.ding exponents of the Methodic doctrine.

'their

precept for the management of disease was first the care of the chambers
of the patient, including the air surrounding him (115)

Ma.:rv

of the Romans wrote very intelligently about the relation

of climate to disease at this time.

Vitruvius favored residence in a

high locality to avoid exposure to wind or mist or too great heat or
cold and to be situated high fran the marshes.

He also considered

goiter to be due to the drinking ot �O of a parbioular region.

These

observations are still true, only., now, the etiological facto rs are known.
A Cornelius Celus published an Encyclopedia "Arts" between 25 - 35 A.D.
which contained all of the knowledge of his time, including medicine.
In this he describes the influence of seasons am weather upon man in
health and disease (114).

About this time the Seven Books of Paulus

Aeqina.ta appeared, containing a complete review of the knowledge of
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the Greeks, Romans and Arabia?l8.

He remarked that the best air was

pure, not defiled by lakes, marshes or odorous pits.

.t11a observations

can be summed up as f'ollowe:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cold air caused plmnpness, was unsuitable for the acute aDd
improper for sane chronics such as T.B., Caohexia, Paralysis,
Apoplexy and Rheumatism.
Warm a ir, on the oth er extl"BJDe, consumed and wasted the body
but was usetul in affections of' the chest and nerves.
Thick air had no good properby except that it prevented the
powers f'rom be ing dissipated.
Then air was the most comucive to health, t herefore, high
situations were more salubrious to all people except those
With diaphoresis, syncope, or the aged.
The seashore was milder than the inland regions.
Varshes were unhealtey am caused the sumner pestilent.
With regard to his vie,rs on Astrology, we see that the sun

warm.ed the body, the moon moistened the brain and that Epilepsy and
heaviness of' head ••re due to sleeping under the moon.

Paulus wrote

very extensively on natural baths, stating that the power of' mtural
waters i s descianb and calefacient and titted for those of a humid am
cold habit.
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

In the classification he used the following:

Nitrous and saltish helped the head, detlwca.tions of' the chest,
watery st<m1&ch, dropsies, s.1ellings attar diseases, and the
collections of' phlegm.
Albuminous were good for hemoptysis, vomiting,amenorrhea and
misoan-iages.
Sulphureous were soothing to the nerves, relieved lassitude
but caused gastro intestinal disturbance.
Bituminous caused fullness of head.
Cooperish helped the mouth, tonsils� uvula and eyes.
Ferruginoris were beneficial to the spleen am stomach.
Pliny in his thirty-first book on "Natural Waters" discussed

the thermal springs of the ancients.

Some were beneficial because of

their vapours, others by minderal content and the therapeutic value was
most noted in disease of' the nerves and joints.

He also noticed that

maey or the spring waters tended to relieTe constipation.
I

Ions Aponus

of Bagni de Abs.no near Padua were celebrated for their therapeutic
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value by the Celandian poem.

Pa�sanias also mentions the wann saline

springs of Asolepioss at Cenohreae in Corinthoaia, the springs at the
temple of Aesculapiua at Corona and the wells at the temple of
Aesculapius at Pergamos (2)
At this time of great armies, invasions and migrations, the
peysicians connected with the military tervice soon noticed a change
in their men, after moving from a cold to a warnt clime and

vn versa.

Their keen observations also revealed that men from different geograph
ical areas had different fighting capacities.

Cyrus, son of Cambyses,

both military pb;ysicia ns,onoe said regarding the health ot the aney:
"It you a.re going to stay for some time in the same
neighborhood, you must not neglect to camp, and ,rlth
proper attention you cannot fail this�.
"People are continually talking about unhealthful
locations and you may f'ind clear witnesses to either
in the peysique am complexion of the inhabitants;
aDd in the second place, it is not enough to have
regard to the localities only, but tell me what means
you adopt to keep well yourself". (41)
CHRISTIAN ERA
Now we come to the birth of Christ--the time of the New'
Testament.

A conflict dsv-elops between the C hurch and the cult of'

Aesculapius, the Asclepiades, and the Methodists.
worship of Gods of Medicine recognised.

No longer is the

As the power of the Church

spread the worship of the Gods of Aiedioine decreased but the temples
persisted am inUri4uals still made pilgrimages to them and "le re
cured of the ills--perhaps by rest, faith or the mineral water and
a healthful climate.

This custom persisted on into the present dq

and has developed into the modern spas.
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PNEWATISTS AND ECLECTICS
During the first century A.D. a small body of pb;ysioians led
by Athenaios ot Allaleca , arose to in8roduoe a new development of medi
oal theory.

This school of Penu:natists insisted on the derivation of

all organio phenomena trom the action and condition of "vital air".
Later this cult was converted into the Eclectics.

Some of their

theories were:
l.
2.
3.

The constituants of body were warm, oold, moist and dry.
Health d epemed upon normal condition of penuma. I llness
was due to disorder ot pneuma or an abnonnal preponderance
of one or two qualities (col d or moisture, ebc.)
Their therapeutic measures combated heat with oold. Baths
and mineral springs were also used.

Later Aretaios gave much credit to pneuma as the important factors of
diseases (87).

Here, again, we se e the revival of the theory that air

is an exceedingly important factor.

GALENIC ERA
The most outstanding man in the field of medicine arter
Hippocrates, and, for centuries later, was Galen, bom at Pergamos
130 A.D. and living until 201 A.D.
as well as a good observer.
and of good drainage (93).

He was an anatomist, therapeutists

He was an exponent of a good water supply
In his first commentory on the work of

Hippocrates, he treats with variations of air, diversity of situations
due to direction of winds in different places.

The second ooamentory

states that waters, influenced the temperaments in difterent bodies
according to their respective character.

He concluded that attacks of

paraphegia (apopleJ:T) were brought on by cold mnds of muter suoceediI!g
a humid autUJDn.

In regard to astrology, he stated that the moon pro-

du ced changes in the atmosphere and caused a headache in man.

He also
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discussed astrology (2).
The greatest 1'ork of' Galen in climatology was in phthisis.
He found that the best curative agent was a change of

air to a residence

in dry and elevated localities such as regions in E gypt and Libya.
had very satisfactory results

in

He

the treatment of oonsum.ptives at the

health resorts at Tibiae, south of Vesuvius on the� between Sunento
and Naples.

He used mineral baths quite extensively (89).

Here we

notice a revival of the Methodist's climatic treatment of tuberculosis.
Galen became the authority and his writings remained the Bible of
Medicine for ten centuries.

Consequently, his vie,ra on climatology

were carried down through the ages.

MEDIEYAL MEDIC mE - 200 A.D. • 600 A .D •
Folloring the glor,y ot Greece

and the grandeur of Rome,

desolation came upon the world and the light of learning burned latt',
flickering almost into extinction.
and pr esen-ed by the mo:nastaries
world.

Very little

The flowers ot wisdom were gathered

but

their value was hidden from the

was added at t his time. The struggle between

Christianity a:nd the pagan worship in temples continued with the former
gradually winning.

170-270

However, during the plague in the Roman Empire,

A.D., there was a revival of the cult of the Gods of' Medicine.

Again temples were erected to Asclepias, Is1a and Sera.pis, pilgrimages
made al'.ld the sick am faithful indulged in dram-interpretations, sleeps,
incantations and baths ( 89)

Hew ten,_ples were founded, some of them

developing into spas later.
It was not until the Church was accepted by the ruling class
that the worship of Aesculapius began to be abandoned.

Christianity

was distrustful of scientific medicine and first r ejected it.

It was
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connected with paganism because of its origin in the Temples of
Aesculapius.

"Worldq 11 remedies were rejected and healing was

praotioed by prayer, "laying on ot the hands" and exorcism.

However,

rational medicine was gradually accepted since the value of it was
discovered.

lnf'innaries were built in Rome 400 A.D. and in Jerusaleum

by Empress Eudocia ., 420 A.D.

The Fathe rs of the Church preached

temperaace in diet an:l baths for cleanliness, warmth, health and
pleasure.

The masterpiece of Caelius Aurelia.mus ".!?!_ morbis acutis

� chmoicis� discussed th e use of medicinal baths.

Phthisis was

treated along the p rinciples of' the Methodists and with sea voyages.
Even thou�h there was some survival of the cults of' Aesoulapia s,
Asclepios, Methodists, Pneumatis, Eclectics etc •• the worlcs of Galen
were the authority (89).
Soon the miraculous healings of the saints supplanted the
"cures" of the pagan temples and shrines were dediccted to the saints.
Saints Cosnas an:l Damian were the patron saints of medicine and they
pe�onaed many miracles.

Shrines, such as 110ur le.dy of Lourdes" ., arose

and have still retained their popularity down through the ages.

Here,

we see the development of health centers due to religion ag ain.

However.

most of' these differed from the Asclepions in that they were not
connected with springs.

VII>l>IE MlES - 600.,:J..De - 1500 J..D.
A revi91t ot Byzantik:e med ioine reveals that Alexander ot
Tralles treated Phthisis by medicinal sprinr;s. change of air and sea
voyages in the sixth century.

No mention was made of climatotherapy

from the seventh to the sixteenth centuries.
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Arabian Medicine produced one great man in Rhazeus (860932 A.D.).

lie correlated Smallpox with the weather.

"As for old men, the Smallpox seldom happens to them,
except in pestilential, putrid, and malig•ht constitu
tions or the air, in which this disease is chietly preva
lent. For a putrid air, which has an undue p roportion of
heat arid moisture, and al so an inflamed air, promotes the
exception of this disease"• (J/)
Here, we notice the recognition of the seasonal incidence of disease.
Rhazeus also noticed that Smallpox prevailed during late autumn arid
the beginning of spring, also, during the summers with great and
trequent rains and south wil'lds ., and, in wann rlnters with southerly
wil'lds.

Measles appeared W'hen the summe r was excessively hot and dry

and in the autunms that were hot arid dry with late rains (61).
After the downfall of Persian civilisation, very little
advance was ma.de.

D uring the tenth century Ali -ibn al-Ablas al-Majusi

was the ph3sician to Emir-Abhad ed-Daula.

In this treatise ., "Kingly

It

Book , he discussed dietetics, seasons and climates.
As tronomy continued to hold a prominent place.
was even accepted par tially by the Oburoh.

In fact, it

In 671 A.D., the distinguish

ed Theodore, Archbishop of Canterbury am to Colomb an:! Erigenes, forbade
bleedi:ng during the first quarter or the moon ( 69 ).

During the Dark Ages�

practically nothing new was discovered ., knowledge was kept by the Monks
and �nly a ffffl school s existed-.Nestorisn, 608-800 A.D. and Salerno,
1000-1200 A.D.

Now new observations regarding climatology were made

or recorded by any one.
The Gr9at Plague of the XIV century took its toll of thousa!lds
of people in Europe and the Far East.

Ya!\Y' theories were advanced

concerning its cause an:! mariy were based on climatological conditions.
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It was four.xi that great revoluti ons in the organism of the earth such
as famine in China, rains in Kingsae, earthquakes, locusts and floods
preceded the Plague in Europe (1333) by f'if'teen years•

France had a

crop failure in 1338, earthqualtes all over the world and floods occurred
in

1347. Then, a thick, fetid mist advanced from the East to Ita�.

An earthquake took place •'in Italy 1348 a:Dd changes oausing a decanpo■i
tion of the atmosphere occurred.

Thus, the Plague was said to be a

consequence of' violent commotions in the earth's make-up.
In 1528 the sweating sickness was related to meteorological
disturbances.

It occurred during a rainf spring and summer With very

heavy foggy air.
A great peysician, John of' Gaddesohen, lived in England in
1280-1361.

In his 'tlosa Anglica.", written in 1314, he followed Galen's

belief' ·concerning therapy f or Phthisis.

He states that the oonsumptive

should live in a dry, clear and still atmosphere and at a high elevation.
Gaddeschen remind.s h is readers that Galen sent his Phthisical patients
to a high mountain near Sice'.cy", where there was perpetual fire.

He

spake of diseases arising fran heat, cold, dryness and moisture n:1
concerning places, the high (mountains) were cold, while the low (sea
shores) were damp.

He believed that exhalations from marsey lands

changed the air and gave r ise to disease and pestilence (27).
PRE-llODERN PERIOD - 1600-1800 A.D.
Now comes a new enthusiasm, new learning lead by such men as
Galen (1514-1564), Harrey (1578-1657), discoveries by Leeuwenhoek
(1632-1723), Laenner (1800) and others completely revolutionised medicine
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The writillf!:S of' Galen were no longer considered authoritative. in fact,
m&I\V were f'oum to be fallicous.

lior,ever, many of the views on climatic

and seasonal incidence of disease or Hippocrates and Galen were handed
down and still believed to be authentic.

'fhe ancient Temples of'

Aesculapius were now covered with the ruin ot centuries but the ailing
still f'oUJJd rest, comfort and ocoasio:aally health at these centers which
had now developed into health resorts.

liew diseases were attributed to

various causes--m&ny' of them climatic.

'the following classical descrip

tion of' Syphilis by Girolamo Fracastora (1484-1563) ,rill serve to

illustrate this.
Syphilus, a shepard. was feeding one thousand cattle and
one thousand sheep f'or the table of' King Alicthous.

The su n became too

hot f'or the shepard am for revenge he set up an altar and gave divine
honors to ard ,rorshipped his king instead of' the sun.

The King enjoyed

this and prohibited the worship of' any other diety- but himself upon the
earth.

This a�ered the Sun, the Father, and he raged inwardly, twisted

his rays so as to be harmf'ul and shone with a malig:aant light.

Mother

Earth, and the waters of the sea were affected am the air became heat
ed with a force and foulness arose in the blasphemous lard.

And,

consequent�, Syphilus broke out with foul pustules and the other
classical symptoms ot the disease.
Fracastora. also states this plague originated before Columbus'
return and was predicted by astronomers.

When the Conjunction of Satum,

Jupiter and Mars oc curred, it signified that diseases were impending.
He stated that since it broke out with such virulence and became such
a universal scourge, it must have been due to the air.

In regard to
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climatotherapy, he mentioned the fact that certain people went to the
quiet airs o:f' mountain tops (61).
Sydenham., one o:f' the greatest medical men of this time

"1'111.S

born in 1624 and died in 1698. He was fortunate in having as his
predecessors, Versalies, Ha:rrey and others. :Medicine was developing
into an exact science and the work of this man is invaluable• Maey
or his medical lfritings were in the form of epistles to his friends.
These are available to us.
Sydenham, like Hippocrates, also was a very keen observer
and noticed the epidsnics varied with the seasons.

He reported on

the epidemics o:f' 1673, 1674, 1615, 1675 etc., and treated them in
relation to the weather. In this epistle to Dr. Brady, February 7,
1679, he revealed that Measles usually stated in January, diminished
during ear� summer and expired in mid-sUlJID.er. The Cholera morbus
epidanic had it onset at the close o:f' summer and was exaggerated by
unusual heat or that time. He compared the constitution or the years
and their relation to the disease. However, he states that the con
dition of the atmosphere which favors epidemic diseases was less mani
fest than an occult condition not known to him.

Regarding the Smallpox

epidemic o:f' 1677-168 1, Sydenham wrote to Dr. Cole, January 20, 1681-82,
stating that it raged during those years which best agreed with its
disposition (62).

From this, it is obvious that Sydenham did emphasize

the value of air in the evaluation of the climatic facto rs involved in
� disease.
At this time, Morgagni (1682-1771) mentions the fact that the
bad air and inactivity of life in prison caused Tubercle (61). In re
gard to the Black Death of this time, Saleazyo di Santa Sotici believed
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that it was due to an unknOlfn corruption ot the air. T he members of
the College of Physicians of Paris made the following statement:
"We are of the opinion that constellations with the aid
of nature strive by the nature of their divine might,
to protect and heal the race".
Thus, the

soieme

1t

or Astrology

was

carried

d<M'n

to present times

(3).

is interesting to note that Richard Bright (1789-1858)

observed and described the disease, which now carries his name, in a
strong Welshman whose occupation exposed him to alterations ot temper
ature, such as cold after exposure to heat.
might

have

some

affect

in the cause

part

thought

of the disease

(1809-1871) mentioned the difference in
and southern

He

fevers

that

{61).

this

w. w. Gerhard

observed· in the northern

of the United States. However, clime.ta was mentioned

when Thomas Addison (1795-1860) described his disease. We will refer
to this later.

In 1687 Mead popularized meteoropathology in the older

English clinical schools.

He correlated epistaxis with the sun and the

phases of the moon, again advanoing the science ot Astrology-. One oase
report illustrates a death ,due to pulmonary hemorrhage whioh was caused
by

an extremely low

was attributed to

Floyer observed

barometric

pressure. Asthma periodical in

the influence of the moon and the

that

weather.

type 1

Sir John

fits, as a rule, came on tortnight4r and with the

change ot the moon.
The observations of Kirshringin

in

dehydration are interesting. He stated that

oyolic hydration and
beauty

depended upon lunar

force, a full moon mad e individuals plump and handsome while in the· other

phases they become wan and ill-favored. This must

have

been

due

to the
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increase in water retention during t'ull moon arxi making the face round
and well tilled.

lie also noticed that the phases of the moon had the

same effect in shell-fish.

In 1703, he noticed a patient developed a

headache the night of a storm, while ano ther lady developed amaurosis.
In regard to Oliver Crom\fell' s death, the day after the most violent
storm of England, September 3, 1658, he said:
"Died of fever aocompuied with griet--it ia certain that
grief predisposes the animal spirits to be easily affected
by causes of nature" (meaning the storm).
Later, Johnson wrote concerning Asthma:
nthere is no disease which presents a finer specimen, or
a more decisive illustration of atmospheric influence
over the human functions, or of the broken balance in
the excitement and circulation, which then results, than
Asthma".
S ir James Clark stated that Dyspepsia was clearly related to

meteorological even\is.

Johannes Kapperscbmidt of' Bern {1715) and

Zimmermann of Zurich (1764) devoted much t:ime to meteorological factors
in disease.
pressure.

Haller observed that migraiDI was related with barometric

'the convulsions of Peter the Great were believed to be

meteorological:

conditions.

It is obvious that one

humred fifty years ago a peysician

spoke of' the barometric pressure as often as we speak of the leucooytic
oounb now.

Have the past filteen decades changed us so that the

b&reraeter does not affect us arq more?

Or, in the over-enthusiasm of

laboratory medic ine, have we disregarded the important factor of climate?
Ere.smus Darwin, grarxi:tather ot the late Charles DarW'in, noticed
that the onset of illness among dogs was comm.on at the commencement of
the rainy season.

He also observed that gout returned at the same season
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eveey year and was due to solar infiuence.
on season and morbidity:

The following men worked

Lionel Chalmers of C harleston, South Carolina,

l776J P ena.da of Padua in 1776, Chostel of Luxemburg and Fuster, lMO.
Daniel Drake's '·"Rork • "A Systematic Treatise, Historical, Etiological
and Practical on the Principal Di sea.se of the Interior Valley ot North
America, as they appear in the Caucasian, African and Esquima.us Varietis s
in its Population" and started investigations
ship of disease.

in geographical relation

The relation of the onset of pain in neuralgia to the

state of the atmospheric pressure were found definite and constant by
Weir Mitchell.

However, he maintained it was the sum total of the

combination of a'bnospheric conditions that started the onset of the
pain.

Johnson and Eisemen discussed the onset o.f cold and catarrh with

sudden changes of temperature which caused an agitation of the peripher
ial nerves of the skin, lungs and stomach am was relected in the
cerebral spinal canal.
entire central nervous

They maintained that a reflex occurs in the

system and rheumatic affection also begins.

This work was continued by H orwath, Rossbach , Lode, Reineke, Human,
Rosenthal, Folk and Bunge in later years (91).
At this time Japanese medicine developed into the Yedo Period :,
1616-1867, and climatological influence was noticed.

Out of' eveey

season 6 Ke ascended from eath to heaven and baok, and the diseased dl8d
due to disturbances of circulation of

Un and Ki.

Later :, the Muji period,

due to more European influence,relate d season with diseases (40).
In 1792, Finke published Medico - practical
1813 Schnurrer wrote Geographic Nosology.
at this time was that
mental forces.

Geograply

and in

llinUng's concept of disease

it was a product and reflection of local environ

Eisenmann studied the relation of endemic diseases to
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the geopl\Ysical enviroment. lfhich was also cont inued by P e ttenkofer.
In 1886• Henl e asso c:i.ated temperature fluctuations with catarrh. w'hile
Seitz believed that Diphtheria. Pertuosis• Pneumonia and Drsente:ry • as
was Influenza, were due to the weather {9 )
In regard to the unusual interest in climatology• we wish to
review s ome of the work of' our own Nebra.lJka State Medical S ooiety which
was organized in

1868. As early as 1873, t hey had a spe cial committee

on climatol ogy which devoted all of its time to investigating the
meteorolo gical and geographic coDiitions of various regions
and their relation with endemic or epidemic diseases.

in Nebraska

Harrey Boston•

Observer Signal Service at Omaha.made the first complete climatol ogical
report that has been found for that city for the year ending June 111

1873. The report c ontained the f'ol lovting:
Barometric variability
Greatest range - November 1.41 inches
Smallest range .. August
.48 inches
He stated that storms• cyclones, etc•• are very important in the life
of man. but are um.ppreciated by any one except the sailor am f'anner
who live in the ope n. and sometimes by the pl\Ysioian.
of meteorological reports

am

predictions was urged.

Mean Temperature f'or Omaha

1872
June
July
Aug ust
September
October
N ovember
December

73.7
77.0
75.6
62.8
53.0
30.6
19.0

1873
January
Febru.aJ!)"

16.9
26.9

More
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March
April
May
Sharp variations or temperature were noted on February 29,
Rainfall
Total - 88 i'aiJ:\Y' dqs - 37 .6 inches
July - highest month, with 6.36 inches
February - lawest month With D2 inches.
Relative humidity
5()% air is pure and dry.

Three-fourths of entire year

was cloudy.

Wind
Winter - north and northeast·
Fall - southwest
Spring - east alld northeast. (5a)
The conclusions that

s.D.

Mercer, Chairman of the Committee

of Climatology drew from these and his o bservations were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

"Climate of Nebraska it favorable tor the prevention and
cure of all classes of diseases ot the skin, lungs and
respiratory organs."
"Malarial diseases are less oommon".
"State ot Nebraska is equal, it not superior, for health
and longivity to any- f'rom Atlantic to Pacific or from
the Great Lakes to the Gulf".
"The climate can.bined with the natural resources will
ena.ble Nebraska to soon occupy the front ranks of the
states or the Union for health, wealth and prosperity",7o).
At this time the Saratoga Springs at Omaha were well lcmMn

for their medicinal properties (116).
been said about; them.

Since that time, nothing ha.s

In fact, we have been unable to locate them.

In 1874, J. H. Peabody, the new Ch airman of Section of
Climatology

am

Prevailing diseases continued the meteorological and

geographic o baervatiom am stated that Nebraslca"llls the best draimd
state in the Union, Western elevation being 6 1 026 feet and the Eastern,
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1,045, producing a drop of seven feet per inch.

He stated that the

Nebraska climate was excellent for incipient Phthisis, since it was so
very free from moisture and permits outdoor exercise.
vented development of the disease.

This also pre

8udden changes of temperature were

not so noticeable because the atmosphere was dry.

lie compared the

mortality from pneumonia and bronchitis of San Francisco and Omaha, the
fonner being 20 per cent higher, due to the moisture laden atmosphere,
even though the change of temperature was rarely over 20 degrees as
compared to 60 to 70 degrees in Omaha.

However, the low death rate

from cholera intantum. 6/10,000 in San Francisco as com.pared to
21/10,000 in Oma.ha, •s due to the uniform coolness of the atmosphere-
(rarely over 80 degrees) (96)

MODERN EBA • 1880 • 1938

A.D.

Revolutionizing discoveries which changed mos� of the ideas
of etiology of disease, atterd!d all experimental lfork, changed therapeutics,
and influenced all mediea; tho�ght, occurred at this time.
that these were the works of Pasteur am Koch in 1882.

It is obvious

Now every medical

man turned his attention to the microscope, the bacterium, the immune
body, etc., hours were spent in the laborator y classifying almost
iIIVisible bacteria am no time was left to observe the patient in re
lation to his envirox:ment.

Storms, temperature changes ., humidity, winds .,

and other meteorolgi cal factors were things of the past, things for
Hippocrates, &alen, Sydengam and other to discuss ., but not for the
twentieth century pby'sioian.
the bacterium.

lie had the true etiological faoto�-

No one considered the relationship of the resistance

of the virule:nce of bacteria ws changing with meteorological conditions
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Bacteria, the one and only etiological factor of disease, were isolated
H owever, fortunately, all ot the pb1'sicians

and all else was naught.

did not become bacteria crazy.

At this time, one ot the f'irst men to

correlate the epidimias with meteorological influences was Moyelssen.
He wrote:
"Do not let our acknowledgment and,· admiration of
bacteriology rob Europe's medici:d profession of the
fact that there are other case/ of disease besides
micro-organisms".
Later in regard to meteorol ogical surv-eys, Johann Ludwig
Caspar stated that statistical methods were not satiste.ctory to meawre
weather but this should not minimize its effects.

Von Fodor discussed

the change of blood alkalinity with the onset or cold, while Landoris
observed that there ss an increased destruction ot blood elements with
a change in resistance.

That cold inhibited the movement of the

of the mucous membranes was noticed by Lipari.

cilia

Very mild temperature

changes in tropical climes produced pro:t-ound vasomotor changes and
infection according to Flugge.
work in Mexico.

Huntington continued this same type of

However, not everyone agreed with these men v,ho were

the pioneers in the renaissance of climatology.

Knovenagel, for one,

staunchly opposed Magelssen and others followed him.
these was Pettenkoffer.

Notable among

In their over-enthusiasiam of bacteria, viruses,

etc., these men, should we say, usitig the old statement, "could not see
the forest for the trees"•

'?hey examin ed miorosoopio slides for bacteria

only e. fn microus long but failed to look e.t the things that they
could see with their naked

eye--they did not observe the patient in

regard to his environment.
In respect to the ordinary cold, Buhemann believed that
climatic cold played a part as an etiological factor, but other
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meteorological taotors, such as, baram.etric pressure, relative humidity,
precipitation and velocity of wind, were also responsible.

He stated

that climate sol ved the riddles that could not be explained by
bacteria� ( 97).
Returning to the Fourt;eenth Annual Session of the Nebraska
State Medical Society in 1884, we find E. M. Whitten , Chairman of the
Section of Climatology stating that the climate of Nebraska was f'avor
able to the growth of crops, grain, fruit and cattle.

lie also stated

that it was favorable to the highest peysical and mental perf'eotion
of mankind.

After citing numerous examples, he related that men are

produced by a vigorous climate (cold ,rinds, frost and warmth).

However,

vital statistics showed that climates subject to sudden and extreme
changes such as in New England where damp oold northeastern (wind) may
suddenly appear on a w·arm suney day were dangerous to the health, and
Tuberculosis mortiality was high.
stimulation theory.

Here, we have a return to the climatic

However, even though we had climatic extremes,

Phthisis was rare in Nebraska, due, perhaps, to the relative dryness.
Dr. Whitten stated that a typhoid epidemic was stopped by the anti
zymatic character of the climate.

He stated also that because of the

unique climate of Nebraska, its inhabitants should enjoy excellent
health and beoome a stron g and prosperous people.

To substantiate

this, he examine d the families of eighty early settlers of Nebraska
and totllld the stature of more than three-fourths of the otfsprings to
be larger than the parents and robust health was universal.

In view

of his conclusion, he predicted a physically powerful and intellectual
superior race in Nebraska ( 116).

Furthermore, it was noticed at this
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time that too stimulating a climate was not favorable for nervous
diseases.

In relation to soils and moisture in 1882, Dr. Winson said
that a damp soil induced 6onsum.ption, Pneumonia , Bronchitis, Subaoute
Rheumatism and lessens the power of resistance to all diseases.

Marsey

districts and damp soils were unhealtey, since they expelled poisonous
vapors.

T hese views were shared by Drs. Bovrditch and Clark, the form.er

observing that residence on a damp soil was one of the principle causes
of T uberculosis in 'Massachusetts and that this disease was prevented
by a dry climate•

In regard to health, Dr. Clark added that dryness ,

tree circulation and a tull exposure to the sunlight were veey import

am

and pure water was indispensible.
Another important stage in the revival of climatolc;,gy took

place in 1884 when the .American Climatological Association was organised.
This organization was composed of one-hundred active and twenty-five
honorary men, with the study of climatology and the disease of the
respiratory organs as their object.

This organization has succeeded in

bringing the science of climatology out from its forgotten and obscure
place into one of ever increasing importance (58).
Yellow Fever, the scourge of the T ropics and semi-tropics
was being investigated.

We cannot discuss all of the articles mention•

ing its geographic and climatic relationship, but �he following quotation
was not made by a superstitious Aesculapian priest-physician ., but by a
nineteenth century scientist.
"For several successive evenings betore the fever broke
out ., the atmosphere was thick am a body of murky vapors .,
accompanied by a strong stench, travelled from the street".
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In 1884, Hirsh published his Handbook or Geographical ard
Historical Pathology in which he states that the historical and
georgraphical researches .on Jfalaria began in the XVI century.

In

his observations, he found it limited to certain latitudes and longi
tudes and studied its distribution in all of the countries of the
earth.

His conclusions were:
1.

2.
3.
4.

6.

6.
7.

8.

Malaria producing property of the soil seemed to depem
upon copious saturation and upon concurrent formation
of organic vegetable detritus. The nearness to larger
or small basins of water and periodical or irregular
inundations were important.
Winds causing heav., dew-fall assisted in produci ng the
llalarial fevers.
The disease was commoner in wet years than in d ry years,
but both the epidemic am endemic types died out at the
heir,ht of abundant rains.
The height to w-hioh Malarial fever ascended at various
high-lying points on the globe was in definite ratio to
the geographical position and in inverse rate to the
latitude of' the place.
Climatic and tellurio conditions held first place as
factors influencing the frequency and diffusion of
Malaria. lt appears at certain seasons and und er the
intl uebce · of- certain meteorolop;ica.l com! itions, parti
cularly, heat and atmospheric moisture•
He agreed with Jacquot._ who sa:id; "If' the rise of temper
ature cannot of itself create the fevers, it appears as
it were capable of increasing their frequency and gmvity".
However, Hirsh stated that there were several areas, such
as, Isler, Pare.na, marshes of Upper Amazon and Australia.
and Polyneaia that have climatic factors suitable for
Malaria, but the disease does not occur there.
Fi:nally, he assumed that· there1"s a. specific Malarial
poison and it was not due to weather infiuences alone. (53)

Other views on malaria fe,ver w-ith climate
distribution were held by other men.

Dr . Whitson,

am

u.

geographical

S . Navy, observed

that it acts only at night and cited examples •here children in Charles
ton, South Carolina went through severe storms to get home by day
rather than go at night.
out as late as sundown.

Hartshorn believed that it was safe to remain
Dr. Bell stated that no person contacts it if'
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he is two miles out in the ocean.

Blankets hmig to break the current

of air prevented Malaria in Vera Cruz (102).

Dr. Child of Nashville

believed that it was due to gas coming from the swamps (35).
Thus, ve see that the etiological factor of Malaria slowly
developed--tirst, the geographical distribution, then, seasonal
epidemics and, fi:nally, the isolation of the Anopheles.

We have seen•

all during the last decade and the nineteenth century that the peysician
was becoming more climate conscious.

He began to recognize the diseases

toun:1 in particular localities and en:leavored to determine the reason.
Clem0¥f Stallylrass, Williams, Solly, Huggard and H insdale and Sewall
were among the students of climate of this period.
The age old topic of climatic treatment of Tuberculosis had
its vogue at this time.

Patients were sent to Colorado and New Mexico,

but it was found that this was not necessary.

w.

J. Milroy concluded

that:
l.
2.

'?he inhabitants of Omaha enjoyed a remarlcable d egree of
immunity from Consumption.
This was due to the number of pleasant days and low
humidity and ideal dra.i:nage ('// ).

Other writers were H . T. Broditch• Max Bresenthal• Webb• Sewell (8),
Hildreth• Sidwell (101) and others that will be discussed later.
The results of climatic stimulation upon various parts of
they body vere discussed in 1906.

It was noticed that a mild skin

irritation was a stimulant to the central n ervous system, while a severe
irritation was a depressant.

A slight breeze, or cold bath stimulated

the cerebral corte x reflexly and the general nutrition and vitality
were stimulated by the re:t'lex by mineral water and baths.

One of the

chief' causes of the depressing effects of a monotonous climate was the
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lack of the sti.mula ti.on of the sensory nerves on the surface of the
body by a change in temperature ( 91).
We also find sane alert mind noticing the affects of cli mate
upon the birth rate.

G. lf. Shilder in 1910 observed that more births

occurred at certain times of the year and hinted that planetaey and
other influences are important in conception (107).
About this time, 1912 ., aviation 'flas developing and some
observers noticed a syndrome called air sickness which was similar to
mountain sickness and was due to sudd en changes of at�spheric pressure.
Dr. R. Cruchet reported that altitude of over three thousand feet caused
increased pulse and respiratory rate·, headache and nausea while a rapid
d escent produced palpitation, suffocation, tinnitus vertigo and sanno�
lence (30).

Thus ., research co ncerning the affect of altitude was in

spired by the advance of air

travel.

Very little was written about the climate or Nebraska until
1907, when W. R. Young, reported the climate or Custer County and
remarked that the habitual weather of a place plus the character of
the soil am quality of the soil have much to do with the well-being
of the people.

He observed that we cannot control the weather but if

we are well acquainted with it, we can preven'b the disastrous results
of it.
More scientific studies or meteorologioal events were taking
place now.

Richter discussed the anticyclones as pathogenie

of disease.
Ratrntree.

factors

Sporadic research work ca.me from Reirtschler, Vanzant and

At this time, the medical journals' editions were flooded

4-2

with work in bacteria, new diseases, therapy, etc., and no room was
lett tor the topic of the weather.

In view of this fact, many men

turned their talents toward research work in fields that wre accept•
ed in the journals and climatology suffered.

Physicians attributed

certain diseases to the weather, not because they were certain that
it was an etiological factor, but because it afforded a good method
to hide his lack of knowledge of the·causative factors of the disease.
Now came the War with men coming from all regions of the
globe to live and to fight in the clima-l;e of France.

Those from

different areas, of course, were affected different4'.

The fighting

caliber of m&I\Y' races varied as well as their resistance to disease
entities according to the climate frClll which they came.

However, the

military pb;ysicians were too busy curing their ails to be bothered
with trying to correlate it with the climate.

'thus, much valuable

material for the field of climatology--hundreds of thousands of soldier
guinea pigs, were wasted.
ihe revival of present day climatology- probably occurred in
1929 with De Rudder, who published the paper "Luttlcorpenrechael and
Atmosphorisohe Unstatigk:eits-schichten als Krankkeitstaktoren" in
Ergebnisse de Inner Medizin and Kinderkeilkind.

In this he correlated

eclampsia, tetany glaucoma, migraine, astbaa, tabetic crisis pain,
rheumatic pain, acute infections, colds, scarlet fever, diphtheria,
appemioitis, pneumonia, apoplexies, hemorrhage, urticaria, and psycheses
to climatic events and made a dai4' meteorograph to illustrate its
relation to the precipitation of diseases.

The onset of diphtheria was
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noticed a:f'ter a polar in:fa ll.

Fachini and Schwang foll01fed his W'ork.

w.ter, Miller and Erb recorded the meteorological alteration in tabetic
crises.

The cyclone and its relation to general h ealth was investigated

by Frakenhauser, who conc luded that it has a greater affect on children
than adu lts, and :females more than males.

Rurger noticed that eighteen

cases of apoplexy occurred after the ris iDg and sixt y-nine af'ter the
f'alling of the barometric pressure.
Arter De Rudder, the Gennan literature was filled with
climatological obs�rvations.

Some of the workers were Rohrschneider

on eye disease, La.sen and Kammes on skin, Barr· in Vienna and Thomsen
on -tuberculosis, S inger on ca.rdio-vascular death, lilian on the
association of' the Fobn in embolism and Fra:nk: on blood pressure.
The French had a meteorolo�ical conference in July- of 1932,
in which they studied the toll01fing:
1.
2.
3.

Study of influence of weather on the nonnal individual.
Effects of geographical factors
Effects of meteorological and geographical factos on
early- infection, epidemics and micro-organisms.

Moriguand studied the meteorological changes with bacterial disease.
This was also done by Roobai.x, Peck, Bardon, Milkand, See Piery ., while
Aimes stresse d the bio-electrical factor (97).
1t is obvious that European medicine
climatology than the American.

Y/8.S

more concerned about

It had evolved f rom the Asclepiadae •

There ., spas were a tradition, balneotherapy was a commonly- accepted
fact and institutions 1tere organized for its study.
recent years, some

However, in

.Americans have realized that we must consid er the

environment and not only the minute bacterium.

Among these climate

conscious men, the leaders of the .American M eteorological Re:cai�sance
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were Sundstroen. McKinley• Huntington. Mills and Petersen.

These men

have made the American realize that climate is a great factor in the
life ot man and we shall review t heir work later.

PART

II

DEFINITIOIS
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The atmosphere can be regarded as a colloid (aerosol)
which has suspended in it particulate matter called "ions", derived
in part f'rom the solids and fluids of the earth's surf'ace.

The

aerosol differs according to place and time and particularly with
cyclones and other disturbances and thus becomes a major factor in
fYVeey phase of' human activity, be it social, economic, mental or
peysical (97).

The trophosphere is that portion of' the atmosphere

immediately enveloping the earth while the stratosphere extends be
yond this.

The transition between these two is known d the tropho

pause and extends between five to fifteen kilometers above the
earth• s surf'ace •
A cyclone is a mass ot wann, moist air that rotates counl;er•
clockwise about a nucleus or 1011' pressure, the •hole mass traveling
at a high rate of speed in the trophosphere over the surface of the
earth and sharply demarcated from the high pressure Wi,olar air" that
pushes this air forward•
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STRUCTURE OF THE CYCLONIC DEPRESSION
from Bjerknes .
Shading represents rainfall .
cold
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Figure 1
It is obvious that there are several parts to a cycbne .
The solar infall or npolar front", as we will choose t o call it, is
the greatest development of the maximum cold and highest barometric
pressure .

These are not always synci\:-onized , however.

The "tropical

f ront" is the interphase of the cyclone and is composed of a rotating
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warm air mass with a low pressure. The diameter may be 1200 miles
with a speed of 16 to 26 miles per hour. As the cyclone moves there
is a constant change from the cl�ar cold polar air to the warm, heavy
tropical air. This constant change has a marked effect upon the
organism. An anticyclone is a more stable stratification of the polar
air, denser and heavier and rotatin g slowly about an area of high
pressure. Figure 2 shows a daily weather map and Figure 1 shows an
area out through it to show the areas of high and low

�

,J

Cold
di y-.

X.----�----------'"---."!'"1, x�

Figure 2
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Precipitation occurs when a c yclonic air mass inpinges upon
an area of cold air,or if wann air suddenly is raised, becomes coole d 1
condenses into moisture, clouds of it fonn and soon it descends in the
form of rain.

Frequent}¥ accompanie d by a thume-r storm.

The meteor

ological alterations that occur before a storm are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Shif t in temperature ., wann to cold
Increased humidity
Change in barometric pressure ., high to 101f
Increased barometric osscillation
Change in the electrical potential and the ionic character
of the atmosphere (73)
Barometric pressure is the amour.t of foroe that the atmosphere

exerts upon a unit area of surf'ace--the normal being 1.033 kilo. per
square inoh or 15 pounds per square inch at sea level.
that this vari es direot3¥ with �altitude.

It is obvious

However ., the pressure in aey

particu lar area changes from day to day, due to the presence of a high
or low pressure area (97).
Humidity is the tenn given to the degree of moisture in the
atmosphere ., the absolute humidity being the actual amount of vapor ex
pressed in grains per cubic foot while the relative humidity is the
percentage of moisture in the air as compared to the amount necessary
to cause saturation ., which is one hundred (33).
Winds are the result of air movement of the atmosphere and act
to accentuate the cool temperature and produce cold.
The sunlight ., an immensely important factor is the sum total
of the rays ., visible and invisible that come f'rcm the sun.

There are

diurinal and seasonal differences in the rays as well as a cyclic (11,
34 and 45 year) but this will not be d iscussed now.
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It was fo:nnerly thought that the high altitudes were
healthier than the low because of the relative DBarness of the sun,
but Linke found that the lowlan:1s in the middle latitude receive a
certain amount of ultra-violet light by in:lireot scattering. However,
the pb;ysiological affeots may mt be the se.m.e due to the other environ•
mental conditions.
Recently the atmospherio electricity of the atmospiere has
been studied, eapeeially by the Swedish scientist, Anhenius.

It has

been found that the potential was increased 100 volts for every 36
inches rise in altitude. The potential is also altered by daily
fluctuations, the maximums occurring in winter and the minimum in
SUIID'!ler.

lmionzation of the air is brought about at the surface of
the earth by radio-active water and by the dispersion of the water
molecules.

The large ions reach their maximum in January and t heir

la.• in July (97) •

•

PART

III

METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS AND THE NORMAL INDIVIDUAL
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INrRODUC'fION
Before we discuss meteoropathology, let us review all of
the affects of climate upon the normal individual.

We have all

notieed that we are more alert, both physically and mentally and
can accomplish more on certain days than on others.

On cloudy, foggy

days, on the contraey, we feel depressed, lack energy and find it
difficult to do any task, while a ff1W days later, on a clear, bracing
morning after a stonn, we have exuberant energy and are mentally
alert;, willing to attack our work with new spirit.
have you arisen

in

the morning after

a

HOW' many times

storm, stepped out and filled

every alveolus of your luni;s with the cool , bracing air?
you feel that you could go out and "lick the world"?

Didn't

It is such a change

of climate that gives us new energy, mental alertness and stimulates
us to do new things.

I s it due to the temperature, humidity, sunshine,

barometric pressure, or any other meteorological factor, or, is it the

sum total of them all!
responsible.

Let us

endeavor to discover the basic factors

That climate is a great factor in our eveeyday life will

be proven subsequent'.cy, but we wish to make it clear that it is by no

means

the only one.
We

(57)

can

use an analogy or the

human

race to any plant crop.

A good hal"V'est is due to three factors:
l.
2.
3.

Good stock
Proper cultivation
Fa vorable climatic comitions

As an illustration for this we can use two kernels of corn, both of
good stock (factor 1) planted in a good climate (factor 3), but we
alter factor 2 by planting one among shrubs in their unfertilized soil
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and never cultivate it whi le the other is planted in well fertilized
soil and kept we ll cultivated.

It is needlP. ss to state which one will

gr~n to a gigantic height, have dark green flowing leaves and produce
huge ears of glowin1; yellow corn.

Since

factor 1 ,'l'ould also alter the product .

11

like produces like'\ altering

However, if we var-y factor 3,

the climatic s-:;imulat ion, even the kernel grown in good soil will not
produce the desirable results.

Is it not simple to assume that the

same three factors can affect man?

Let us see what affects climate has

on man .
The cyclone, according to Petersen , causes

definite

ti.10

periods of stimulation and two definite phases; the first, anabolism,
reduction and stimulation (ARS canples) and the second, catabolism,
oxidation and depression phase (COD phase).

The ARS period is caused

by a dynamic infall of polar air and also associated with a temperature
drop.

This is followed by the COD and this constant chan~e is going on

daily--Figure l.
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If' you refer to. the di agram of' the cyclone, Figure 1 1 you
will notic e that fff'ery cyclone has an ARS and COD phase.

'l!heref'ore,

as this p asses over the ootmtry, it produces alternate stimulation and
depression.

Let

us see •hat effect these phases have upon the meta

bolisn of a healthy ma n.

CHAPTER I

CYCLONES
LEUCOCYTES
It has been noticed by maey observers that the white blood count
shov,s variations irrespective of' food ., rest ex ercise and sleep.

If it

is taken every five minutes, it makes an excel lent criterion of the
autonomic tonus and it will shovt normal hourly rhythm fluctuations, a
larger rise in the afterno en and diurnal tides, a low between nine
eleven a.m.

and

another between midnight and tvro

p.m.

(9s).

and

This may

be due to an increased delivery f rom the bone marrow ., alteration in
peripherial and splanchnic blood, or some other mechanism, but since
the other factors remain constant, climate

may be an important factor.

However, the present observations are not ad�quate to draw definite
conclusions.

We would lik e to detennine if these same changes ooour

when the individual sleeps in the daytime.
conducted and we plan to report

them later.

More experiments must be
Alvares observed cyclic

changed in the leuoocytio count associated with the moon and later
noted a change in the leucocytic count with the low barometric pressure
during the cycle of St• Nicholas passing over Porto Rico on the 10th,
11th, and 12th of September of 1931.

l.
2.
3.
4.

Rise in eosinophilia
Increase in you ng forms
Polymorpbo-neuclear leuooytos is
Total increase of leucocytosis.

BLOOD PRESSURE
The relative anoxemia of the ARS phase causes a vascular

spasm am a marked rise in the systolio pressure results.

The COD

produces a dilatation and a drop in diaetolio blood pressure.

PULSE
The rate is also increased with the sti111Ulation or ARS phase.

BLOOD SUGAR LEVELS
There is a n emotional influence involved here as v1el1 as
elsewhere, but there is a d efinite meteorological association.
sugar level increase• with the peripherial constriction

(A.RS).

The
Perhaps,

this may be the reason that sane diabetics are well controlled on some
days but on occasion they spill urine but stop the following day, even
though the diet or i nsulin therapy has not been change d.

Lush and Bang

have considered the influence of climate on sugar levels but the daily

:fluctuatiomwere not analyzed on meteorologioal be.s is.

NON•PROTEIH Nl'rBOOEli - 26 to S5 mg.%
It has been observed that this increases after the polar in
fall, proving that nitrogen metabolism is involved in the anonemic
stimula tion {97).

However, this study has not been completed, the

various nitrogenous compounds have not been studied separately nor
has the shift of the protein plasm other than the fibrinogen been
observed.

CHOLESTEROL - 100 to 200
How frequent;ly are these values studied in the laboratory
and how often we place very much emphasis upon the value.

But we now

find that they may vary :from day to day, soma may fluctuate over 100
milliograms in 2 hours.

During the relative alkalotic CCI) phase the
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cholesterol is released into the serum and it rises markedly. There
fore, we can conclude that the weather is the cause of variations of
readings f'rom day to day. We believe that it would be better to re
peat the test several times, on different days, before we place much
emphasis on it, and, also to correlate them w ith meteorological condi
tions.

CHLORIDg;
The chlorides drop sud -Jenly af'ter a series of

"ar

in falls,

but rise suddenly at the end of such an episode.
PHOSPHATES
The concentration drops during an ARS episode, while it in
creases with the COD phase. This, however, has not been definitely
proven and requires additional experimental work.
CARBON DIOXIDE OONTE1"T
A COD phase produced an increase in CO2 content of the blood.

Since the co2 is important in the control of c irculation and respiration,
it is obvious that a cyclone has a slight affect upon these f'unctions.

Values read from 50 to 80 cc. per 100 cc., but alter with weather.
Therefore, we may find that the reading may be 50 one day, and, in v iew
of' clinical timings, an erroneous diagnosis might be made when the
weather is the important factor.

BU>OD pH
The blood pH is frequently given as 7.45, but it varies, as
a rule, between 7.3 to 7.6.

Since the normal cell functions, such as,
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membrane permeability, tissue stimulation, copper ionization, ate. are
altered by

the pressor episodes is an ARS - COD complex, it is reason-

able to assume that this must be reflected in the blood chemistry.

Thus,

a relative acidosis (pH 7.3) occurs with ARS phase while the COD brings
on

a relative alkalosis (pH 7.6).

It does seem reasonable to assume

that these are compensated in the nonnal individual am only slight
oscillations are noticed with the weath er.

H�xaver,

in the individual

whose ionization regulatory mchanism is already worked to its limits,
a series ot pressor episodes may be all that is necessary to act as
the final "coup• to push the mechanism irretrievably over the edge of
nonnally.
POTASSIUM CALCIUM RATIO
An ARS phase produces an increase in blood potassium and
also an increase in K/ca. ratio.

The calcium content of the blood in•

creases following the wake of a meteorological episod e.
ings varying from 9.5 to 13

mg.%

We obtain read

in the normal individual, but the

unstable, nervous person shows a greater variation.

It has also been

noticed that the calcium content is lowest in the spring and highest
at the end ot summer.

Th is is perhaps due to the increased number of

infections in the spring and the high in late sumaer due to the ultra
violet rays.

However, the organism holds more Ca. when it is alkaline

and loses it when it is acid.

Therefore, the diet as well as the

meteorological episodes must be considered.
URINE ACIDITY
A marked increased acidity of th e uriil8 is shown after the

presser episode.
CREATINUlE

Each meteorological episod e produces an increase in creatinine
�utput.

URINARY P, Oa, Mg, S.
The observations concerning these are not completed yet, but
it is reasonable to believe that they are,too, altered by the weather.

NITROGEN OUTPUT
This increases after meteorological episodes. Perhaps the
organic acid excretion is increase too.
IODINE OUTPUT·

This, too, increases attar a polar inf'all
BLOOD CLOTTING TD!E
This is definitely related to the polar infalls and increased pH, but the association is quite canplex. However, the time
is prolonged with a pressor

episode.

WASSERMANN AND KAEN TESTS
We rarely realize that these could be altered by meteoro
logical comitions. Diagnosts are made on the results of these tests
and now we will see that even though the technic is perfect, they may
give false results.
Experimental work shows that there is a greater ten ding to
positiv,eness with or immediately in the wake of an ARS phase. There
fore, someday, we may receive a negative report on a patient that has
been positive a tevr days before and, thus, coni'\lse our clinical inter-

pretations.
Proteins, qualitative and quantitative relations, their
dispersion; lipoids, both cholesterol and leuthin, oarbohydra.tes,
inorganic oonstitutents, water balance and viscosity and eeyzmes all
vary with the pressor episodes.

FEVER
It is interesting to report some of the experiments that have
been done by Petersen and his oollegues concerning the effect of
meteowlogioal conditions upon fever. 'fhey found that a clinical fever
can follow an intense ARS phase with bacterial infection in its wake.
However, in the normal i:ndividual, a rise occurs during the ARS phase
but if the thermo-regulator:, mechanism is working properly, this change
is not noticeable. Ir the system is already taxed to the utmost, an
elevated temperature may result.
However, the different types or habitus became important in
this coDdition too.

In an ABS phase with anoxemia stimulation and

greater heat production, the pyknic type of individual may get rid ot
his heat soon, while the leptosome, with more vaso-oonetriction, produces
more heat and it is maintained at a higher peak for a longer period.
BASAL METABOLIC RATE

Most of this is explained in the preceding paragraph. It
decreases 1tith ARS phase and with COD.

Now we realize that fever and

B.M.R. may be altered by climatic factors. Do not misunderstand, we do
not mean that they are caused by meteorological disturbances, but along
with other factors, if syndronized properly, these are aggravated.

ARS
Blood Pressure
Blood pH
Pulse
Blood Sugar
N.P.N.
Cholesterol
Chloride
Phosphate

co

x;aa.
K

ca.

Urin e Acidity
Creatini:ne
Nitrogen Output
Iod i:ce Output
Blood Clotting Time
Wasserman am Kahn
Fever
Basal Metabolic rate
Tissue Oxidation
Somatic Activity
Capillary permeability
Leucocytes
E rythroeytes
Fibrin and platelets

Increased
_1S»creased
Increased
Increased
Decreased
Decreased
Decreased
Decreased
Decreased
Increased
Increased
Decreased
Increased
Decreased
Decreased
D ecreased
Prolonged
More positive
Increased
Decreased
Decreased
Decreased
J)ecreased
Increased
Increased
Increased-�

COD
Decreased
ie.oreased
Decreased
Decreased
Increased
Increased
Increased
Increased
Increased
Decreased
D ecreased
Increased
Decreased
Increased
Increased
Increased
Decreased
Less positive
Decreased
Increased

Increased

Increased
claoreased
Decreased
Decreased
Decreased

In conclusion we can state that the ABS phase is one of
lessened somatic activity and we may consider it as one ot rest, one
of relative tissue quiescence.

The COD phase on the other hand is

one of general metabolic stimulation, a period of increased somatic
activity whioh is the logical result of the period of anoxia.

We see

the great variations that weather changes produce upon the pcysiolo�ieal
functions of the body as recorded by laboratory tests.

Ve:zy frequent'.cy',

empcysis is pla.oed upon these results and they influence our diagnosis.
We must take meteorological conditions into consideration when �•;e
evaluate the results.
Thus, the ARS phase changes to the COD, acidosis to alkolosis,
increase and decrease of blood sugars and all the other changes in the
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peysioal make-up, chemistry, pcysiology and metabolism of the body are
take

pla.oe constantly

becauae

of aeteorological alterations. However,

due to the constitutional make-up of any individual,
aciditic trend

may

predominate,

force

plus

the existing

be.sic

or a

and, with added climatic stimulation

different body types, moods and p athology ma.y result.
of the season

the

the added daily

stimulation

of the

affects of the other factors.(97}.

The acoentue.tion

climate

may rein
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CHAPrER II
ALTITUDE
We have already noticed the effect of change of altitude upon
the aviator (30). Further observations have been carried out by Lehman
and Pedersen. An ascent of two thousand to three thousand feet made no
appreciable difference in their subjects but a descent increased the

strength for three to four days. They also found that the red blood
cells multiply much more rapidly in an area of low pressure and dis
appear slovrly on the return to increased pressure (57).
Therefore, in view of these f'indin�s, if two men, identical
in habitus in every way, but one livinp; in a valley and the other on a.
five thousand foot mountain were to meet on field of combat, the one
from the mountain theoretically should win because of increased
erythrocytes and stimulation. This may explain the fact the.t tribes
descending from the mountains are usuall y so fierce and also successful
in their campaigns against the inhabitants of the vall$Js.
Petersen believes that the affects of a high altitude can
be directly or indireotq attributed to the relative shortage of oxygen,
producing an anoxemia similar to the ARS phase, the physiological
characteristics of which have been reviewed (97)

CHAPTER Ill
SUNLIGHr
'fhe value of the sun 1 s rays has been lanvon fo r ages--f'rom
the time of' Aesculapius, Hippocrates (1), the Bible (9), Galen, through
the Middle Ages and down to the modern time.

The p)vsicia.ns knew that

animals and humans deprived of' sunlight soon developed curved bones,
oaohexia and other signs of the disease now known as rickets.
the factor responsible f'or this was not known.

However,

Huldschinsq, and Hess

and Unger started i.IIvestigations in 1919 but it 'Was left for Dr. Harriette
Clark of Vienn• to prove the fact that Vitamin D comes from sunshine as
well as Cod Liver Oil (68).
The ult ra-violet light increases the depth of' the respiratory
excursion and diminishes the frequency, theB., effects lasting one week
or more.

It also d ecreases the 002 tension in alveolar air and in the

blood, d e�reases blood pressur e and increases the B.M.R ._ nitrogen
metabolism, cardiac output, growth, stimulates the bone marrow into
greater activity, especially in the anemic individuals, alters the
Ca/P metabolism, slightly increases the al.kaH.�ity of the protoplasm
and also alters the endocrines {97).
Huntington fol.Uld that the actinic rays at the blue end of
the spectrum possess great chemical powers.

If' they f'all upon the human

body, they stimulate the cells to a greater activity but an excess causes
th e cells to break down.

This is similar to the affect on fruit where

moderate irradiation produces a change in the green tissues to result
in ripemss while an excess produces deoQ¥

(67).
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The intensity of the sunshine in any region varies directly
with the altitude and clearness of the atmosphere while the duration
depends on the latitude, season of the year and the amount of clouiiness.
At a higher altitude, the intensity of the rays (the ultra-violet,
visible end dark heat ( infra-red) rays is greater.

The radiant energy

of the sun at f ive thousand feet is three times that of sea level (45).

/2 ,��
11/4: .lc,.s.:�

Su,. s
("af-f.-

"t1gure 4
This -map of sunlight shows distinctq that the highest amount is in
the Southwest.
it there.

Therefore, the greatest benefit should be d�rived from

However, it is obvious that we receive skin stimulation

from the �ys of the sun, resulting in hyperemia, increased pigmentation
and blistering if' it is e.xoessive.

It has been found that the .suoepti

bi lity is greater,
1.
2.
3.
4.

Between the
Blonds more
M 0 re during
More during

imentieth to fifti eth years
than brunettes
the p eriod of menstruation
March, April, May and October.

Brown found that the action of the endocrine organs is
increas�d with sunshine and, therefore, the highest function is
during the months of June, July and August, and that the cholesterol
and leuthin are inversely proportional to the amount of sunshine •

•
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CHAPTER IV
BAROMETRIC VARIABILITY

Petersen state s that each climatic alteration is associated
with chemical, honnonal am autonomic alterations of the body and
that the barogra.ph can give us a very good idea of this alteration.
It may be possible to compare the records of different regions and
arrive at some conclusions regarding its stimulating factor.

The

following fi gures indicate the relative barometric variability in the
various cities of 1918 and 1919 (97);
Boston - - - - New York
Detroit
Philadelphia
Chicago
Baltimore
Kansas City, Mo.
st . Louis - - Louisville - Portland, Ore.
' emphi s - - - Atlanta
New Orleans
San Francisco
Los Angeles

-

-

1.87
1.77
1.72
1.70
1.65
1.60
1.53
1.52
1.46
1.44
1.35
1.26
1.20
1.20
1.11
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Figure 5
The map shows that the.mean barometric variability is higher
in New England and Iio�hern Minnesota than in Florida.

'lb.us, we

observe that bhe chemical changes resulting from ba.ranetric changes
should be more frequent in the north and northeast.

Figu� 6
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Since Barometric Variability is so closely related to storms,
we will now discuss storm frequency .

The Van Cleef Storm track maps of

the United States shO'i't a convergence of the storms in the northeastern
states with the majority starting in the Pacific northwest .

As has

already been dis cussed, storms produce a change in temperature, humidity,
barometric pressure and thus, the sum of the meteorological conditions
become effective.
Huntington states that people are less efficient on clear
days, moderately so on partly cloudy days and on the first cloudy days,
but most efficient at the end of a storm.

The chanr,ing skies, varying

humidity and slow rise and rapid fall of temperature act as a stimulant
to increase over physical and mental activity (68) .
In Figure 7, we ,have the annual storm fre quency as described
by Mills .

We will notice later that certain of the disease follow this

distribution quite closely.
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. .,

Ali 11.s.

Petersen believes that the weather and storm map predict
health, character and physical and mental characteristics of the in

habitants, career of the individuals

am

type of posterity {97)
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CHAPTER V
RAINFALL

Figure 8
From the map in Figure 8, we see that the arid regions are
located in the southwest ., while the northwest has an excess of rain
moisture.

am

We know that the severe affects of oold are lessened as a

result of dryness ., while it is vice versa with a moist atmosphere.
Therefore ., in these areas of high rainfall, the physiological effects
of a change in temperature is more severe than the meteorological con
ditions show.
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CHAPTER VI
STORMS
We must remember that the correlation of al l the meteoro
logical f'actor s detennine the stimulating effect of a.ey climate.
Therefore, we present Figure 10, which is a composite of all the
meteorological factore, rainfall, barometric variability, temperature
etc.

In this we notice that the areas of the greatest climatic

stimulation are in three distinct areas, the Pacif'io northwest (Zone 1),
the Great le.kas (Zone 2) and the_ New Enr;l� States (lone 3).

i•c/.,diwJ. di/ .,,.,ri�,, ,,.1

·

t:.,,-1-,,,,J

.,

,.,f I

Figure 11 •

\

(d·+u P,-J.,-,_,,J

�··

F igure 10
The New Eng land states are very cl ose to the ooean and
mountains.

They

have a great cha�e in ten-perature, many cyclones,

the, stonns converge there, the rainfall is high, great barometric
variability and high humidty, making it a very changeable climate.
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Figure 11
T he area of the Great I&kes, No. 2 on the mep

has a high storm fre

quency, humidity, barometric variation, wide temperature gradient and
possesses other stimulating qualities.

The Northwest is similiar ex

cept more re. inf'all and. 1 also, it is very stimulating in character due
to t he marked concentration of oyclonic pathways.

The South is very

stable meteorologically due to a high temperature, a low frequency of
stonns and a very low humidity.

There is an area of mildness betvreen

the stimula,ed North and the depressed South that is close to the human
optimum.

This zone takes in Tennessee I North and South Carolina,

Alabama and Georgia, where the soil and rare fertility are high, where
f�N deaths from heat, fewer autonomic disease and the lowest incidence
of fetal malformation •• However, there is also very little cerebral
stimulation, the inhabitants la.ck'energy and, therefore, very little is
dom in the field of' scientific advancement.
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Figure 12
Petersen views the climatic stimulation or this
country ac conforming to the footprint of Aesculapius•

lS.

fig•

\

If we refer to :fihe preceeding maps it does appear quite

logical.
Hirrtington correlates the climatic energy of the
United States with the civilization as dhown in Figures l3lU4.
It cannot be only co-indidental that these maps correspond so
closely.

Climate, therefore, is not only an importarrt factor

in the degree of physical and mental ability in any one place,
btrt it produces a vigrous growth of new ideas 'Whenever any
civilization is brought irrto a climete that is more stimulating.

.,.

'14

figure 13

figure 14
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CHAPTER VII

HUMIDITY
It has been proven that human efficiency is the greatest on
relatively cool damp days.

Therefore, in the spring and fall, with

a temperature of 32 degrees to 70 degrees and a relative humidity of
75 per cent, the best.work is perfonned.

However, in hot, damp days,

the etf'iciency drops down as well as on hot, dry days.

Further experi

ments by H'ID'.ltington · reveal that in an average temperature of' 65 to 70
degrees with a relati:ve humidity of 60 per cent i;s the ·best.

A marked

decrease in th e amount of work output is noticed with a humidity of
20 to 30 per cent in hot weather (57).
To apply this to daily life; it is obviou s that we can do
our work best in the spring and fall.

Furthermore, dry heat with a

1019' humidity in winter as well as steam heat ,rith a high humidity
are both disastrous for maxim.um work efficiency�

And,. for practical

purposes, the air conditi oning of factories and office buildings and
schools, maintaining the proper temperature and humidity, would tend
to increase production.

Also, the demand upon the workers would be

increased in the spring and fall when the climatic factors are suitable
rather than in spring or mid-winter.

'16

4{c'(/1

,,,�

)/,, - id. f,

__..,_<,;..._r�.J,.,s� _,

r

Figure 15
In Figtire
States, wh ich

will

� we see the average humidity of the United
be referred to later.

Experiments with mice s hw that they do well at 70 to 80
degrees F. and 60 per c ent humidity.

With a moist heat of 88 to 92

degrees and a _relative humidity of 70 per cent, they are retarded.
Of course, it is understood that all factors, suoh as di et, heredity
etc., are rconstant.

I f some mice are shifted at definite periods

between hot and cold rooms, they are retarded early in development
but produce a �rP.ater adult--Figure 16a

On this evidence, '·"' c an

presume that the slower body development in the tropics is due to the
dep ressing moist heat and not primarily to the diet (73).

Also, a

decreased res istance t o bacteria is noticed in moist, depressing heat,
but this will be taken up in a later chapter.
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CHAPTER VIII
SEASONS

nDitferent Seasons bring on different Epidemics"*
For the changes of seasons upon man we will return and
quote from the works of that firs!great climatologis'ii-•Hippocrates.
His statements, though written over 2300 years ago, are still true,
although they are disregarded by maey- so-called "scientific" m8n now.
"The exacerbations and remissions·w111 be indicated by the
disease, the seasons of the yeart*
"In Winter and spring the bowels are naturally the hottest,
and the sleep most prolonged".
•1nvalids_bear food worst during summer and autumn, most easily
in ,'linter, am next in the spl?-ng".
In

Section III of Aphorisms we find:
"The cha�e s of the season mostly engender diseases, am in
the seasons great changes either of heat or of cold and the
rest agreeable to the same rule".
"Of natures (temperaments) some are well or ill adapted for
summer, am some for winter, some for places am some for
diet".

111n the seasons, when duri:cg the same day there is at one
tillle heat and at another time cold, the diseases of autumn
may be expected'1• (
)
"south winds induce dullness of hearing, dimness of vision,
heaviness of the head, torpor, and languor; but if the north
wim prevails, coughs, affections of the bowels, dysuria
attement �ith rigors am pains of the sides and breast occur".
"Vlhen summer is like spring much sweating may be expected in
f'evers•.
"Acute diseases occur in drouf;h".
11

In seasons vthich are regular, the diseases are regular, but
in inconsistant seas ons, the diseases are irregular".

*Syd enhe.m (62 )

'19

"In autumn, diseases are most acute am most mortal.
spring is most healthy, and least mortal''.

The

"If' the winter be dry and northerly, the spring raiey and
southerly, acute fever s and ophthalmeas am dysenteries will
occur in the summer".
"If the winter be raiey and southerly, the spring cold and
dry, the ,.roman abort and the children are weak".

"Or

the constitution of the year, the dry, upon the whole,
are more healtey than the rainy, and attended with less
mortality".

•

"In the spring the children are most healtey during the summer
and first part of the autumn, the aged peo&le, during the last
of autumn and the winter, the intermediate ·• ( )
Hippocrates classified the diseases of the seasons thusly:
1.

Spring
••Manual, melancholic, epileptic ., blo ody flux, quinsy,
coryza, hoarseness, cough, leprosy, lichen, alphus,
exanthemata, the me.jority ending in ulcerations ., tubercles
and arthritic diseasew.

2.

Summer
•'certain of spring fev�rs with continued, ardent, and
tertian fevers, most especially vomiting, diarrhea ., ophthalmy,
pains of' the ears, ulcerations of the mouth, mortification
of the privy parts and the sudamine.

3.

Autumn
'Most or the summer plus quartan and irregular revers,
enlarged spleen, dropsy, phthisis, strangury, lietery,
dysentery, sciatica ., quinsy ., asthma, ileus epilepsy .,
manual and melancholic disorders.

4.

Winter
'Pleurisy ., pneumonia, coryza, hoarseness ., cough, pains of
the chest, pains or the ribs and loins, headaches, vertigo ,,
and apoplexy.'�

To continue further in hi s section on the Epidemics, Book I, Section I,
Hippocrates states:
"In Thasus (isle of Aoyean sea of f coast of Thrau) about the autum
nal equinox, and under the Pleides (setting of P1eides takes pla oe
fif'ty days arter autumnal equinox) the rains were abundant ,, con
stant and sort with souther'.cy' winds; the winter southerly, the
northerly winds faint, droughts; on the whole, the winter having
the character of spring. The spring was southerly, cool ., rains
small in quantity, Summer, for the most part, cloudy, no rain
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the Etesian winds, rare and small, blow in an irregular
manner.
The whole constitution of the season thus inclined
to the southerly, and with droughts early in the spring from
the proceding opposite and northerly state, ardent, fevers
occurred in a f'ew instances, and then very mild, being rarely
attended with ehmorrhage and none being fatal".
"Early in the beginning of spring and through the SU!IL�er and
towards winter, m.a.ny of' those who had been long gradually
declining tCIIOk to bed with symptoms of phthisis--m.aDf, a?ld,
in fact, the most of them died".
In Section II on Epidemics, h e continues his keen observations:
"The winter being cold and stormy, spring cold, rain;y and cloudy,
the summer raiey with Etescian winds constantly blowing. The
whole season being wet, cold and northerly, people were, for
the most part, healthy during winter, but early 1n the spring
very many, indeed, the greater part, were vaetudinary. Ophtha.lmia.c,
rheumatism continued to Autumn. During dysentery, tenesmus,
bilious diarrhea and vomitings occurred."
We see that Hippocrates noticed that the season had a great
affect in the life of roan.
to each season.

In fact, he even attributed certain diseases

I t is not possible that climate has changed so much

during the ages that the same conditions do not occur now.

Perhaps, we

are too blind to notice them.
The poet Horace wrote "Frustra par Autumnos Nocentem Corporibus
Metuemus Autumn"� meaning that autumn is an unhealthy season.
Ovid wrote of�he effects of a changeable weather on health.
H omer VI II 21 wrote:
"Cum modo Frigoribus Premimur, modo soluimus destu
Tempore non certo, corpora languor habet"

Regarding the season, Petersen f'ound that the maximum blood
pressure and pulse rate is reached at the end of April, while the CO2
content was lowest in fall and winter when the X/Ca. ration was the
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highest.

The serum protein is lowest in December, January and

February, while the pem.eability is low in November, December, January

and Fe bruary•

The obVious influence of the weather on the intestinal flora

makes us believe that the changes in the intestinal bacterial inhabi

tants are regularily altered with the ""ather.

The associafisturbed

weather (stonna) anticeding a fulminating outbreak of' typhoid fever is
old and it has been assumed that the disturbance of the surf'ace water

led to further pollution.

It may be possible that, the chronic carriers

may excrete more bacteria during some meteorological disturbances.

The

periods of general stimulation are followed by anoxemia,. compensatory

Midosis and reactive period of relative alkalosis may occur.
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Pharyngeal Flora in Rheumatic Patients
Figure 17
Petersen.
In Figure 17, we see the seasonal bacterial flora of the
pharyllj( change with the season.

Four thousand fifty-seven throat

cu ltures from one-hundred thirty-nine non-rheumatics were taken.
re can conclude that
1.
2.

The flora of the intestine and throat depend upon
meteorological and seasonal changes.
•rhe bacteria. may find the membranes more permeable
at certain periods of meteorological alterations
and less at others.
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3.

The localizatiQ)Il in the tissues may be favored by
local alteration induced by vascular spasm following
some climatic alteration (~1).

Rosenow of the Mayo Clinic has done extensive work with the
alteration of the cataphoretic velocity of streptococci with meteorological changes .

He found striking parallelism in the cataphoretic

velocity of streptococci isolated from the nasopharynges of patients
ill 1,1ith some epidemic diseases; as common cold , poliomyelitis and
influenza, and that of the strep-t:;ococci isolated simultaneously from
the raw milk supply as well as in the return to normal ·of both after
the epide~ ics disappeared .

The velocity of streptococci isolated from

normal persons as well as from patients ill from encephalitis and
arthritis shifts toward that of the streptococcus prevalent in the
throat in the epidemic respiratory disease at t hat time .

Furthermore ,

he found that it returned to normal or to the characteristic
chronic disease after the epidemic subsides .
11

of the

.tie states in conclusion:

The increase in incidence of acute systemic diseases such
as arthritis , the exacerbations of symptoms in chronic
infective diseases and the rise and fall of epidemic waves
of infectious diseases , acc ording to season, in the light
of these results , becomesmore expli cable". (106)
Now we see that the meteorological conditions affect bacteria

as well as the host .

The virulence of the bacteria and the change of

some type s into the kind that are producing the epidemic may all be
due to the climatic conditions .

A new light is th ro-vvn upon the subject .

How are we to account for the great pandemics of the world?
Influenza raged , according to Luchtenstern, in its first authentic
epidemic in Europe in 1510 .

Great pandemics occurreq in 1580, 1729-32

1 780-82, 1830- 33 , 1836- 37 , 1837-48, 1869- 92 and 1918-20 (10) .

It may

be possible that certain climatic alterati ons oc curred at these times
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and the bacteria were altered into the influen�a type. We o bsel"V'e that
the epidemic stopped abruptly, which is termed as 11 burned out 11 •

It may

be very possible that the �eteorological conditions changed and the
bacteria that were once infectious bece.m.e non-virulent.

It could be

postulated, accepting Huntington's theory,that climatic pulsations
occurred ·at the period of epidemics and that they affecet the bacteria
and resistance of man producing the epid001ic. Eventually it will oo
determined what one or more meteorological factors are responsible.
A study of the 1937 epidemic of poliomyelitis in Oma� Nebraska will
be given later.
1

.

'ith regard to blood pressure changes, Hopma.nn and Remen

took fifty to eighty readings every month in 785 individuals for over
five years at Cologne and found the average pressure to be the highest
in February and lowest in September and October.

Figure 18 illustrates

their findings.
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Blo od Pressure Variations VJith the Seas,:n.
Petersen
Figure 18

•

Yle can state that cooler weather causes JT1ore peripherial
constriction and with this the increase in blood pressure. While the
surmner, or on the contrary, produces a greater vasodilatation and the
resulting drop in blood pressure. However, it is important to note that
the blood pressure is rnainta.

ed by a whole group of varying forces, in
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which the environme ntal sn'l'flill8.tion phenomena play an important role.
In our l a titude the pmlar infalls occur in rapid sequence
during the wint er, causing a rise of blood pres sure.

Then there is

a drop during March and April, 'Moth the lor.est point reached in the
summer .

In autumn, the pressor l evels increase and rems.in high until

January and February (97).

Y,ith this we are dealing with structural,

endocrine, dietetic, emotional phenomena etc., but the meteorolo gical
changes are of greater importance than usually considered .
Dr. Irish of the

Laf

Extension Institute of New York called

attention to t he fact that in the United State s Re gistration Area of
1920, the death rate for February was 14.6%/ 1000, while in August it
was 6.8%.
11

He stated:

Hot wea-1-;her h as an altogether undeservedly bad name . It
is the season of lowest mortality . The death rate is much
lower and the sickness rate lower in the months of July,
AuRust and September t han during the other months of the
year . 1 t is up to us to pat hot weat her on the back and
acclaim it as a. friend of man" ( 88).
It is obvious that the seasons a.re directly related to

temperature and barometric fluctuations, storms and other meteorological phenomena, so we will consider seasons throughout the discussion
of these topics.
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CHAPTER IX
TEMPERATURE

From times irrnnemora.ble work~rs have discussed the effects
upon the individual .

It is such a conmon occurs.nee that no one notices

it and , therefore , very f8'i realize its importance.

If more people would

kncm of its value,; business, work am other functions could be timed

so that they would correspond with the suitable temperature and more
outp)iut and greater efficiency would result.
Huntington found that all protoplasm, be it animal or plant,
has an optimum temperature at which it can perform its functions the
best.

See Figure 19. The lower types of life, or the lower forms of

activity, seem to reach their optimum at a much higher tempera·ture than
do the more advanced types and more lofty functions such as mentality.
Since the whole trend of biological thought is toward the conclusion
that the same law applies to all forms of life, the law of optimum
temperature apparently controls the phenomena of life from the lowest
activity of protoplasm to the highest activities of human intellect.
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from Huntl ngt on.
Figure 19

In regard to cha.n~e of temperature , Huntingt on studi ed this
in several dif'f'erent geogr aphic regions of the country and in different occupations .

He took students from Anne.polis for mental efficiency

and factory employees of t he north and south fo r physical efficiency •
All of the experiment s were well controlled , so the results are quite
accurate.
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The physical curves were taken for all years and the
mental only for the period of September to June, t hereby avoiding
the excessively depres s ing summer heat.
the Connecticut

We see that the activity of

all-year workers and the Tampa workers in the winter

is increased with a drop of Mean Temperature .

However

in the summer, the Mean ranges from - 2 degrees to

, down

south

degrees .

We

can conclude f'rom these obserrations that our efficiency is increased
With a drop in temperature, providing it is within certain limits.
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A very slight fall has no effect , but the maximum effect results when
the stimulation is so great that the circulation of the blood is
increased and the activity of the organs are increased.
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Work Efficiency of Employees
Figure 21
Huntington •
In 1910- 13 Huntington studied the efficiency of large
groups of people as altered by the seasons .

The results of the study

showed a 101, in January with a gradual rise to June .

There was a

marked drop from July to Au~ust and a rise with the highest point;
reached in October and November.

From this , we can conclude that the

physical and mental activity reaches a pronou nced maxim~ in the spring
and fall, and the minimum in mid -winter and mid-summer.

The low mid-
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winter temperatur e corresponds to the extreme low of human efficiency.
As the temperature rose, the output also did, but as it exceeded
degrees,

a

drop was again noticed.

In

68

other words the ef'ficienoy falls

when the average temperature is above 68 or below 48 d egrees.
It must be understood that this was a controlled experiment
sinoe there was no seasonal :msh on the articles which were being
ma nufactured (hinges and electric light sockets}.

We can state that

the climatic influences in all parts of th e world can be measured and
more experiments can be conducted.

Hovrever, we must detennine ju st

which of the meteorological conditions or which gro up of' them are
responsible.
With a fn qualifications, we can conclude the following
from th� experiment mentio:ned.
1.
2.
3.
4.

s.
6.

7•

s.
9.

Unif'onni ty of temperature cau ses low eneriey- production .
A slight rise ia beneficial but a further rtse is of no
particular value.
The beginning of a f'all of' temperature is harmful, but
a larger fall is much more stim.ulati.Dg than a rise.
Benef'icial qualities begin to decline when the extremes
fall.
Total effect of cold waves is decidely ben eficial am
of wann waves, only slightly so, if allowances are made
for the season. However , this varies with the location.
Concerning mental efficiency, the studen ts of the less
stimulating climate of An napolis as compared to Connecticut
fell the effects of extreme ehan !!;&S more keenly although
they are still stimulated by moderate changes.
The so utherners, like the Floridians, are stimulated by
a slight drop which is not ·enough1 to· mske them feel chilly
but enough to set their blood in motion, while a greater
drop makes them cold. A slight drop in the monotono us
summer is unfavor able.
All in all, a fall from 4 to 7 degrees is everywhere stimu
lating providing the people are accustaned to it.
Barometric changes have little effect on human efficiency,57).

c.

A. Mills has studied the factor of climatic stimulation

for a long time and states:
"Body growth, developmental speed, vigor and energy level•
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resistance to infection and maz:v other of man's functions are
dominated by the stimulating character ot his environment:;.
Certainly it would seem essential that the medical profession
would have a thorough appreciation of t hese external influences
that so markedly alter disease patterns and the general welfare
of their patients" (73).
Petersen finds that the late winter and spring is the period
when stimulation occurs, in part because of the frequent recurrence of
anoxemia and the individual develo ps a relative acidosis with depletion
of buffers and inadequacy revealed by evidences of disease and death.
The l ate spring is the critical time because a transition of the rela
tive acidesis of the winter to the relative alkalosis of summer takes
place.

During this time a fluctuation in the status in the tissues,

oxidation potential, t he capillary bed and other changes are the order
of the day and are manifested in a change of resistance of mucous
membranes and an increased susceptibility of tissues to toxins.

During

the relative meteorological stability of swnmer and early autumn with
an alkaline diet, the blood pH becomes relatively alkaline, blood K
is high, the tissu es hold more Ca, a gain of w6ight is noticed rather·
than an increase in growth, the B.M.R. is low am a good buffer
system is built up.

The increased alkaline loe.d of the summer produces

a. diminished permeability- as well as d ecreased calcium ionization.
The latter increases neuran.uscular initability with the result of a
greater tending to spasm, varying from the "green apple colic" to
myocardial dee.th• pyoloric spasm, poliomyelitis paralysis (presumably
predicated in a preceding localized arterial spasm in the vessels ot
the cord) or migrane. 'fhe increased acidic diet of the winter produces
less spastic· conditions (the Ca. being more ionized) but it activates
the chronic inf'la.mma.tory conditions and accentuates the liability- to
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spring intoxication, infection and sensitivity.

The relative vita.-

mine deficiency may be of some significance in this change of
resistance.
This theory needs greater explanation and we refer the
reader to Peterson's work , who discusses it very clearly.

Hughes of

Londcn is a great protagonist of the belief (97).
In his study of the clin1ate as a factor in the health of man,
Mills concludes that t he frequency and extent of the temperature
fluctuation in any particular region may detem.ine the stimulating
qtULlity of the climate rather than the level of the Mean Temperature.
A survey was conducted in several of the cities typical of the area
and part of it is :r:eproduced here (76).
Year
1925
1924
1935
1925
1925
1925
1925

City
Max .
m;oHonolulu
Tampa, Florida .
90°
Los Angeles, Calif . 98°
Cincinnati , Ohio.
96°
Chicago, Ill.
100°
Duluth, Minn .
91°
Bismark, N. D.
100°

Temperatures
Min.
35°
42°

- 60
- 80

-24°
-24°

Largest dail~ variation
!So
25°
30°
60°
37°
40°
75°

The optimum temperature for the human body to perform its
functions properly is 38 to 64 degrees.

In the accompanying graphs,

Figure 22, 23 and 24, we have reproduced some of his observations of
the daily maximum and minimum temperatures from three different
geographic areas of the world .
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In Figure 22, we notice that in Georgetown, British Guinea
the minimum varies from 65 t o 74 degrees, while the naximum. is 74 to
85 d egrees•

There e.re no sudden changes in temperature, the Mean

Temperature is ,.,ell above the optimum for human activity.

This

ac counts for the slu ggish, care-free existance of the natures in
this area.
The climate in Suire, Boliva, on the other hand, is 1'911
within the range of the opti.Jnum:. ..never over 83 degrees and reaches
28 degrees only twice.

There is ve ry little c hange with the seasons

and the daily temperature variation is not very great•

In such a

climate the individual is receiving some constant stimulation but
no sudden changes .

This is well adapted for oentuties of racial

existance but no marked advances or discoveries -vrill be made.
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Figures 26 and 27 smw the temperature gradient of the

United States.

Some areas vary from 10 to 70 degrees while that

This sul;>ject will be taken

of Arizona. is only 50 to 80 d·egrees.
up

more in detail later•
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Here ,,e

find that the stimulati on qualities or temperature

are also DCJl'JlP&rable to the Zones 1. 2 and 3 of Figure 12. We will
correlate

Figure 28 with pathologica.l conditions to be discussed

later.

Mills states that the ease or difficulty of the heat loss
from the body d etermines, in a large measure, the general metabolic
tone and the energy level of existence.

If the loss is difficult.

lel

the combustion, body gl"Olf'th, developmental speed resistance to in
f'eotions and the available energy are decreased.

If', on the contraey,

the loss is easy, the f'actors just mentiomd are increased u p to a
certain point.

Since the peysical environment affects the loss of'

heat f'ran.-the body, it is ob vious that the meteorological environment
is of' utmost importance ( 72)

,.

PART

IV

METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS AND CIVILIZATION
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We must undoubtedly agree that t here are times when we feel
exuberant and other times when we are depres sed. We have moods,
rheumatic pains and other symptoms related to the weather, but, if
we can relate climate to those daily factors in life of an individual
and since individuals make group1 groups, masses• and masses fonn.

'

nations--why is it not probable that these same meteorolo gical factors
exert some definite effect upon them!

The distancef and modern status

of many nations and races of' the earth may be the result of' meteorological stimulation and depression occurring at a proper time in
combination with other factors.
The stimulus of the different constituents of the climate can
be evaluated according to Huntington in the following figures (57):
Changes of temperature• Cloudy - Clear - - - - Humidity
Seasons - - - - - - - - -

- 2%

- ;. 1%
- 3%

- 9 - 15%

However, in our own mird, we doubt whether this can be done and ·are
not convinced that these figures are accurate.

So far, we believe

that the climatic stimulation is due to a summation of all t he
meteorolo~ical condi t ions, some being more effective than others.
Petersen compares the effe ct of meteorological conditions
to a car driving over a bumpy road.

The automobile that is improperly

constructed, is in a poor state of repair, or too old, will develop
knocks, th e bearings burn, brak bands stick

am blow-outs

will occur.

However, a car adapted for these conditions will withstand the severe
stnin.

J3oth may run comparatively smoothly on t he pavement.

The

organi sm that cannot stand the strain of increased meteorological
stimulation may develop cet-1::ain patholo gical conditions which will
be considered l ater.

The one that is adaptable a:nd survives is
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later qualified to continue, is stronger and has more energy frc:m the
experi ence.

In other words, "Running all of the t ime does not pennit

rusting in the pipes".
In our studies, we can classify climates into the following
groups:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Non-stimulating
Partially stimulating
Moderately stimulating
Exoessively stimulating

The reaction of an individual to these can be compared to horses in the
following manner .
l.

The inhabitant of a non-stimulating climate may be

compared to a hor s e which is allowed to go w ith the reins loose.

He

may run a7tay, but usually goes slow, stopping to eat as he pleases
and going in no particular direction.

This is found in depressing

tropical climes, such as Georgetown, British Gu inea and other areas
with high temperatures with no barometric and temperature variability.
The inhabitants are never very progressive, never in a hurry to reach
a destination arrl, consequently, are not productive.

2.

The partially stimulatin~ type is one where the one season
0

is favorable and the other is not.
and relaxe s t he next.

The horse runs one mile and walks

This may be found in t he semi-tropics.

Here

the natives are stimulated part of the time but the depressing heat
of t he s unmer eeason hirrlers much progress.

/

3.

The moderately s t imulating type is one where there i.S

su fficient contrast to be stimulating, frequent stonns but no ext:re~
variations in barometric pressure and temperature•

An analogy to this,

the horse is whipped, when necessary, making him run, other times
he is allowed to walk, but continually urged on with the voice and
checked with the rein.

Thus, his energy is conserved and eventual]¥

he covers a great distance.

The climate is well within the optimum

and may be compared to Soure ., Bolivia, some variation, but not
extreme w ith frequently storms aoting as the urging and o heclcing.
'lhis environment is ideal, the imividual is c cnstantly stimulated
but disastrous results occur since he is given no rest.
4.

•

The excessively stimul ating may be com.pared to Bismark,

North Dakota a:rd areas 1, 2 am 3 in Figure 12.

'fhe horses are

whipped continuously, making rapid progress but�soon become fatigued
and eventually collapse.

The individuals living here are excessively

stimulated by th e sunmation of all the meteorological phenomena,
great progress, new discovers and an outstanding civilization results.
The i:cdividuals are frequently exhausted and pathological conditions
result.
H untington believes that previous to recorded history great
climatic changes drove man this way am that, destroyed ancient types
of culture ., and wiped out or modified races, physically ., mentally
and socially.

H e also believes that pulsations occurred in the climate

of certain geographic regions in certain times of' ancient history.
Some areas rec�ived great meteorological stimulation during
certain decades or centuries of' past history.
stimulated to prot;ress to a great degree.

The inhabitants were

Eventually, this climatic

stimulation was replaced by depressing conditions and the nation
\

became the subservient to oth er peoples that were rece iving greater
meteorological stimulation (57).
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Let us consid er the ancient civilizations a:r:d endeavor
to prove the foregoing theory.
Mesopotamia was a great empire in ancie:ab times and its
inhabitants were creative, inventive a:r:d Civilization was always
at its height.there.

Later this empire was ovenrhelm.ed by the

Semites, who settled there and adopted the culture.

They, too,

now became creative, more �lert and the accomplishments in this
climate reached a point never before known to them.

In accord with

our theory, th.-had the g;ood stock but received the proper cultivation
and climatic stimulation in this new
Hmr can we

area.

explain the tact that the Chinese were once the

most civilized and agressive nation, except; by climate?

We have

evidence .tha t they reached the peak of culture centuries ago•
stock has not changed, nor the cultivation or diet.

The

It seems quite

certain that at tha'ttime, the meteorological conditions were a.uch
that they stimulated them to greater actiTity.

Later, the climatic

conditions changed, the meteorological stimulation was replaced by
a climate of monotonous heat and droughts.

Thus, the stock and

cultivations remained, but the climate changed with the results that
the Chinese have degenerated to their present day status.
We shall now consider Egypt.

In the time of Pharoe.hs, she

lead the world, pyriamids were constructed, the Sphinx was raised
and oth er teats of engineering were accomplished which still astonish
the world.

Now they remain as grim signs of the height of culture.

Egypt fell and now let us consider the climatic factors as they exist
there now-.

The burning rays of the sun beat down upon the sands• all
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da;y and the natives succumb to the depressing heat.

Certainly, such

a nation as Egypt in ancient; times could not have arisen under these
meteorological conditions.

It is unquestionable that climatic con

ditions at that time were stimulating and is only substantiated by
the fact that excavations prove that trees and profuse vegetation of
other types existed.

The S8llle is true of Babylonia n, Assyrian and

Persian civilizations.
Greece, the pride of the ancient world, had her philosophers
architects, orators and leaders.
world f rom 1250 to 100 B.C.

She was the cult ure center of the

The period of Hippocrates, 500 B.C.,

was outstanding at this time.

Grecian civilization reached the

highest development:; of political, scientific and artistic lif'e.

This

period brought forth the statesmanship of Socrates, the philosopJw'
of Socrates, the historical writiDgs of Thucydides, the works of
Sophodes, Euripedes, Pheides, Polycheidos, Praxiteles, Polygnotos,
Zeuxis and Panhasios and, above all, the great Hippocrates.

Never

before or since has so confined a space in so short a time conta med
such a waalth of intellect (101).

We can asstm1e that the conditions

existiDg at that time were conduci ve to the production of genii.

It

may have been that an excessively stimulatiDg condition existed both
at the time of conception and throughout their lives.
The next nation for consideration is Rome, its rise,
dominance over the world, the glory of the Caesars, Cicero and other
men and the n, suddenly ., the fall.

It is true that Malaria and other

factors plqed a part in the downfall of both Greece and Rome, but
climate had its import also.

During the height of the

Roman civili

zation it is possible to theorize that th e climate was changeable and,
therefore, s timulatiDg.

Later, it became monotous, depressi?Jg, there
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was less activity, less energy, less desire to create or to conquer.
Hence , the do.'{nfa.11.
Othe r civilizations, such as Chinese .a.nd •South .A:rtterica~- also
had their golden a ge, but centuries ago they retrog r Assed to their
present culture.

Climate alone is not responsible for this condition,

but, without doubt, it was one of the great factors.

Hunti?1?;ton I s

hypothesis of pulsatory changes of climate and of the shifting of
storm belts, although not accepted by other men, would be a plausible
explanation for these observations.

He reaches the following con-

clusions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

At proper conditions the high tempera ~ures are not particularily harmful provided it does not go to an undue
extreme.
Changes of temperature from day to day are of great
importance.
Civilization distribution closely related to climatic
energy •
Not onl y atpresent but in past, no nation has ri sen to
the highest grade of civilization except in regions
where climatic stimulation was great.
Some historical episodes of relatively r ecent years have been

attributed to the climate by Mills, the most out.standing being the
failure of Napoleon ' s campaign in Russia in 1812.

He started out

with a magnificient anny, provisions were ta.ken for every type of
emergency except one, the climate.

•

First, he met the depressinp: heat

and then the extreme cold of Russia, the horses and men died by the
thousands and Napoleon returned to France with an ancy- that was only
a shadow of the one that had started out on the conque st of Europe

a few months before.

He was defeated by the forces of nature .

In

fa.ct, as Mills relates:
"Unconsidered natural forces of physical environment had
shattered Napoleon's most mighty military undertaking 11 (72 ).
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Revolutions are based upon meteorological stimulation.
The French Revol ution in 1789 came on t he coldest year on record
after a few years of prolonged temperature above normal .

Other

European Revolutions in 1830 and 1848 fol l owed similar climatic
disturbances .

The ,'far of 1812 came the first subnormal year after

fifteen years of normal years .

The observat ions of Mill s regarding

the meteorological factors in the World War are interesting .

He state s

that America abstained for three years but entered in 1917 at the
close of one of the coldest winters of fifty years .

During 1917 and

early in 1918, the belmv nonnal temperature continued in the United
States with the result that our troops had much energy .

The French

and Britians lived under a normal temperature whi le the Austrians and
Gennans were subjected to unusual warmth .

Thus , at this time, the

countries \Vith the greatest meteorological stimulation won the war.
1 t is significant that the collapse did come after a f'ull year of
unseasonabl e warmth (72) •

-

Can this be reasonable?

It is obvious that there were a

great many other factors responsible but t he cliroAtic factor is so
•

great that we must consider it .

In disregarding it, ,•re may be omitting

a very important factor in the destinies of nations .
•

Now l et us look at the relation of climatic energy to health

and civilization in the world.

In Figure 29, we see the distribution

of civilization of the world, with Figure 30 showing the distribution
of human energy on the basis of climate .
correlate almo st perfectly?

Do not these diagrams

Areas of greatest climatic stimulation

shmv a highest type of civilization.

There are several that do not

agree, but t r is can be explained on percent of error.

However , the
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correlation is so nearly accurate that it cannot be a mere incidence.
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In the large map, Figure 31,
climatic stimulation over the world.
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notice the areas of

Let us see just what regions

are involved--Northern and Eastern United Sta�es, Central Canada,
England, France, Gennaey, the Southern tip or Norway an:i Demark,
Northern India, part of Siberia, Southeastern tip of Australia and
N orthwestern South .America.

S ome or these areas correspond to the

regions of highest civilization as observed on the preceding maps.
They are the areas of high stimulation now, but taking into consider
ation the rate of the Ancients in relation to their rise and :f'all of
civilization, there remaina,in our minds, a ques tion as to the destiny
of the present areas of climatic stimulation.
I n figure. 32, we have a record of the cyclone tracks in the
Northern Hemisphere.

they cross the Northern United States, Southern

Canada, British 1sles, Scandanivian Peninsula, France, and Ge.�x:w,
as well as Japan an:i part of' the Phillipines.

C.,cl <1,c.c

f••cK1 .,,.._
�1ylu.re

Figure 32

l.l2

In order to study this

w

more detail, we will refer to

Figures 33, 34 and 35, which show very accurately these factors as
related to Europe.

Again, we have a definite relationship between

civilization, health and climatic stimulation.

England, France,

Germany, DeDna.rk and Southern Norway and Sweden are the darkest
again.
In reviewing all of these maps and observations, we notice
certain areas (United States,; Germa.ey, France, England, etc.) are
always the darkest.

At this time, they are receiving the greatest

amount of stimulation and also are the most progressive.
the Spaniard �o the German.

Compare

T he �ormer is easy goini;, carefree,

rarely does anything outstanding, while the Gennan is fiery, brilliant,
energetic and always progressing in the scientific, artistic and
cultural field.

The Norwegian, Swede or D ane is always full of

exuberant energy, while the Greek is slow ani is lacking in the
.creative instincts which drive the fo:nner �o heights of grea1:;
accomplishments.

.•

In like manner the restless Yankee is comparable

to the ·slo w, carefree Southerner.
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?igure 35
Most of t he new discoveries and investigations are taking place in
.

'

the countries that are black on the map.

'ti-or nun:lreds or years

i.ney !lave oeen tne leade rs or tne W'orld •

l!:ngland and � ranee colonized

t.ne new world; trermany ,. rormed tnrough tne 'union of several small
kingdoms, came in'to prom inence in the 19tn century and soon became
a leader in world arfairs; une Scand ina.vians in the time of Lier
Erikson, 'the a:g.cien't Vikings were tne rirsi; to cross tne Atlantic.
·.rne black area covers only 1,100,000 square miles, only
or ,:me earun's surrace and contains

2tso,ooo,ooo

per cent or the total eartn' s population.
-area were to oe ol otted out now-t
ago?

2 per cen,;

pe ople , or only 17

Wna t W'ould happen ir this

Or 1r ii; � oeen des1.royed centuries

Tue explorations, conquests and colonizations would not have

exisi.ed, or a-c leas,; would not nave dtff'el oped so rapidly.

I-e mus't oe
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tne combination of a s~rong racial inneritance, legacy from past
civilizati ons, inspiring r e ligion, sane political rreedom and powerrul institutions that combined wi~ tne climate to make these few
coun~ries so outstanding.
rne only otner non-European country Which nas been success1-ul in making a great impression upon tne an:airs or the world is the
United ->~ates.

lf we go be.ck to the American Indians we find that tney

had very high standards of selr-control, nonesty, morality, ideals am
respect for law--even better than the average American citizen of the
present time ... The Iroquois and Sioux tribes of the stimulating northern climate were much more.competent in war, hunting and trading than
the Seminolas of .depressing Florida, Apaches of Arizona and the Digger
Indians of Southern California.

Ho~ever, there were very- many other

factors influencing the culture of these t ribes.

The absence of iron

and the lack of beasts of burden could account for the ba ckwardness
of the New Enp;la.nd Indian. We wish to make it clear that the climate
is not the only factor, but one of the most important to produce a
profound effect upon our health and civilization.
The United States is comparatively young compa red to the
countries of Europe.

However, in the three hundred years since it

was first colonized, it has become a leader. of nations.

The effect of

the climate upon the colonists was shown by the i r increasing desire
to go west, they ,'l'ere not satisfied with the narrow strip of land near
t he shore.

Compare this to the South Ame rican or African colonies

in the torrid zone.

These have been settled for centuries too, but

we do not find the marked progress and dewelopments of that of the
United States.

Next came the Revolution, the desire for self rule;
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the constant desire to go west and continued unrest, resulting in
the Civil War .

During all this time the North was always far ahead

of the South in factories, education, scientific achievement , culture
and art.

It may be argued that the North had more people than the

South~ but t his was due to climatic conditions which was more favorable to factories, mines and employment .
In comparison to Europe, the United States has 1,100 , 000
square miles and 120,000, 000 people.

However, in recent years we

have been leading the rest of the countries in some fields of investi gation,

the telphone, telegraph, airpla.Iie, automobile, in addition

to great medical and other scientific discoveries being developed
here; notwithstanding the fact that we still are far behind in art
and lit erature .

We believe the reason for the United State's

prominence is that it is composed of stock from almost every nationality which is becoming acclimated and is being stimulated by our
meteorological conditions .

As time goes by , a greater change will

be noticed .
In considering other countries represented in the storm
and cyclone, we find Japan to be rapidly developing into a cultural
center .

Less than one - hundred years ago they still clung to their

ancient traditions , but the introduction of new cultures from the
east after the visit of Admiral Dewey seemed to be the spark that
ignited their scientific and cultural pcr~1 der barrel and with the
stimulation of their climate, they have made tremendous progress .
The stock and climate were there and with the introduction of proper
cultivation, the progress was rapid .
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New Zeland and Southeastern Australia are also developing
rapidly, due primarly to British influence.

Their climate is stimu-

lating and, therefo re , the European culture can develop.

This would

not be true in Congo, Africa, because of the climate being very depressing.
Novt let us turn to South America .

It was colonized, on

the most part, by the Spaniards and Portuguese, a slow, carefree
people , going into regions where depressing climate predominated.
Chile has a large degree of climatic stimulation.

Most of the

inhabitants are a stern and hardy breed, hard of muscle and tough
of heart.

Because of their initiative, eagerness and energy, they

are called the Yankees of South America .

This alertness and desire

for leadership is well illustrated by the fact that they had the
,

first Navy, the first technical school , National Musical Academy ,
Scientific AV,riculture, Newspaper, Railway , Stock exchange and Anrry
of the country in South .America .

They are charming, alert, poised

and well-groomed, living up to the Indian meaning of Chile, "cream
of the People".

They are a mixture of the pure blooded Indian with

English and Yankee .

As is obvious from the map of climatic stimulation,

Figure 31, the climate of Central Chile is of the stimulating kind .
Stonns , cyclones and other meteorolo gical alterations give the climate
a sti~ulating character.

It is so much like that of Garmany that the

30,000 Gennans who have immigrated there do not show aey decrease in
energy or enthusirusm.
Negroes in Chile.

It is interesting to note that there are no

Years ago it v:as discovered that the climate did

not suit its Negro slave and he soon became extinct .

A quotation

from Strode portrays the true character of the Chilean:
"Beneath their channing care-free affable exterior I
sensed something dangerous that comma.med discreet respect.
The Chilean charact er is like their principal commodity-nitrate-and everything depends on how you handle it".
Thus we see that t he climatic stimulation,in addition to the wmigrants,
has accounted for the great progess of the small country of Ch i le.
The picture of Uruguay is one distinctly opposite as compared
to Chile .

Its peace and quietude is well portrayed by a one expansive

pastoral seance with a flood of contented nibbling sheep.

No one is

in aey particular hurry, no energy is wasted , nothing much accomplished
except t o live, to be happy and to reproduce.

The Gauchos do not like

to plow and the Estanciero prefers the easy way of raising cattle-allowing them to take care of themselves .

God sends enough grass,

so why should he plant oats and othe r grains?

The inhabitants are

not greedily amassing huge fortune s, but are satisfied to live peacef ully.

Strode says:

11

Even the church bells ring calmly ".

However, the Uruguaryans are not always slumbering.

'.£hey ·

have done maey things, such as to be the fi r st to abolish Capital
Puni shment, t o establish minimum wage laws , an eight-hour day and an
old a ge pe nsion plan .
of the United States in

In fact, it has been said t hat ~hey we re ahead

"new

Deal" Policies •

We have not stud ied the climate of Uruguay as thoroughly as

...,

we should, but i t is obvious that it is much more depressin~ tha n the
Chilean.

However, we have not accounted fo r the wonderful physiques

of the men as ye t--it may be due to the diet .
in a l atte r part of this writing .

This will be di scusse d
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In Columbia we come to an interesting observation .
thrive in this climate like weeds in ours (112) .

Orchids

A~ain, we see a

factor in climate , affecting plants as well an animals .

Surely, we

must be convinced that meteorological conditions,with soil and
geographic situation, are important factors in life .
Peru is an interesting country.
I

Only recently has she

been awakened from her lethargic state by the tonic of North American
vigor and initiative .

However, as is obvious by the map, she has

very little climatic stimulation and perhaps will never become prominent in world affairs .
Roy Nash discusses the climatic and health conditions of
Brazil very thoroughly in his book,

11

The Conquest of Brazil 11 •

Three

factors are important for the meterological conditions , the Equatorial
Current., the Trade Winds, and an Overhead Sun .

The maan annual temper-

ature of the South is 60 to 68 degrees , while the North is 80 degrees .
Over a great area the mean annual temperature varies only four degrees ,
from 77 to 80 degrees .

These are almost the same for places as vridely

distant as Manaos in the super- humid Amazon, Quixada in the semi-arid
Northwest , and Cuyaba in the Plains of Upper Paraguey . ·The coldest
month is within 8 dep:rees of the hottest .

'Monotony is reality there

and it must in a few seasons impress itself very deeply upon the spirit
of the inhabitant .
monotony .

However , a peculiar factor mitigates t his annual

At many points under the equator the whole annual range of

temperature is experienced, within 24 hours the highest in daytime
and the lowest at· night (88).

This , of ,course , produces a little stimu-

lation but since the changes of temperature are not so extreme , it is
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not such ··an important factor.
Concerning the civilization., three out of every four
Brazilians can not tell a book in their own language from one in
Sanskri~ They are only able to sign their names with a cross

am

71 per cent of the children of school age are not provided with
educational facilities.
Regarding the effect of the climate upon the activities of
the populace., we see that the inhabitants of Brazil . are good natured,
jest throughout life and aim at dodging labor•

The Brazilian of

proletviat class is quick enough in intelligence, but has little
sturdiness of character.

The European or American with frugal instincts

rises rapidly in business there because he retains some of his energy
from his homeland.
avidity for work

However, if he remains there for a long time., his

11 for

works sake 11 sooner or later succumbs to the

carefree atmosphere of laughter., song and love-making.
is low in calcium., vegetables and milk (112).

Their diet

This is a factor which

will be considered later.
The depressing activity of the f-: ropical climes has been and
still is important as a factor in the colonization of these territories.
V'Ie ,,rill insert a conversation that took place in Washington, D. C.
during the time that much consideration was being given to the
annexation of San Domingo.
We don't want it 11 ., Colonel Ingersol told the committee.
11ffhy 11 ? ·was the question.
If It's tr1e best climate in the world
to produce'. 1Yes '., he replied, 1 but we don't want it. It
won 't produce men. Take 5.,00 ministers from New hngland ,
5.,000 presidents of colleges, 5,000 solid business men and
their families and send them to San Domingo, and in the
second generation you vtill see bare-foot boys riding mules,
with their hair sticking out through their sombreros and a
rooster under each ar.m, going to a cock-fight on Sunday '"'116).

11

In other words , men are produced by climate consisting of cold winds

frost and wannth .

A

race to be vigorous must inhabit a region that

compels industry, they must be compelled to prepare for the cold
weather.

Therefore, it is possible to detennine the type of man,

whether civilized, energetic or barbarous, by knowing his geographic
position .on the globe and the meteorological conditions prevalent in
that region .
Let us consider the Hebrew race.

For years, they have

lived in Asia Minor and outside of the field of Theology--they did
not produce any brilliant progress .

The climate was so depressing,

the temperature was high with no marked variation, and, therefore ,
there was no ince ntive for advancement in archetecture, drama, power,
no colonies and no wars.

All during this time the Grecians and Romans

were dominating the world.

The Jewish stock was good , but cultivation

and climatic stimulation was absent.

Finally, the Seminites started to

migrate to other countries of the world, reg ions of higher civilization
and there, received both the proper cultivation and climatic stimulation.
Soon they developed into leaders of the world .

Many of the master-minds

and dictators of the financial affairs of the country, the radio,
cinema, stage , professors in universities and leaders of scientific
investi~ation are of Hebrew ancestry.

They are leaders-- 11 go-getters".

~e also fim that there is a high percentage of nervous and mental
exhaustion among this race.

Certainly the climate is a great factor .

They are now in a region of great meteorological instability and their
nervous and hormonal systems are particularly susceptible to this
~hange with the resulting production of a genius or mentally insane
individual.

Now --:e are in a decade of anbi-Semi tic movement•
Poland., Austria and Romania are expl)lling the Jews.

Ge nnaey.,

Maey of them are

moving to the United States., but , recently., some have started to
immigrate to their own homeland., Palestine.
quence of this?
prediction .

Wha t will be the conse-

Only time vrill tell , but we vtould like to make a

They are moving to a region of low meteorolo gical varia-

bility, an area of depressing heat and one that lacks the climatic
stimulation of the northern climes, which eliminates factor 3.

There-

fore, we prophes~hat the Jewish scientist, artist or lawyer moving
to Palestine will soon retrogress to a dull., listless life.
We believe that the countries that expell the Jews will
suffer app reciably .

Let us t ake Garmany fo r example.

Eight of the

forty Nobel prize winners of that country were Jews --over one-fifth
in a country where the ratio of Jews to Gennans is much less.
this only accidental?

Is

Le t us look at the Nobel Prize win ners and

the leaders of other ?ountries--a great percentage are Jews also.
Hmv will the expulsion of the Semites affect Germany?

her pure German stock and her Kultur .

She will have

With the Jews always striving

towards new developments and discoveries ., we believe that the Deut sch
were stimulated to surpass them simply by the ir desire to excell.
With this stimulus g one., we are confronted with the question of
whether or not the German will continue to advance with t he same
excellence as he has in the past .

It is obv i ous that they will con-

tinue to develop but probably with · not the same skill.

11

Competition

is the life of industry" applies to races as well as to the individual.
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Mussolini spent millions and lost t housands of lives in
conquering Ethopia .

Roads were built, every obstacle was surpassed

and finally the Ethopians were subdued.

The Italians were energetic,

not as much so as the North Central European, but more so than the
Ethopians and this combined with modern implements of warfare they
were the victors.

It took a comparatively short time and the depress-

ing climate of the tropics did not have time to produce an effect upon
the Italian.

However~

that the territory is annexed and coloni-

zation has started only the future will reveal the results.

The

Italians immigrating there will have energy, will construct bridges.,
buildings, etc., but after a few years they too will succumb to the
effects of the climate e.nd become typical tropical and subtropical
inhabitants having no particular cares and contributing nothing to
the progress of the world.
The same can be said of the Japanese in China.

They will

conquer but will their new colonies be able to reach the high-type
civilization as their homeland?

Depressing climate, along with diet

and improper cultivation will be the eventual master.
"'.Ye see this true with every colonization of the tropics
or subtropics--energetic conquests., immigration of good stock, some
advancement for a ff1W years, then., the conquerors, becoming acclimated,
succumb to the lack of climatic stimulation and proper cultivation.,
thus, the good stock is deteriorated into a type only a little more
advanced than the original inhabitant. Mills states that armies from
temperate regions are seldom victorious in the tropics except under
huge cost ( 72).

12

This problem of climatic stimulation is one of great
i mportance, we must admit.

Let us nmv consider the American, German

and Enir,lish scientists, missionaries, engineers and physicians who
go into the tropics .

They come from areas of great climatic stimu-

l ation, have always led an active life and now they must change
their diet, place of abode and live under different meteorological
conditions.

For a year they may retain pa.rt of their former energy

and accomplishments, but soon they lose runbi tion, have no energy and
become rn ore or less carefree.

The good stock is still there, and,

therefore, they do not deteriorate to the level of the original
native.

An example may illustrate this.
One of

my

friends, who has always been an energetic young

man, g raduated from Engine~ring college of a leading University,J in
the States with Phi Beta Kappa and other honors.

Unable to obtain the

type of engineering ap pointment he desired, he acted as a salesman,
going from state to state.

lie was a typical example of unrest.

His

energy seemed endless and he was successful wherever he went .

Finally

he received his desired engineering appointment in Venezuela.

He

lef't immediately , still full of energy.

In e. recent communicat ion

from him he outlined his daily routine.

He ari ses at six a.m., works

from seven to ten, sleeps from ten a.m. to four p.m. and then works
from four to eight p. m.

The excessive heat of mid-day makes work

practically impossible. ''bat will this meteorological condition do
to this man?

He may accomplish much during the first few months of

his stay in the semi-tropics, but soon he will succumb to the depressing
heat with the result of e. loss of energy.

However, it may be of ve.1.ue
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to him in reducing his blood-pressure and prolonging his life-but who wants to live long, slowly and carefree in prefe rence to
a rapid, energetic life full of accomplishments?
We believe that some of the arra?1{1;ements made with
missionaries and physicians who go to tropics that they return to
the States every three yea.rs are of a definite physiological necessity.
We are convinced that they should return for proper climatic stimulation and change of diet every two years.

However, it would be possi-

ble to cool their sleeping quarters to stimulating temperatures, but
in order to receive the full benefit of climatic stimulation they
should spend two years in the States and t wo years in the '1h:>pics.
Let us now consider the opposite condition--the movement
from south to north.

Consider the Moorish soldiers in Spain .

They

are known for their fi•rce fighting in Spain and have aided infinite-

ly in Generalissimo Franco's conquest of the country.

They came up

from the very depressing climate of north Africa to the more stimulating meteorological conditions of Spain and beca.me very energetic.
But, we venture to state that by this time, one and one-half years
after their immigration, some are succumbing to the effects of
climatic stimulation with mental and physical exhaustion.

Of course,

we must consider the war, change of diet and othe r conditions which
affect them.
Regarding troop movements , Mills believes that the south to
north movements should be done in the spring or early s~er and very
gradually

producing the change, thereby, giving the individuals a
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chance to make some adjustment before the increased stimulation of
the autumn and winter .

During the Viorld War, the colored troops

from Africa were m01Ted to France with great rapidity and many came
do"tn with Tuberculosis and Pneumonia.

Furthe rm.ore, after moving

from the temperate zone to the tropics, the troops should be subjected
to eight hours of cooling evecy day•

This simulates climatic

stimulation, keeps up their temperata zone combustion and energy and
prevents them from losing their fighting power.

However, this type

of procedure must be continued throughout their stay, since it keeps
the men more sensitive to the tropical heat.

Thus , cooling the

sleeping quarters would tend to eliminate the necessity for frequent
replacements of troops as is being done now (73).
We also believe that the convalescence of the sick would
be enhanced if all the hospttals would be protected from the debilitating heat, and that the efficiency of all workers would be increased
by air conditioned working quarters.

This has come into vogue only

recently and we hope that evecyone will realize its great value.
The output of the human race, both mental and physical, can be increased vecy greatly by properly arranging the environmental conditions
in the office, school, hospital, factocy or home by eliminating depressing heat or excessive cold and maintaining a h ealthful , stimulating
atmosphere.
Since the climate affects the 41:'1lligra.nt,
'
the United States,
being the "melting pot" of the wot¼d, should be the proper setting for
the study of such conditions.

The fact that Japanese are taller in

this country was revealed to us two years ago when two Japanese train-
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ing ships stopped at the Yfilmington,California harbor.

Of course,

evecy Japanese in Metropolitan Los Angeles turned out to greet the
warriors of the father-land.

Itu.6,s possible to recognize a Japanese

sailor because of his small stature as compared to his American-born
cousins.

He was decidely shorter, plumper and more muscular.

Diet

may be a contributory but we believe that changes of climate is
important.
In 1882, Dr. Clark made a survey of the families of eighty
early settlers of Nebraska and found that the stature of more than
three-fourths of the offsprings were larger than the parents (116)
Professor Bors of Columbia University found that the children of
irrir igrants from the inland countries of Central Europe who came to
New York had vecy different head shapes as compared to their parents.
The inland-raised people were brackycephalic (round-headed), while
their children, raised in New York and Boston, were definitely
dolicocephalic or (long-headed).

He believes that this is due to the

greater physiological activity of the thyroid gland in a maritime
environment as compared to the inland, low iodine re~ions.

To

substantiate this , he state s that a low thyroid function raises
the cephalic index of developing sheep and dogs.

Furthermore,

Professor Boas states that the members of :families migrating from
Europe to Ame rice. became modified early and in one or two generations
retain only a few of their forefathers'characteristics.

These results

are produced by the mooified reaction of the endocrine glands which
act to adapt the individual's internal environment to the changed
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external conditions of climate and food (111).
I

Professor Boas

believes that t he changes result from endocrinological alterations.
:Neverthele ss,

believe climate to be a basic factor.

\78

The N8 groes were taken from depressing Africa to the more
stimulating climes of Carolina, Alabama and Louisiana.

The meteoro-

lo~ical conditions stimula t ed them and they could do mor'> ·work. · The
further north they were taken, the more they were s t imulated with the
result of more pathological conditions which we will discuss later.
The tall Sc otch and Scandinavian, short stock Central
European, slow, quiet Mediterranean type, energetic German and
Englishman am sturdy Russian all moved to .America during the last
two centuries.

Here they became energized, restless, ~rew taller,

slender, doliocephalic, became l eaders and accompli shed great
achievements, soon making their adopted land one of the world leaders.
The baroliletric fluctuation, cyclonic fre que ncy and temperature variation
were not as great in Europe as they are in America .

They are contin-

ually stimulated, they are energetic and speed becomes their king.
To what end? And •,hy?
cyclones on them.

It is because of the constant lashing of

Is the footprint of Aesculapius mo re than a

mythical fantasy?

.

Platt also believes that the climate, acting t h rough the
years, produces a race which helps to alter the environment .

In cool,

not cold climates, at a moderate elevation (within 1000 feet) he finds
in its greatest perfection that constantly acting intelligent force
wh i ch produces greater results in all fields than in the wanner or
colder climes (100)
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Mills believes

that the level or energy and bodily vigor,

resistance to infection and rate of �rowth ana bodily development is
influenced by climatic enviromnent although a deficient diet, lack
of sunl ight and excessive humidity may be factors.
The growth in height and ,reight is more rapid in the northUnited States than in Central Europe. A drop is noticed in

ern

St• Louis, more in Italy and th e
Japan.

Phillipi118s, the lowest being in

Figures 36 and 37 (73).
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Returning to Runting ton' s theory of climatic pulsation 1

we will quote the toll01l'ing:
"To those who aooept the oal.matie hypothesis, it may seem de
pressi�. To the dweller in the les s favored part:s of the
world it may ap pear to soum the knell to their hopes for great
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progress in the land that he loves to his brother in the
oenter of modern a ctivity a most disquieting vision of
possible retrogress ion is disclosed. Ir our reasoning is
correct, man is far more limited than.he has realized ••••
:r:an can apparently live in any region wher e he can obtain
food, but his physical and mental en ergy and his moral
character reach their highest de"V"elopment in a fev, strictly
limited areas. The location of these areas appear to have
varied greatly in the future. In one-thousand year, no
highly favorable region may exist upon the globe, and the
human race may be thrown back into the dull lethargic state
of our present tropical races. The location of the regions
of greatest climatic energy may in a few hundred years change
again to Egypt, Mesopotamia and Guatemala. The conseque:m:;
rise of new po'�rs and th e decline of those nOl'I dominant may
throw the world into a chaos far worse than that of' the Dark
Ages. Races of low'mental caliber may be stimulated to most
pernicious activity, while those of high capacity :1-Y not have
energy to withstand their more barbarous neighbors (70).
DIET AS A FACTOR
Interesting research has been done recently with the affect
of diet upon �an stature, energy and health.

It has been noticed

that in Northern India, the Sikhs, and Pathans drink milk every day,
eat a small amount of meat,an
and whole◄heat bread.

excess of leafy vegetables, potatoes

All of th81)1 grow to healthy, six-foot manhood.

In th e South, the Madre.sis, living \lllder the filth and squalor as the

•

people of the North, eat rice, red pepper, tamarind and dried fish,
they are stunted and are small in stature.

Disre�arding climate, Sir

Robert McCarrison of the Indian Medical Service fed three cages of
rats on three different rations.

The ones on the Englishman's daily

fare were large and vicious and ready to fight.

The Sikh and Pathan

di et produced a gently disposed animal, while the small, mouse-like
ones were the result of th� Madrasis diet.

Other rats fed on the French

diet of rich fats, meats and salads ., grew short, .wide in the middle wit h
oily hair.

Japanese-diei,• rats were short and wiry and energetic, due

to the fish, rioe and erab meat. At the conclusion of the experiment
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it did not seem possible that the rats were of the same ancestory.
Can it be possible t ha t this dietary factory can affect hunans too?
The Japanese are well-kn~Nn for their small statu1J'eand
their diet is dttAcient in i norganic salts and Vitamins, A and B .
'then t h ese const i tuent s were fed to t heir school children for four
years, it i:ras fo und t hat they suffer from fewer childhood maladies ,
'leigh five pounds more and are several centimeters taller t han the
cont rols (46).
Now ,:e se e that the climate is not the all-important factor
in energy ., h aalth a nd life span of an indiv idual.

In other vro ~ds., it

is the swmnation of diet., sani tation, type of i nhabitants., facilities
and me teorological conditions that detennine the type of inhabitan s
of any geog r ap hic re gion.

However, in view of the observation which

we have presented and those vh i ch we will present ., we feel that
c1imate is the basic factor a nd diet a secondary one.

RACIAL DIFFERENT IATION
Hippocrates was one of the fi r st individuals to attribute
the differ~nce of physical and mental status of inhabitants of different geog r aphic re g ions.
'\For
the
the
are

He said:

the inhabit a nts of the se regions ultimately com.a to resemble
lands in which they are reared. For the seasons which modify
physical frame diff e rs, if the differences be g reat., the more
t he differe nces in shape''• (96)

Further in his works we find a ve ry interesting inte rpretation of racial
differentiation; namely ., that the meteorolo~ica l envirol!l!llent is of great
i mportance in molding the character of the j ndividual as well as influencing disease.
11

He continue s:

1 i'Ji sh to show, respecting As ia and Europe ., how ., in a.11 respe cts
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they differ from one another •••I say, then, that Asia differs
very much from Europe as to the nature of all things, both
with regard to productions of the earth and the inhabitants,
for e very-thing is produced much more beautitul and large in
Asia, th e country is milder, and the disposition of the in
habitants also are more gentle and affectionate. The cause
of this is the t8Flperature of the seasons, because it lies
in the middle of-the risings of the sun towards the east, and
removed from the cold (and heat), for nothing tends to growth
and mildness so much as when the climate has no predominant
quality, but a general quality of temperature prevails".
Discussing

a particular clime he states:

"The inhabitants are well fed, most beautiful in shape, of
large statures arxl differ little from one another either as
to figure or size; and the country itself both as regards its
constitution and mildness of seasons, may be.said to bear a
close resemblance to the spring. Manly courage, endurance of
suffering, laborious enterprioe, and high spirit, could not
be produced in such a state of things eith among the native
inhabitants or those of a different climate, for there, pleasure
necessarily reigns. (96)
Hippocrates remarked that the pusillanimity and cowardice of
the Asiatics as compared to the Europeans was due to the nature of the
seasons.

The climate of Asia did not show drastic changes of heat and

cold and thereby, did not arouse the inhabitants into inconsiderate
emotion and passion.

He mentioned that it was the changes of all

kinds which a.roused the understaming of mankind and did not all01't
him to P.:et
into a torpid condition. To summarize, we in-terpret
.
I

Hippecrates' observations as:
1.

The inhabitants of a stimulating alintaiB hall a f;fliAv Til•,l,•v1
ot shapes and were enterprising and warlike.
29
NA"'i,,.'1'g a£ 'll'IAl"ffl, hot ree:ions were broad. fleshy and had black
hair. 'lhey did not have inborn courage and laborious
enterprise.
3. The high, level and windy areas produced individuals large
in stature and all had a similar body habitus.
4. Those living on this, ill-watered and barren soils were hard,
well-braced, blond, haughty and self-willed in disposition.
5. The greatest variety of forms were fo'Ulld in the places where
the changes of seasons were most frequent. "For, in general,
you will find the form and dispositions of mankind to corre
spond With the nature of the country" (96).
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These observations of the Father of Medicine still remain
true. Petersen also believes in any orr,anism soon resembling the
re�io� which it has inhabited for centuries.

Furthermore, the age

of the individual in any dAfinite climatic sector varies directly
with the climatic stimulation--that is, "the survival of the fittest".
Any cell subjected with great frequency to anoxia and oxygen surplus
such as occurs with ARS and COD phases, must soon succum.b unless it
has outstaming resistance. The vigorous cells that. survive are
stimulated and multiply, soon replacing ·the weak cells�

This con

tinues through the years and as the individual increases in age,
always being stimulated, so on the strongest cells are present through
out.

Hippocrates also noticed that storms produce many old-age people

who are extremely hardy and vigorous •
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Figure. 37b
- Figures 37a and 37b shaw the .hie;hest ratio of old-e.ge
people to be in the North and close to areas =1/=l, 2 and 3.

In

Figure 12, note that the colored peoples in the north live the
lon�est.

However, we do not know whether or not these have lived

there long enough to become acclimated.
If we are to believe that the climate makes the most
vigorous somatic cell curvive, why should it no-I; e.ff'ect the sex
· cell, resultine; in the s uperior quality of the of:t"spring of late
matings.

Du�on has found that the proportion of sons attaining

eminence was t wice the normal ·vhen father wa s ov er 45, ten times
normal when the fathe r wa s ove r 60 and fifty time the norr,,al when
the fat r e r was over 70 .

e,

Yo re work must be done in this field .

f

PART

V

METEOROPA'.tHOLOGY
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INTRODUCTION

We have noticed the effects of changing climatic conditions upon the civilizati ons of regions, destinies of countries,
races of man, but now let us discuss the pathological conditions
that it produces upon the ;:_individual himself.

We have divided

the subject into several headings and each will be considered
separately •

.
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CHA.PrER I
DEVELOPMENT

FETAL 'MALFORMATIONS
If we are to �lieve that the meteorological alterations
a.t the·time of conception (the corruption of the seel) affects the
mental and physical characterist ics of the race, let us consider the
fetal defects that may occu r.
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Figure 38b
Figure 38a shows the number of deaths due to malformations
occurring under one y�a.r.

A definite increase is noticed in Vermont,

with a preponderance of Zones 1 and 2 over the others.

If we con

sider Figure 38b, we notice that the :t'urther north the Negro goes,
the hi�her is the inc idence of fetal malformation.

i4o

Figure 39
If we revin the statistios on fetal ma.lf'onnations (not
fatal) we rind the :following:
1.
2.
3•
4.
5.

C,le:rt Palate--Zones l and 2 and Oali:f'omia are high. How•
ever, Maine am Vermont show the highest incidence with
Arkansas and Arizona the lowest.
Hypospadius--'fhere is a definite track, similar to the
route of th e cyclonic paths, extending from Montana to
Illinois.
b
Testicular defects somewhat resemble the hypdsadius, a
definite high from Montana to Iowa.
Gynandriasm--A definite high in Washington, Rhode Island
a.nd Delaware.
Spina bif'ida--Marked high incidence in Northwest and North
east. Another track covers Nebraska, Missouri, Temessee
and extends to South Carolina (99).
Regard i:cg the conception period of malformed infants, we

have the following f' i�ures based on a normal conception rate:

Num�r
Janu ary
February
March
April

May

June

94

106

120
120
110

119

July
A�ust
September
October
November
December

Number
83

66

83
95
101
107

""'

Figure 40 shows the period of conception of malfore d infants
in Chicag o.

"'

It is obvious that a higher incidence is see d uring the

more unstable months of the year.

Therefore, it may be true that the

meteorological condition .existing at conception may be all-important.
Thus, Hippocrates was c orrect wh en he mentioned corruption of the see d.
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To explain this, Petersen states that d uring the periods
of great meteorological instability, increased acidity and anoxemia.
occur and when these changes occur in rapid sequence am magnitud e
they have a great effect upon the cells.

The Zygote and developing

embryo must be particularly susceptible am show the results in an
increase d percentage of malformations.

In the late summer, on the

other hand, with its greater alkalinit y e.nd increased sane.tic, membrane
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and hum.oral stability, due to less frequent climatic alterations,
the embryo is less apt to be affected•

In considering the theory

of malformations in relation to meteorological conditions, we must
consider the stability of the mother, ionic milien of the embryo,
relative pH, and the calcium and phosphorous balance.

that

It may be

the change in calcium ionization will produce a tendency to

greater celiular and membrane adhesion, or solution and it may
meohailioally influence the possibility of malformation (99).

PHYSICAL lEVELOPMENT
If the climate can be a great factor in the development
of the embryo, what affect can it have upon the physical character
istics of the individual.

Continued meteorological changes ARS -

COD, BJ,1.R� increases and drops, B .P ., NPN, membrane penneability,
K/Oa, eto., all change with the weather.
The United States Dratt is a good c riterion of the physical
defects existing throughout the United States.
Zone 1 is highest With Nevada second•

Figure 41 shows that

Tbe underweight are shown in

F1gure 42 and again, Zone one i s out standing.
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Figure 42
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Figure 43 shows the underhei�ht, am, again the New England
States show

.:
.

I

the

highest incidence •
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Figure 43
Atrophy of th e extremity muscles, Fi gure 44, show a
definitely greater incidence in th e Borth as compared to the South •

•

Th e storm tracks �tand out as areas of highest incidence•
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Curvation of the spine, Figure 45 1 is high in the North.
· The sunshine may be a factor in preventing it in the S outh, but
California and Utah are high erven in spite of this factor.
Defective vision follows the storm -tracks with a high rate
in Rhode Island and C onnecticut.
Defective h earing shONs an increased rate in the Pacif'ic

..

Northwest (93 } •

Figure 46
Figure 46 shows a sum of all the physical defects, whether
congenital or original. and again there is a marked high in the New
Englam States.

Why are these so outstanding?

It may be that the

inhabitants o f this re�ion have lived there for over tv10 centuries,
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while those of the Northwest have been there only two generations.
it would ba interesting to detennine the numbe·r of malformation s
occurring in the Negroes coming from the de pressing tropics to the
more stimulating Southern Un i ted States.
I

Howeve r, in considering the

meteorolog:ical stimulat ion of Zonefs 1, 2 and 3, we must not disregard
heredi ty, di et,

am

oocupe.t ion as contr ibutory factors.
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CHAPTER II
INTELLIGENCE AND MENT.A.L EXHAUSTION
INTELLIGENCE
Does the climate affect the mental as vtell ES the peysical
status of the individual?
are vary valuable.

Again the United States' Draft statistics

In the Alpha score, F igure 47, we find that

Oregon am Massachusetts am C�nnecticut are the highest.

vie also

find that the intelligence is definitely greater in the North than in
the South.

It can be argued that the South has, Figure 47, more

�ll itere.taa because of ,the Negro and poor◄hites.

But why?

Of course,

several factors are important, but clilha.tic stimulation it a ver-y
important factor in increas ing the desire for more study.

/>Jy,,folo11rol e.,,,.,,,.. ;,..-11 0,,,
wl.dt
AJ,Ji ,. ,Horr.

�igure 47
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Figure 48
Figure 4f shOW's the results of a phys�ological examination
given to students as reporbeftin the Educational Record, April, 1930
by L. L. Thurston and ·T. G. Thurs,ton.
•

It also shows a detinite high

in New E. ng la.Di.
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Figure 49
We may now consider the nativity o r outstanding American
men.

It s eems possible that these follow the storm tracks too.

Figures

50 and 5la.
We can conclude that mental superiority is als.o quite

distinotly regional in dist ribution and is highest along the cyclone
tracks.

Returning to the Hippocratic theory of

conception or the

seed, we can theorize that if it produces a. variety of' forms, it �
pr�duce a change in tht-'b170, which, under proper conditions, has
the potentialities of producing a. genius.
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Intelligence apoe.rently has a seaso�l optimum. A child
of April conoeption may ·have an I.Q. or 135, while one of S eptember,
the most stable month or the year, may average 65 ( 96).
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See Figure 51 b.
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Huntinf!ton believes that the meterologioal instability
rather than the geographic' locality is associated with high intelli
gence.

He be lives that ,reather plays an important part in the destiny

or the individual.

Children born during late Februa.iy and early March

in the United States and other areas or the same climatic characteris
tics have potentialities or leadership, live longer, are better
physical and mental specimens and achieve higher intellectual distinct
ion.

•

..

Regarding this particular season, he concludes the tollo'W'ing
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in his book •season or Birth":
1.
2.
3.

Those indiv iduals live on the a verag'8 of three a.rd eight
tenths years longer than those born in July I Aur.;ust and
September.
Females predominate over males.
The good physique is due to the right kind of weather f'or
good physical condition of' parents in June, the time of
conception.

He mentions a few of the internationally known figures who were born
during this time.

From February 11 to F ebruary 28 were born, Edison,

Linooln 1 Tallyrand, Jessica Dragonette 1 Volta, Cardinal Hewinan, Wash
ington, Homer, Hugo ., Longf'ellow, Charles Darwin and John L . Lewis.
March 1st to loth produce� SmetaM., Wm. Green, T. Marsaryk, S am H ouston,
A. Graham Bell, Knute Rockne, Michelangelo, Burbank and

o. w.

Holmes

(59).
Other individuals equally prominent in art, drama and
politics have been born at other times of the year.

However, we

believe that the majority of the outstanding individuals are born
in the spring.

Let

us examine the months of cm:,eption of the Presidents

of the United States.
J a:rmary
J. Adams
Hayes
Arthur
T. Roosevelt
February
Polle
Taylor
Pierce
Garfield
Harding
Marc h
Van Buren
Johnson
Wilson
April
---vri.1more
McKinley
Roosevelt
�

ll'aehingtoa•

�_(cont.)
---iiarrison
Linc oln*
June
........,adi son*
Jackson
Tyler
Clevelam
�etterson•
Monroe*
Buch.a.nan
Grant
August none
September none
October
J. Q. Adams*
Coolidge
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November
Harrison
Hoover
December
Taft
* Sel ected by Agar as outstanding.
The Cyclopedia of .American Biography was used as a reference
to determine the conception mon th.

Of the outstanding individuals,

,3777 in number) the highest rate was in May ., lowest_ in September.
In the Gennan "!Var ist' s 11 out of 5261 ., the peak -vtas reached in April
and lr>sted to June.

Out of 4 ., 144 in the American"¥fho 1 s Who'\ the maxi

mum was reached in April with a smaller rise in June.
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Figure 52
Therefore, there is a definite relationship between the
time of conception and mental superiority of the individual. The
relative meteorological

instability of later spring and early

summer must act as some stimulant to the cerebral tissues to aid in
developing a superior man.
There is also a definite monthly increase in conception rate.
December is thought highest by Hill (100}.

One of the first men to

report artificial insemination reported this fact and attributed some
of his failures to it (107).

& "',.

re

MENTAL Ex:HAUSTION
If climate can stimulate an individual tq greater mental
activity, we believe it to be possible that an an excess may either
produce a genius or a mental e,xh,e.ustive.
United State's Draft Statistics.

Figures 53 and 54 show the
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A glance at figures

58 will show that the North

'

'

storm tracks have a much higher incidence.

When the Ne�ro moves

north, the insanity ·rate is twice that of the white (96).

The

mentally inferior seem to predominate in regions of inadequate stimu
lation.

More are conceived at times of greater meteorological stability,

that is , the last half' of the year.

See Figure 57 •

Conception periods ( Petersea)
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Figure 57
That moods are definitely related to the blood chemistry
and iDiirectl:y to the weather is shown by Figure 58.

•
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Figure 58
The stages ot acute mania and depression of the manic
depressive are definitely associated with the

polar infalls. The

depressive sta�es follow the ARS phase while the COD stages may
produce the manic symptoms.

The peak of conception of the manic

dep�ve appears during the relative quietude of late summer with
a trend to an increased blood pH

(99).

Schizophrenics are unstable, poorly buffered individuals,
associ ated with the lepto_somic body type and are more apt to be
conceived durin g the unstable period of the year.

The vasomotor

swing is great, anoxemia is frequent; acidity increases with marked
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cellular fatigue and resulting in aental deterioration.

The oases

of dementia preoox improve in the fall months and thus present an
incidence to the seasons inverse to that of the manic depressive (99).
Dr. H. D. Way of the Elmira Ref'onnatory found that the
nerve storms were encountered every spring, resulting in the convicts
breaking rules e.nd a production of the animal instincts.
stated that neurasthenia was more frequent in the spring.

Ha also
During a

rise of barometric p ressure his man werB buoyant and elastic, and
did their tasks well, while when the pressure was dropPing, they re
sponded poorly

(107).

An interesting observation on the months of conoeptipn of
the criminally insane reveals the following

(99).

Conception

:Month

Jamary
Febnary
March
.April

May

Jum
July
.August
September
October
November
December

27

31

45

46

37

25
47
37
31
37
34
28

The relative unstability of the spring may produce a tendency
toward insanity.

SUICIDES
Suicide may be a sign of mental weakness; let us see if such
oases can be contributed to overstimulation.

Hill states that cases

increased with the hot and dry seasons, but Pilgrim thought they were
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most fre quent in April, May and June!
and November.

T he f'e'Rest occurred in October

How-ever, it is necessary to oorisider age, education,

sex, race and religion in addition to the climate.

Quetele t, Tricot,

Winslow, He.rokins and Gundry agree that the occurrence is more frequent
in the cooler periods rather than the wanner ones, so we see some
_discrepanc y in observation (107).
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The suicides o t Omaha , Nebraska during the year of 1937
ran the highest in the cold $easons.
-4
Janual"f -2
February
March - 6
- 6
April -5
May --4
June
-4
July
August - ---3
September - --5
- 3
O ctober November
-7
-7
December
Statistics covering a greater period of time, with the rati9 of white
to col ored suicides,ocouring in Omaha• must be compiled.
Peterson believes that the polar intalls and tropical maximums
produce a sudden change of blood chemistry and hormonal balance of the
individual with the result of suicid� in some oases.

out of 676 sui

cides, he complies the following figure (99):
Janual"f 40
· 33
February
March
67
April - -- -- 55
May --56
June - - -- - 62
July
57
August - - -- 66
September - - - 54
Octo ber 62
71
:November
December
61
It would be interesting to determine the month of conception
of these individual s.

liOlll'ever , again, we must state that we ca n no t

be blind to the fact that numerous circumstan ces and conditions may
result in suicide and therefore, cli mate may not be the only factor.

Figure le.
-- - -

-------
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CHAPTER III

ElIDOCRINE DISTURBilCES
SEXUAL MATURITY
Re,cently • Mills has done some York in the field of sexual
maturity as related to the climate and season.

In his survey he

found that up to twenty years of age. the_ ferbility is higher in the
Norbb and after twenty-five it declines faster in the Norbh.

The

total productivity is greater in the South than the Norbh.
It has been a belief that girls mature earlier in the
Tropics than in the tempe�te and frigid zones •. Let us consid er
the fol low mg survey.
H e foum. in one survey, that the mean age of menavlre was
as f'ollows (73) ( 80):
Minneapolis -.- - - - - - Oincinnati (girl seouts) - - - Cinci:nnati (University girls)
New Orleans (Southern born) New Orleans (Daughters of Southern born)•

Panama � - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - Hongkong (Chinese girls)

12.8 years
13.16 "
13.39 11
14.12 "
13.53 "
14.2
"

15.2

II

Thus. from these statistics. we notice a definite later onset of
puberty in girl s in wanner climate.s.
Engelmann found that all nationalities in A.merioa menstruate
earlier than their ancestors in Europe.

The findings are:

Europe - - - - - - - - 15.5 years
n
.America - - - - - - - 14.o
.American Indians - - - 12.13 "
We may state that the climate• with diet. is changing the period of
menauoe to that of the American Indian.

,,...,_e,..,..o.:,',;1--�
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Let us consider the Negroes.
Jamica - - - New Orleans
st. Louis
Baltimore
Boston - - -

15.6 years
14.05 ,,
14.05 "
14.06 II
13.25 "

We fil'.ld that not only menses are starting earling in life
as the decades pa.es• but the change i s most rapid in New England and
at the Great Lakes•

Zones 1. and 2• areas of greatest storms and

temperature variation s (80).
We realize this statement is contrary to modern teachings
and for years we have heard that the girls in the Tropics reach
maturity sooner. We have heard of girls in these regions becoming
mothers at eight years of age. but never have we heard of this occur
ring in the arctic circle.

We do not have statistics from the Eskimos

and the natives of Congo. Africa as yet and feel that conclusions
cannot be reached· )Ulless we have these statistics.
In regard to the fertility• Mills found in his survey of the
native born white married women of the North and South in the United
States that up to twenty years the fertility was higher in the north
and that it declines faster in the North a:t'ter twenty-five.

However•

the total productivity is higher in the South than the North.

In

Norw&J • it is found that the fertility beyond twenty-five shows a
steady decline.

It is debatable whether• this decline represents

increasing sophistication or a real functional d ecline.

:Noticing that

the year of' onset of menses is steadily declining� we wonder whether the
period becomes peaked earlier.

If the fertility declines after twenty

five and with the modern tendtngy for late marriage• we will probably
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notice a definite decline in our birth rate (80).

may

The fertility of Negro es of different re�ions

be shavrn

in the following table(77).

Connecticut
Southern California

15-14

20-24

25-34

36-44

45-54

52.09
32.11

23.11
23.81

14.44
16.15

5.85
8.03

.62
.91

Petersen has found that fertility varies with the seas on.
In Maine the February and March rate was 1320 - 1350 aDd the high was
in July at 16000.

Florida had 2650 in February and March with a drop

to 2100 in August and September (96).
In

Omaha we have the following results for the year of

1937:

January - - - - - - - - 370

February - - - - - - - - - 336

March - - - - - - - - - - 388

April - - - - - - - - - - May - - - - - - - - - June - - - - - - - - August - - - - - - - - - September - - - - October - - - - - November - - - - - - - - December - - - - - - - -

357
324
352
401
275
368
340
376

In the above survey we find the peak to be in August.

The statistics

for one year, howeve-r, are not sufficient to enable us to draw e:ny
definite conclusions.

Further study is il'ldioated.

Mills found that the highest fertility is reached when the
mean monthly temperature is 50 degrees to 65 degrees.

I t deloines

markedly if it is above 70 degrees or below 45 degrees.

We have already noticed that Dr. Shilder, one of the firs t
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to report a case of artif icial insemena.tion and pregnancy, tried
several times with failure.

He believed t hat planetary and other

influences were responsible for the large numbor of births in a
close range and a long period of freedom in a ~iven locality

(107).

All of these findin Fs may be very valuable to the practicing peysician.
THYROID
In 1888, Dr . Denison of Denver noticed that a mountain
residence was unfavorable to the patient suffering from Grave's
disease because the acute nervous symptoms were a gg ravated and the
more sensitive organism was over-stimulated .

Some agreed and others

disagreed with this belief, but nothing was mentioned about meteorological factors being of etiolo~ical importance (58).

Exophthalmic

go iter most nearly represents the effects of individual metabolic
overstimulation.

All that a:rw i ndividual with a nervous tendency may

need to upset the poor equilibrium is some addit ional metabolic
stimul at ion, which can be produced by climate .

Death s due to exoph-

thalmic goiter are as follows (79):
Southern States - - - 'ii estern Plateau States - - - Central and Northern States

1.5/100,000 persons
11
3.5/100,000
4 .02/100, ooo
"

If we refer to Fi ~ure 62, we see that the highest incidence
of deaths from this disease is around the Great Lakes, next iB the
Pacific Northwest, follawed by the Prairie States and the lowest is
found in New bng land.
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Figut'e 62
The �reat Lakes possess tw'ice the storm frequence of the other areas.
lt has also been .noticed that tht? incidence of goiter
increases the farther the individual is from the equator.

The Briti :i1

Islas, Netheriams, Denms.rlc and North Gel"l!l&IW are also -with a stimu
lating climate (71).

Japan end China are 101'1 (79).

Rills found that
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rabbits raised in a cold enviromnent developed eyperaotive t_eyroid .,

while those in the wann cl imates developed a colloidal type.

Figure 64
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Fi
�uree63 and 64 show the inci dence of simple and exophthalmic goiter in the United States Dre.ft
s.ome

relati onship with Zon es 1� 2 and 3.

Figure

66

Fi gures.

The latter

shows
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I:f' we t urn to the l'!'Ortality, Figure 65 and 66, it is d efinite

iy

higher a round the G reat Lakes.

I n considering the col ored race, we

find the mortality increasing as they mdve n orthward.
Cretinism is also more common where exophalthmic and colloidal
goiter are prevalent.
It has been proven that the inoi(lenoe or goiter is direotly
proportional to the deficiency of iodine in that geographical region.
This may explain the fact that the Great Lakes are high and the New'
England coast is relatively free.

Quigley states that simple goiter

is a compensatory hypertrophy of the thyroid gland that is de-d'eloped
during the course of metabolic disturba nces of an udcnown na.ture but
depending imme4iately on a relative or abs olute da.f'icienoy of iodine.
It may ooour in any part of the world, yet the seashore is seldom
afflicted.

If vte lock into ancient medical literature, we see that

the golter pat jents were sent to the sea.shore and f ed soup of egg shells
and sea-weed, and af'th- such treatment, recovered.

?he physi(?ian·s did

. not know the physiology invol ved in the treatment and it has taken
centuries of research to discover that it was the iodine in the' sea-weed
am. calcium in the egg-shells that were necessary.

Goiter belts, where

I2 and perhaps calcium are def'ic ient occur at the Great Lakes, Cascade
Mountains, Alps, Am.es and Himalayas.

Quigley believes that administra

tion of NaI in these areas will prevent goiter (102).

The type·ot

pathology of the thyroid gland als o varies in different.geographic
areas.

Summing up t his material, we may state that the 12 lack is the

pssential factor in the production of goiter.

However, in ·some indivi

duals, it may take more than t his deficiancy to produce symptoms and h9 re,
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climate becomes of great importance. The increased climatic stimu
lation, requiring additional thyroid aotivity'may be the additional
tactor necessary to produce a thyrotoxioosis.
· DIABE:?ES MELLITUS

This may :t>e considered as another endocrine'disturbance-the failure of the Is le� of Lan�er'bans t o meet the level of activity
demandM by th� high metabolic requirements of a vigorous life.

•
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Figure 68
In Figures 67 and 68, we
Diabetes for 1923 to

notice the death percentage for

1928. A higher percentage is seen in areas of the

highest climatic stimulation, particularly Zone 2.

In the

United

States' Draft statistics, we find that the disease is prevalent in
the same areas, Figure 69.

The mortality among

the whites,

1:6

foum.
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by Petersen is hiti;hest in Zone 1, Figure 70.

It is also interesting

to notice the definite increase in diabetes among the colored as they
migrate northward, Figure 71.

Figure 69
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We had the following diabetic deaths in Oma.h9: in 1937&
0
1
l
2
4
5
2
l
5
5
5

January February

March -

April - May - J une - - - July

Au�ust

September October November - - - Deeember

.,

Of course , we must realize that many deaths occur in diabetic
patients but are not reported as such.

They are considered to be due

to interourrent infections.
If we make a survey o f the world we

will

increase as we go n<;>rthward from. the equator.

find that the diabetics

In Europe all countries

. above the 50 d egree parallel with the exception of Ireland have a death
rate above 9.6 per cent- below the parallel, the rate is less.
Australia , Tasmania and New Zealand are also high in the stonn area.
Africa shOll's the following mortalities:
1�00�000 - - -

- In Nigeria
In South Rhodesia (English)
- - In Union of So. Africa.

a/100,000 - - - - - -

11.6/100,000 - Those for Asia are as follows:

2.7/].oo,ooo - - - - - In Straits Settleme nts
3.1 ·9/100,000 - - Japa n
. .
�5,/l000,000
- - Ceylon
The rate in China is· very low ., du e, perhaps to the severe
tropical summer.

However ., in view of the inadequate medical facilities

f'or accurate diagnosis and absence of CO)llpUlsory registration, we must
not aocept these -figures as the. absolute fact.
are unreliable.

S outh American figures

Canada has a lower rate than the United States, but

no pages 176, 177, 178, misnumbered
continued at page 179.

it is greater in the storm areas (76 ).
Newfoumland has 3.4, and Hawaii

a.2

Referring to Figure 74,

(96).

If we correlate all of these areas of a high diabetes
incidence with Huntington's "energy maps" of the i'l'Orld we W'ill find
that they correspond very close�.

The regions possessing the most

changeable am stimulating climate are the ones with thehlghest rate
of diabetes.
It may be possible, however, that some of this is due to
dietary discretion.

If the body is over-stimulated, due to the climate .,

more energy is produced and more sugar is requi"1d, although there has

-

.

be�n foum a laok of uniformity between the intake of sugar and the
d eaths from diabetes.

In No1"Wa:y' the consumption of sugar increased

and the death rate f'rtm diabetes deoreased, while in the United States,
the diabetic death rate has increased and the sugar consumption has
remained the same (75).

The patient in the north is not certain to

get diabetes mellitus, but in view of the above findings, it may be
possible that his endocrine andohemioal mechanism is disea98d.

The

climate may pl� an important part in the precipitation of the infection.

l®
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The pernicious anemia mortality according to Mills,
Figure 72 and

n,,

shows a definite high r,;er the stonn areas.

According to Peterson, Figure 74, Zones 1, and 2 are the hig hest.

Hawaii is lovt With 1/100, ooo.
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Figure-74
The United States' death rates of' pernicious a nemia are as follows:
Southern States - - - - - - Western Plateau - - - - - - Central and Northern States -

2.1/100,000 population
"
4/100,000
"
6.8/100,000

For future reference it might be advisable to indicate just what
states are included in the above mentioned areas.

The Southern

states include, Fl�rida, South-Carolina, Ale.be.me., Mississippi,
Louisiana, Arizona, Tennesse e, N o rth Canolina, Virginia, West
_
Virginia a.nd Kentucky.

'fhoee of' the Western Plateau section are,
.

Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Montana and Idaho, whole the Central and
Northern covers

the remaining states.

In regard to world distribution, C hina has no cases re
ported, Japan reports veey few cases and the distribution in Europe
is similar to that of' Diabetes.(49).
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It may be possible that the insidious exhaustion that results from
constant climatic stimulat ion causes an alteration atd eventually
an exhaustion of the blood-forming organs with the produ�ion of this
disease. Deficiency factors are necessary, but in some cases climate
undoubtedly contributes the necessary stimulation required to make.the
disease active.
LEU1$1UA

L•ukemia mor�•lity

{ff ��fl"-4

Figure 75
Zone 1, 2 and 3, and California whour a very high incidence
or leukemia.

The hir,h rate i n California may be due to the fact that

maey chronic leukemias are advised a change of climate and so go to
California.

Eventually they die there.

However, in all of these
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statistics we must consider the type of medical care in that lo cality
and the ebility to recognize rare ooniitions. ·This �y be important
in maey of these diseases-unfamiliarity results in fail�re to recognize
the process.

ADDISON'S DISEASE
When Thomas Addison first described this disease, he did
.
not mention arry affect of meteorological conditions.

However, this

may be due t o the fact tha.t he had only one or, at the mo st, a fMt
cases to study (61).
In the United States the deaths can be represented thusly:
Southern State - - - - - - - 1/.100,000 population
"
West, Central and Northern - 5/100 1 000
Even though the death rate in the colored from tuberculosis is thre�
times that of the white, Addison's disease is rare in the South.

It

may be possible that the same climatic factors that produce other
metabolic diseases are also responsible for this (79}.

World-wide

statistics must be gathered, but this requires muoh ei'fort and time.
An inaccuracy in many of these figures must also be taken into consiier
ation.
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CHAPTER IV
CARDI 0VASCULAR DISEASES

We have seen quite definitely that the endo crine diseases
are defini tely associated with the climate and meteorologioa.l
alteration.

Now let us consider the degenerative types--heart diseases.

We have made sane very interesting observations on this
subject.

There is a ma�d drop in clood-pressure when a northerner

goes to the Tropics·• while it is vice versa when the native ot the
Tropics comes north (73).

Americans going tq China to live on an

unchanged diet have a :p.oticeable tall in bloo d-pressure in two years.
The Chinese migrating to America showed an increase in pressure (79).
Only extremely re.re cases do we f'im non-specific muscular disease
with hy pertension. even with advanced age in the Orient.

Aged indivi

duals as far no:Mih as Feiping have very elastic blooe vessels as
compared to the sclerotic North Amerioa:ii. However. hypertension i s
more common i n the typhoon-ridden Philippines a nd Japanese Arohepelago .,
which proves that sudden barometric variations wi th change in tempera�
ture may predispo se to hypertension.

Duri ng the widespread heat wave

over the Middle West in 1934 the blood-pressure dropped 30 per cent
in most of the population.
"T his experiment on climatic effects, staged by Nature ., gave
striking substantiation to our i deas previously. stated .,
and indicated in no uncertain way that shif't tm"l8.rd tropical
metabolism that can be brought about in a highly energetic
population mass by only a few we eks of severe \'la.rm.th" (73 ).
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for total heart; disease morbality we can see from Figure
76 thll.t Zom 1 predominates.
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Figure 77
It seems logical that arteriosclerosis should b e related to
the. alimate since the transient vascular spasm a.n:i dilatation ooming
with the ARS and COD phases should ultimately lead to fatigue of
smooth muscle, exhaustion and ultimately connective tissue
replacement. The high incidence in South Carolina may b e d ue to the
high inc idence of leutio infection in the south.
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.INGIM PECTORIS
The following statistics show that the mortality from
angina pectoris is twice as high in the north as in the south of the
United States.

(79)
Deaths .per 100,000 population

Regions.

Southern States ..------------9.2
Western States••·•--•-• •10.l
Central and Northern States----18.6
In Figure 78 we observe that the hi�est incideuce of
mortality is definitely in zone 1. Again :he negro suffers by

mtWing notlhwardc.Figure 79.

It would be 'Very interesting to

determine the meteorological association of the attacks of angine. pectoris"
starts the fire,

Fatigue and excit�ment may be the epe.rk that
but it my be possible that in some instances

the climatic overstimulation is the kerosene poured on the iindl�
ing wood.

Figure. 78

1as

9.
8.8-8.
7.7.
l s-s. 3.
4
�
j 5.
5-4.. Angina P'eotoris Mortali,y
100,00. {0olored.)Peter1111
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Figure 79.
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81.

Although acute endocarditii and myocarditis
thi infectious
in this chapter.

group of diseases, we have included
Figures 80 and el •

shows a great increase in the 110rthv
., stimulating

belong to

the statistics

,The colored race again
where the climate is more

and their resistance to infection is less•
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CHAPI'ER V
LICIC'S

A

f}

DIAGRAMS

A

£)

,.,

A

0

•

0

ulation a.s it applies to what we have discus_sed and to. what we
will state later,

we will use Lick' s Diagrams•

We can compare

the normal organism to a pendulum which is swinging through a
certain arc. ftgure 82a. After stimulation, the arc ABC is enlarged
to ADE, which is still within the range of the pendulum or within
the physiological range
organism.

or

the metabolic processes in the normu

stimulation, such as ARS-COD phases, will produce this

in every individual • Figure 82b.

• However, if this lt�lation

is carriedt to an excess the pendulum will awing beyond its nornl11
a.re irrto regions AEF and AFD.

In thi individual this will

result in pe.thological conditions.

Excessive climatic stimulation
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combined with otheP: factors; such as, diet, bacteria,

etc. pro

duce this phase which 1113.kes up the bulk of the clinical diseases.
Thus, an individual with a. nervous tendency rray live comfortable
in an area or mild «timulation but ,as soon as this is carried to
an excess, he nay develop thJ'rotoxicosis, gastric ulcer or other
such conditions.

J'urthermore, the mucous membranes may destroy

some bacteria under normal conditions,

but if the stimulation

of cold 60 heat, high barometric preHure to low is too graat, this
anticeptic power nay be decreased and infection result.
will explain

(98)

This

many of our clinical entitii,s and if we frequently refer

to this diagram nany of the conditions to be explained lwter will
be clarified.
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CHAPTER VI

ACUTE INFECTIOUS DISEA.SEI
We have reviewed the metabolic and aome of the degenerative
dieeases and found them quite definitely related' to meteorological
conditions. Acute infectious diseases are allegedly more preva1ent
in the northern latitudes.

However, in our survey of these cases

we must realise that all or them are not reported to the lepartment
of Health so we will concern ourselves primarily with the Mortality
Statistics.

in the majority of the dieeases.

A.CUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFEBTION
Charlton

states that a cold wave causes the skin vessels

to contract, the splanchnics the dilate, with • resulting ischemia of
the upper respiratory tra,ct, :making it "V'Ulnerable to infedtion. Moist
ure,

by increasing the cooling power of the atmosphere,

duciDg a chill.

aies in pro-

He continues by saying that the , climate of

Atlantic City ia pa.rticular_ily suitable for the cure and prevention
of atrophic rhinitis( 24) •
alterations in that region.

Evidentally, there are fewer meteorologin.l
We would like to make a survey of the

length oi duration or upper reapiratory infections in the northern
as compared to the southern zones•

Perhapa the succeptibility is

greater in the north but the ability to combat the infection, once
it has started,

nay also be increased thereby making the disability

due to acute cory,a mch less than in the south.
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ACUTE APPENDICITIS.
Many_ surgeone have noticed

that attacks of appendicitis

come on in wave-like intervals, followed by periods or relative
fredom.

This rray be definitely related to the see.son.

found, in a five-year survey,,
are reached

that

when the tenperature

Mi.115

the high peaks of the attacks

is the highest and the barometric

pressure is the lowest. More gangrene , peritonitis and perforation
were also noticed at

this time.

The fewest nwnber were noticed

during low temperature and high barometric pressure •

Figure 83.
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Figure 83 shows

that the incidence of appendicitis

is much greater in the greas of great storm frequency.

The

Euro-pean mild storm areas would show a case frequency between that

tr

the northern United States and the tropics.
Hc,,rever, we cannot accept all of these statistics as

au:thentic. The accurac� of medical diagnosis may not be the s-e..me
in the different region� Unfamilarity with this condition may
result in the failure to diagnose it.

But the incidence is low in

California.as well as .in Alabama and certainly the medical facilities
are adequate there •

-!�-,
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Figure 84.
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Figure 84 shows that
dicitis is higher iB the south-number of cases.
of the north
condition.

the mortality from acute appen
the areas reporting the least

It may be possible that the climatic stimulation

produces a resistance to the complications of this
Again, 1re must consider

that the medical profession

and the lay people in these regions ar� not te:malia.r with the disease
and do not recognize it

early.

However,

probable that this wou �d produce such a
rates as is cited here.

it is highly im
great difference in mortality

We must also consider other factors such as

diet, occupation, and hygiene but we are convinced that tlu(weather
_
conditions play a very important pe.rt •. in the incidence and mortality·
from acUte appendicitis.

ACUTE NEPHRITIS.

�l.5
l. 2-1-•

• 9-.7 .
. 7-.6.
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... ...

Figure 85

·Petersen.
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The United States Dre_ft statistic$ sh011 that the nunifter
of eases of nephritis ie definitely .higher in the north e.B comps.red

to the south. Fig. 85.

However, the mortality rates in the ei ""

various regions are comparable to those of appendicitis. Fig 86 •
Figure

87 shows vecy definitely that zones 1, 2, and a are the

lowest in mortality.

The statistics for 1932 as shown in Fig. 88

again show that the areas of le.et climatic stimulation are the highest
in mortality.

Evidently some resist1?.nee o

by severe meteorological alterations.

this disease is produced

We do nof have any statistics

from anyother country that the United sta_tes and part of Canada.

It

would be interesting to compare the number of cases and the mortality
in the arctic, temperate, and torr.hit zones.
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FOCAL INFECTION.
Petersen believes that arry chronic r�cus of infection
may be due to meteorological conditions making that particular region
more succeptable to invasion by the organism.
1

•

exacerbations of the rouus ne.y be due
stimulation.

(96) •

The periodic

to the increased clime.tic

This explana.tion appeare quite logical

since it rray explain the fact th&tt!foci of' infection become more
active at certain seasons of the year of during periods of increaNd
humidity and storms.

SINUSI'l'IS.
Randall found,after 37 years of o�eervation of 2800 cases
ia Keine, Fl.arid&, and Calitenda, that the most valuable and certain
factor in the cure ot an inf'ected sinus is a suitable climate•

The

patient with sinusitis should spend :most· of his waking houri in a.n
outdoor atmosphere with sunshine and a "blue sty cliate" · rather than

in a cold, damp, cloudy, ehort•sumner region, (35).

Sinusitis is

much more prevalettt in the northern regions than in the southern
due to the constant meteorological changes producing colds, le.ck of
mueous membrane resistance,
sinuses.

and finally the chronic infection of the
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SCARLET FEVER
The.mortality from scarl•t fever is much greater in the
areas of great st-orm frequency and temperature variability•

The

■

colored race succumbs wit�r• litag rapidity as it travels north
to live.

Figures 89 and 90 •

We do JIO't

have the statistics of the

case incidence of this disease .because many of them are not reported.
However, here we see that the mortality is higher in the north aa
contrasted to appendicitis and nephritis.

Since, it is a .particu

larily f'a.te.l disease it may destroy the individual before he has time
to develop some degree of resistance •

•
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Fig 89.
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ERYSIPELAS
"Early in the spring, at the same time when the cold anape
�ve occurad, there were many naligmmt cases of eryeipelae"
--Hippocra.tes·(96
We :'.'ind that this condition is more prevalent i:rrthe northei:n
climes•

The high mortality in Colorado and

utah

has not been explained •
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FURUNCULOSIS
tJ. quoting these statistics we realize that there are very
many cases which occur that are not reported.· Furthermore,
very frequently died from this complication

Diebetics

and therefore the geo-:

graphical incidence ot. this condition will influence

the mortalit•

rates from f'urunculosis •

Figure. 93.
In Figure 93 we see that the mortality from the condition
is exactly opposite to that of erysipelas.
shows more deaths in Florida. J'ig. '94 ♦ �

The colored race
As a explanation for

this , it has been found that the staphylococcus inf'eetions am,
more prevalent in the tropics while the streptococcus is present
in the northerly climes.

To coDrelate with this,

The streptococcus

is the i!'lftder during the cold and meteorological instability of the
winter and spring while the opposite conditions of the sumner pro
duce the staphylococcus.(9§)
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ACUTE RHEUMATIC FEVER
Hirsch made a very complete survey of the geographical
distribution of this disease in 1886.

He found-it to be absent in the

.

arctic circle but present in Russia, SWeden, Italy, Sicily, Turkey, and
England.

Regarding its prevalence in London,

J.(acleod StatedS

"It is not one of the most prevalent, but one of the
moetfatal maladies incident to our precarious clim.te"
(52)
Buchley states that temperature, humitity, and sunlight
could not be regarded as ca.uses or the disease but a variation of these
fa.etors produces a deorease

or

resistance and increased liucceptibllity.{14)

There has been a general agreement that this disease is more common and
severe in the temperate zones; less pBevalent in the eubtropics,
a.ad rare
in the tropics.
true.

The

Paul and Dixon, in their survey, foun
d this to be

rollowing

at-e their results among the Indians
of North America.

2O5

'f. having the disease

State

4.5
2.2

Montana
New England
Arizona

They concluded that dry cold is an important factor.

(94
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Later Paul studied

Fig. 96.
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rheumtic patients during and after their

transplantation th the tropics.

No organisms were recovered from the

pharyngeal flora during residence -in the tropics and at this time the
disease was quietcent.

On the return of the patients to

the hemolytic streptococcus again appeared.

New Y ork

(26).

In conclusion, '!he incidence, severity, and prognosis
or a�e rheumatic fever

is det�nitely related to the climatic con

ditions.

CHOREA
The relationship or this

disease to acute rheumatic fever ia

still in dispute, but we have the following ob4ervations regarding
climte.

that the
the

Weirm, 'M:itchel,l, and' Gerhart studied 170 cases and found
incidence

following

was greater

in

the

Mitchell made

observations•

February and March
A})ril

35 cases
15

July
December

lowest

May

He

cooler climes.

found that

the number of attacks

18
falling

paralleled the

However, other investigators disagree.

number of storms (100)

Gowers states that the incidence

is highest during January, Fe'kruary, and March and lowest in July to Sept •
Lewis found that the lowest was in �'.Nov:.. and highest Much.

(56).

In view of. these observation, we ean conclude that
the ch�ngeable climate of the spring will produce an increased succepk:.
-.i,111ty to this disease entity.

POLIOMYELITIS
Pathologica--:Lly, in this condition, we find that. there is
an interstitial reaction, cellular infiltration, hemorrhage, edema,
and changes in the ganglion cells of the anterior horn.

Tt may be

postuhted the the infectious agent sriUes in this p,.rtieular area

.

because, due to some factor, a local vasoconstriction results with
anoxemia 'JI.ad tissue injury.

pressor episodes

f produced

Nedgel and Petersen have shown that
by pitreasin injections) "prepared the soil"

for the loc�isation of staphylococcus and streptococcus on the heart
valves .(99)

'Ibis same principle may be applied to the cases of

polio•itis. We frequently see

that several cases or paralysis

appear simultaneously in neighboring areas which can be explained
b y a polar infall occuring.

Furthermore, it is believed that only

5% of the cases of poliomylitia develop paralysis.

It is possible

that only in these cases where the meteorological episodes occur
at the proper time

will develop pa.ralysis.

In# incidence of cases, we find that New Y ork state
is wery high butnot so in mortality. Figures 97 and 98.
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We find that in a survey of the whole nation that there is a
definite summer preponderance ot cases Fig. 99.
The
., recent epidemic in Omaha shows very interesting mete1FrologI

ical relationship. The following is a review of the number of eases;
J.937 •
Cases reported
Deaths
iu,ne
none,
January
none
Fe�
none
none
March
none
none
April
none
none
May
two
one
June
two
three
. July
fifteen
fourteen
August
fifty-four
tweln
September
twenty-nine
one
October
seven
none
Nevember
one
none
December
none
In this survey we did not obtain accurate case reports
stating just when the paralysis oecured. However, it is irrteresting
to mezrtion that the deaths seemed to come in groups. We expect to
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continue with mire reaearch work in this field in the future•
�EHCEPHALITISZ

A eevere epidemic of this disease raged in Minnesota during

the sumner and fall or 1937 • Rosenow stated that the first frost
resulted. in an abrupt «rop in the number of cases and two weeks later
they practically ceased v �ere again we have a def'inite relationship
os

with the weather but we are not certain wllt1aher it affects. the host,
the etiological agent, of the carrier.

MENINGITIS

It has been to� that the periodicity ot cases ia detinitely

relatild to meteorological alterations. The passage of cyclonic fronts,
Warm fronts in the winter and cold fronts in the swmner, a.re important
.. in increasin& the succeptibility to infection.

(99) • We do not have

8.JlY statistics regarding the ()nap. cases at this time •
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CHAP.l'ER T.rI
CHRONIC DISEASES
ARTHRITIS
We ha.Te all heard old people complain of their Joints
on certain days•

"We will have a change in weather, I can teel

it in my bones"•

"Thi• damp weather a.kes my Joint■ ache" --are

comnonly heard in converst.tions with the aged. And it i• not
very unusual to find that Granny Perkins or Pappy Schwa.rtskoff
ia e.s good a weather prophet as the United States Weather Bureau.
We can offer the folloring as an explanation for this phenomena•
The coemic sensitirlty of these indirlduals is unusually
.acute

and therefore narked -.nifestations occur in the blood

chemistry with a change in the meteorological conditions•

The

pain and discomtort is related to the vascular spasm of the ARS
phase•

As the storm approaches, certain •teeril.ogical changes

occur with freq_uezrt ARS phases resulting in pain in joints which
are already. somewhat more eucceptable due to pa.et intlamatory
prooeHes .( 98)
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TUBERCULOSIS
The climatic theraPJ of phthisis will be discussed in
a later chapter but now we will review the meteorological conditions
as an etiological factor.
Petersen found that the peaks of conceptions of tubercular
patients were reached in May and January and the low in July and Aug
ust • Here we see that the seasons midway between the relative acid
osis and altalosis show a high incidence·. We must also consider the
body typee with their season of conception and their relation io conilt
nmption. The intection of the pyknic ba.bitus uaually results in the
encapsulation. The leptoeo• type, however, can do one if three
things, namelyl
1. OvercOllle promptly and completely.
2 • llapid course of diHemination
3. Fight between digestive and ti)rous conditions .{94)
It is a well known fact that more coneumptives are of the
leptoaome than of the pylmi• babitus.

It would be very intereeting

ito correlate their periods of conception with that of the com1umptive.
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The U • S • Draft shows a very high incidence of' phthisical
patients in Arizona and California due, undoubtedly, to their mig
ration to tmse places.

They haw�been aent there in search for

a favorable climate where their lung condition might be cured but
manJ died.
Again in the mortality statistioe we find that a very
high rate exist• in the southwestern states. Figl.Ol.

The low.

incidence in Nebraska may indicate a favorable climate or that
the chronically diseased have migrated elsewhere.

However, L.

T. Sidwell ot the Nebraska State Sanitorium f'or Tuberculosis
stated in 1920 that the disease was curable here if' capght early4108).
Figure 102 showe that the incidence of' tuberculosis mortality in
creases with the colored race as theJmi.grate northward•
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In considering extra-pulmonary tuQerculosi• we :find a
definite increase along the storm tracks.
ahowa a marked rise in

the north•

The colored race also

These statistic■ prove that

tuberculosis is more prevalent in the north dUB to the more severe
clinatic conditions but the pulllo:nary forms are sent elsewhere to
receive the "cure"•
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LEPROSY
Since Biblical times this disease has been spoken of as one
of the tropic■ and subtropics. Let us determine the truth ot this belief.
Leprosy flared over Europe centuries ago at a time of general
elevation of temperature■•

Therefore, we may expect another wave of this

dreaded disease within the next century due the rising world temperat�es.
However, leprosy is not only a disease of the hot climates but the body
exhaustion produced by too severe heat or cold or extreme temperature
ft.riability contribute to it.

Figure 105 •t>;ows the wave of leprosy in
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Ii, /(JSa real scourge only in those areas where
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olinatic stimulation index is below 3,

the

less swere where it is between

3 and 6, • scarce between 6 to 12 and it pra.ctica.11 ceases wheJJe it is
above 12. Furthermore, it is not contagious and r.ray show signe of
spontaneous diu.ppearance in regions where the stimulation is over 18 •
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Altitudes above 5000ft • give ma.rked relie:f' • ('73) •.
These factsbring us to some ve?T definite conclusions.
If leprosy occurs less frecuently and may diaappear epontaneousl�
in areas of great stimulation

'Why should we have the leper colonies

in the depreeeing clima.te of Louisania.
be much better to have them in
:north.

We believe that it would

the more stimulating r•gions or the

This would give the leper a chance to be cure• rather than

to be e.xiJ#ed permane:rrtly from the world as i11 done .,....

SYPHILIS
It has frequently been stated that loo% of negroes are,,
or wer9; syphilitie.

This is not true

the inciience of this disease.

but it is a great factor in

If we compare figures 106 and 107

we find that even though the number of luetics b higher in the
south, the ration of tabes is higher in the northern states.
mortality from tabes dorsalis shows
California.

fig. 108.

The

a high in Zones 1 and 2 and in

In the colored race the rate is higher in

the north and in Louisania, both are �reas of greater clima.tie
stimulation than Ala.baDB.. Geargia and North and

South Carolina.( 98) •

Petersen believes that 'there ai:e two factors involved in
d.i.t iv
tabes and paresis. These, aretthe presence or spirocetal infection

and meteoriqginlly induced periods or vascular spasm that become
particularily apparent in the organs of. terminal c,rculation, the
· central nervous system, the heart

and the aortic walls•

If' these
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factors are not p_resent, central nervous systea syphilis does not occur
with such great frequency.

In agreement with ithese findings

Warthin

found a very high incidence of DJJOcardial luee in Michigan. (99).

Since

the central neevous system syphilie has been cured with malaria and fever
therapy this may explain the low incidence in the tropics where the
malaritl fevers are universal •
General·pe.ralyeis of the insane figures 110 and 111 follows
the storm tracks.

The high rate in Cilifornia may be 4ue tb0t1\1em:l.gratio"ll

of these individuals to a better climate before they are placed into an
ihstitut ion.
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Fig. 106 •
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Fig. 108.

Fig. 109.
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CHAP'l'ER

VlU

ALLERGIC DISEASES .

URTICARIA
We may possible find an explanation for some of our bizare
allergic conditions of the basis of clin:ate.

All of us have seen some

individuals who have uirticaria only at certain seasons of the year while
others develop it only after storms.

Furthermore, we notice that the

symptoms of some individuals are-relieved with the tropical fro.ts and
aggravated by the polar i'ngalls.

The tendency for an eruption is enhance

when the meteorological environment :favors an ARB phase.

We feel

certain that the climate is a real factor in mrtiearia and that it
has as yet been unrecognized by many pract:i.oners.

ASTHMA
From the United States Draft we have the results shomn in
Figure 106 .Not'et,. ·outstanding Zone1·, Louise.nia and Colorado.

Perhaps

certain pollens are more prevalent in these areas oi' the patients tend
to migrate there.
Bechman believes that attacks of asthma are precipitated by
an e.lkalotic condition and he prevents them by acidification with CaCl
or aspirin.

It has also been observed the the frequency of attacks

may be prevented by decreaeing the blood pH by having the patient
breath air composed of 5-� Carbon Dioxide •
tend to reduce the num\Jer af attacks•

An acid diet may also

However, we do not intend to

state that alkalo,sis is the cause of asthma but it may be a factor
� �nducing an attack.and it may be altered by many factors including
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meteoroiogical conditions.(98)
These observations become very important in the treatment
ot asthmatic �ndividuals but more careful study must be carriitd out before

very definite conclueions are reached. VacQuiddy has been studying
the subject of' alkalosis and astlma •

In conclusion, to correlate

our findings with the weather, we believe that acid should be given
during the sunnner and during periods of increased meteorological
instability•
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Fig. 112.
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MUCOUS COLmTIS
Van Bergrran described this condition ae "astlilla
bronchiale of' the large intestine". It is very frepently :found
in the individuals who are subject to other allergic diseases.
Theee patient■ are frequently- definitely worse at the time of
stimulation f'ollowing in the wake 'of a pressor episode. It is
evident tha.t we are dealing with the rhythm of preseor episodes
and the associated changes iJI. the endocrine and chem.cal status
of the body re8Ulting in span, abdominal distension, and .ultim.te
ly, in the production of mucous in large qua.ntitiee by the large
bowel. Ultimately this leads to ulceration and a different cUnical
entity.

(98).

Since this cindition
. . ie characterized. by pa.roxysme

of severe eolic and abdominal distress we believe that meteorological
conditions ay be aesociated with the frequency and onset of attacks.

CHAP!'ER IX
MALIGNANT CONDITIONS
Our statistics regarding the incidence of malignant dis
eases and the correlation with the climatic conditions are very incoDll>lete.

Since this is a condition or the aged it is obvious that

it would be more prevalent in the regions where the inhabitants live
the longest•

The meteorologisal conditions .-,y have some role in

determining whether some cells become Dllliprrl; of not. We have the
stati�ice or the deaths from carcinnima for 1932 as shown in l'iB•
ll3 and it is quite obvlau that they vary clirectly with the areas of
high storm frequency.

In Fig 111 we notice that ,among the negro,

the :mortality from cancer of the breast increases in the northern state
We have also found a definite relationship between clim.tic stim
ulation and death from carcimlOJII!. of the buecal cavity• Fig. ll5 and
ll6. Again, the high incidence in California 'l'llB.Y be due to the
desire to spend the last f'ew years of the life in a warm climate• •
In view of our meager statistics, we cannot conclude

anY"

thing regarding the •teorological conditions as related to mel.
ipancies, but we believe that some correlation will be found event
\.

ually.

...
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CHAPTER X
MISCELLANEOUS
CONDITIONS

SENSE ORGANS
Eye.

It nay be possible that the sudden changes in the vas
cular system such as pressure, :permeability and stasis which are
known to accompany the ARS-COD phaaes might be associated with the
mechanical disequilibrium underlying
the retina.
in the north.

glaucoma and detacfhmem; of

Glaucona, particularily, is round much more tr•queirtly
Oreitia, since it is due to focal infection,

be meteorologica.lly conditioned.

may also

Robrschneider found that herpes

cornea was Mlated to the weather conditions and that the scrorulous
diseases oit the eye reached e. peat.in the month

or !larch.

We have

also noticed that visual defects are more prevelant in the regions
of the greatest autonomic demand and we can postulate that the
meteorological affect the developing eye to produce a decreased
fundtional ability.

(98).

However, since the individuals of the

north are.-, as a rule, more educated than those of the south, they
use their eyesmore.

But perbapt they are better educated because

of grea..ter elm.tic stinulation..
Ear.
Xopetsty and kadjopoules observed that mstoid infections
are definitely related to the sea.son, the maxi.am being in March.
Since •stoiditis is secondary to .-titis media and the latter devel
ops :f'rom an acute pharyngitis, we mst correlate this with the high
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incidence of acut.- upper resjire.tory inf�ctians in the. spring.
With regard to deafness. we have all noticed that a sudden
change in barometric pressure will irate our ears risg and decrease
our hearing capacity.

Individuals who are subjected to frequent and

extreme�y great changes in pressure , •uoh as those operatbg cog
roads to the top of some scenic aomrtain peat, are apt tp become deaf
or atleast have a definite impe.irment in thtir hearing.

Zones 1

and 2 show a very definite higher incidence ot decreased hearing.
There is a possibility that the higher incidence of infection is a
factor but the vaso-motor di.-turbances due to meteorological conditions
I111.-t leave their imprints in some developaental defect .(98) •

Teeth.
We have already rei,arted the fact that the mucous membrane
antiseptic ability and, therefore, the bacterial flora of the mouth
vary with the pH of the bloot. In 'Vin of the �terial which we have
presented, the bacterial fiora which is definitely related to the numb
er of caTities an be altered with diet, emotion, season, and meteor
ological condition4'J. (98)

A

survey will shOY that the Eskimos, subeistilla on a protein

high acid diet and in a relatiTely stable cllm.te have very few dental
caries even though they never heard of a tooth brush, powder,
"see your dentist a'fi-st trice a ,-r".

and

The Americans, with all of

the latest methods . ot scientific dental care but existing in a region
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of � climatic stimulation have a large number of cavities.

The

•inbabitants of Greenland and Newfoundland represent a transition be
tween these two zones and develop few cavitiea •

To prove that the

diet is not the important factor we can study the white children in the
dryJ ,hot, non-stimlating tropical climate but .on a European diet.
We find that the incidence of Dental pathology is definitely less
than in their northern cousins.

Therefore, dental caries are very

llefinitely related the climatic condition•.
Hair.
It has been found that alopecia areata has been initiated
with the development of acute prolonged vascular spasm due to an ARS
phase.

However, further work must be done with t'bis conditions be

fore definite condlusions can be obtained.

EPILEPSY
In the time of Hippocrates this condition �s known as the
"Sacred Disease".
was unknown.

The etiology if idiopathie epilepsy, them, as now,

We have a fff quotations f"rom the Father

or

Medicine•

"And the disease, called the Sacred, arises from causees as
tthe other, namely, those which enter and quit the body,
such as the sum,. the rinds, which are ever changing and
are never at rest .-------It begins to be formed while the
fetus is in utero. (1).
These observations, like many of his, have carried down t
through the age•• Recently more work has been dons oorrelating the
attacks with meteorological conditions•
LeBl.anc and Mills
observing a large number

or

reached the following conclusions after
epilepticeJ

1. In �eneral, there was no relation betwe�n the weatJler and
the frequency of attacks,

Petersen, on the oth�r hand, foun� a very definite

correlation between thq attacks and meteorolegical conditions.
The number of sei.eures inci,eased with the summer and fall alk

alosis while the premenstrual. or artificial acidosis resulted in
a. diminution in number. (98). This is well in accordance with our

presem theory

or 'feeding

a.a epileptic a :tetogenic diet. To

stllllll'Brise we rnr,y say _that the attacks might be i�tiated by a
COD phase.

In the accompanying figures we see that this condition
is more ,requent in the southern and eastern perts er the United
statea.

We

cannot explain this as yet •

1 '

..•.. .•.-··

"\.%---i

.

-

Figure 117.
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ECLl\la'SIA
There has been a belief existant aaoag the lay people ae
well as with the medical man that the frequency and severity of
eclemi,sia varys with the weather. .Madame. Lachapelle in 1825 write
that atmospheric conditions had a certain intluence in the production
of eclampsia. The theory that it varied with the seaeons was maim
tained by Schroder (188� and Olehausen (1890).

Glockner and

Knapp noticed that the greatest mmi>er of cases appeared during the
winter.month• while Schreiber stated that July and August produced the greatest number and November and J'ebruary the least.

Arter

correlating the statisticec .�of t�e Edinburgh Jlateniity Hospital with
the meteorolcgical conditions, Croom found that any sudden alteration
in temperature and rainfall, irrespective of season, would ar:rect
the .frequency of the disease. Harrar reported that the unsettled,
cold, damp weather of the spring, especially April,

increased the

number of patients-sutterinf!E'lrom the condition.

With regard to

geographic distribution, in 1831 Byan stated that Eolampad.a was more
frequent in England than in France. Madame Lachapelle found that
it occured in one out of everJ 568 patients in 1'rance and Merriam
reported it in one to 42 in England.
Figures 120 and 121 show that the regional •istrubitio.n
o·t �rtality from convubions of pregnancy to be veryeiall.ar to that
of Naphritie • However, we have no statltiic• regarding the acidaal
incidence of cases in this countfy.

Furthermore, other conditions,

such as hygiene,medical facilities and education must be properly
evaluated.
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Fig. 120.
---

'Fig. 121 •
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MULTIPLE SCLER�I13·

Petersen reporis the following observatio nsJ
1. Fam:i+ial ispositions to vascular disturbances.
2. Seasonal occurance.
3. More prevalent in regions of greatest meteorological
disturbances.
Boyle found that thoracic sympa.thectomy produced a

lasting improvement in these cases.

The histological and

clinical picture is explained as due to a transient vascular spasm
or the cord and brain.

It ie obvious that mwteorological con-

. ditions can be a contributory factor. (99) •

Af(L/lij,lt Sc!u•sa

Us. 0�"1---1.
�- 122.
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IIASTRIC ULCER
"Spring and fall bring on exacerbations or the symptoms
o f gastric ulcer" ·has been stated by professors
school in the nation.

in

every medical

Clinically this is true, but let us determine

the climatic factors responsible.
;rn America the ulcer occurs priarily along the storm tracks.
With many ARS-COD phases the mucosa of the more unstable individual
is affected,

---->,,-

hyperacidity(

hyo-pacidity,

spasm of the smooth

muscie and of the nutrient vessels results, with local anoxe,ia and
death.

The reason that the pylorus is most frequently effected is

because the muscle iii larger and a larger area or anoxemia results.
The lesser curvatures
forms quite 9eadily.

has poor chculatory anast6mosis

wnd alcer

The seasonal iJlcidence is due to the change

from relative alkalosis the acidosis in the fall and vis versa in the
spring.
The accompanying f'igu�es indicate- that Gastric ulcer is
quite definitely localized in the storm areas and the highest mo�
tality is in the weat where the abruptness ·or the Polar inf'alls

�.
and perforation D-Y r�sult •

results in an abrupt strain on the autonomic ,status of the patient
,

'

the stimulating north

and

The negro has a higher mortality in ·

the typhoon ridden Florida. {96)
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a .. •

6.4-8.
5.7.
4'-.3-4.
•d

3-2. 2.

1.a-1.s.aaatrio Ulcer
Mortality fcolored)Paterse1

Fig. 125.

HEAT STROKE AND HEAT EXHAUSTION
The individua ls living :in a eooler and more changeable
climate have a more a ctive B.M. R.

and a re µnable to C\\!b their

heat production in order to withst_a nd excessive h&at .and, theref'ore, a re particularily ncceptab le to heat ·stroke: -.nd exhaustion. However, the
southernehs have a very sluggisb heat producing mechanism and �etistant tp the he�t and humidity which would prostate
any northerner.(j�} •
going

This explains the fact that any white man

from the temperate to the tropical zone mus;t protect himself'

from the excessi11e he
a t•

However,

we do not mean tf;o s.tate that the southerner

cannot succumb to heat, we mean that his r.esistance is greater.
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HEADACHES •

•

Many

headaches of unexplained etiology are called

II

idio-

pathic headaches" but we believe that they could be related to the
climatic conditions• It has been proven that in the wake of an ARS
phase a local·aeidosis of eonsid~raale degree with much vasoconstric4
•

tion may develop, giving rise to the syndrome known as a headache.
Ofcourse, many other factors, such a dietitary discretions, illness,
emotions, and trauma may be the basis factor producing the pain but
the meteorological conditions may be the necessary additional factor
required to produce the headache in some instances.

MIGRAINE
In this condition,too,it may be possible the climatic
changes may precipitate eettain attacks.

HEMORRHAGE

Very frequently a number of patients develop postope:rative hemorrhage of one particuiar day \vithout any obvious cause.
It may be possible, in selected cases,

to prove that a series of

~COD phases preceeded this ·episode, with a restiatant increase
in blood pressure and hemerrhage developing.
In like manner we can explain some cases of paroxysmal
Y,,-. I

'

t achycardia and other transitory conditions. If e v e r y ~
would consider his patient in relation to t he climate he would
soon be convinced that it is a very important Wactor •

..
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CHAPI'ER ll
CONCWSIONS.

We have presented the foregoing material just as we found
it in the various journals and llooks that we reviewed•
true that

r or

It is

the most part only a few authors are quoted• This

is due to the fact thatso very few individuals write upon this

subject.

Furthermore, we do not wish to state that the meteor-

ological conditions are responsible for any or all of the diseases
but we do conclude that they are more important than is usually
considered.

Diet, bacteria, races and other factors mu.et be

neceasary and a combination produces the pathological condition.
As MacCarty states'
" It is not one specific etioligocal factor which is
responsible for a disease entity, but it is the result
of a combination of several, some more important thd
others" ( 65) •
The primary purpose of this part of the thesis is to make the
reader climate- conscious•

and we ho:ge that we have succeeded.

You may disagree with the theories as here presented,
it will stimulate more research work on the subject.

but atleast

PART
SPAS.

VI
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CI-IAPF~ I

:J:VOLUTI ON OF SPAS
For hundreds of years pat ient s have regarded ceY-tain
mineral springs ~s places u here they can go and be relieved
of all their ills.
health centers.

Annual pilgrimages are ma.de to these

One patient cured, tells the other and the popula rity

of the place is incr eased.

Magazines, newspapers and billboards are

covered with advertisements from these modern spas describing the
miraculous "cure s " for arthritis, rheumatism, heart diseaes, eczema.
and other chronic conditions.

Bright colored attractive bulletins de~

s cribing the treatment at these places are sent to anyone on request.
Vicky, Aix-les-Bains , Evian, and Paxin France, Bath, Buxtin, Droitwich,
Harrogate, Leamingtin, Llandrindod Wells in England .

Marianske

La.zine, Pistany, Frantiskovey La.zne, Darkov, and Bilina in Czechochlovakia, Bademveiler, Bad Kissingen, Baden- Baden, Bad Neuheim, Germany ,
Italian spas, Saratoga Springs, Glen Springs, i n New Yoni:, Excelsior
Springs , :Missouri and other prominent spas are all well known places.
We ,read of Calcium, iron, sulphur, bromide, mud and other types of waters
A

and baths.

As we look over their literature we are first impressed with

the photo graphs, beautiful girls, strong men, beautiful mountain scenes,
all sorts of sports, and entertainment w1ch could tempt anyone to go
and spend a vacat ion under such pleasant conditions.

The fo ~lowi ng quot-

ation of the Bulletin from the El.JJ)3, Excelsior Springs, Missouri is
typical of any~.
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"Golf on chanpionship courses. Ride along
leafy track on the best trained saddle horses
in America--enjoy every outdoor sport at its best while you
drink and bathe your way back to vigorous health"•
Great pains are taken to make the stay there as attractive and as
pleasant as possible.
Aesculapius .

Let us compare this to the ancient temples of

A quotation of Osler states:

"If y ou can transfer in imagination the Hot
Springs of Virginia to the neighborhood of
Washington and put there a group of buildings
such as represented in these outlines of Catorus, aid
a sumptuous theatre with seating capacity of 20,000
stadium 600 feet long with seating capacity of
12,000, and all possible accessories of art and
science, you ~~ 11 have an idea of what the Temple
at Epidarus, a few miles from Athens was" • (q3)

We have seen how, in ancient times, the faithful made
pilgrimages to these temples, underwent incantation sleeps,
bathed and drank the mineral wat er and worshipped the God
of Health, Aesculapius.

With the coning of Hipoorates, Asclepiades, the

D.Iethodists and Pneumatists, the belief in the miraculuous

"cures" v,as replaced by psaudo-scientific medicine .

However, a few

of the faci-thful still believed and were relieved of their ills
'

at these temples.

With the increase in the power of the Church,

the temples were outlawed as places of pagan worship.

Thus

1

in about 250 Ai.D. the prelates and clergy acquired control and with
the ascension of Constantine 306-357 A .n.

,

the closure

asclepions and other healing shrines was ordered.

of the

However, there still

remained within the minds of the people a belief that they would be
cured of their ills if they would go to these places .

No matter

how many decrees were passed prohibiting these visits, thousands
continued to go and received the "cure" •

Thia was passed down

from generation to generation and soon the God of Medicine was
forgotten and the object of the ·v isits was not to worship a pagan
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god but to be cured.

The Church, recognizing t his fact,

transformed many of the temples of Aesculapius into shrines of Christian
worship, homes for the aged and needy, and hospitals for the poor.
During the reign of Gallius Caesar, 357 A.]). the graves of Dalphine near
Antioch, wiieh were sacred to Apollo, were dedicated to the Church
and a hospital was bult on the spd7t were the Temple of Appollo Dalphaeias
stood.

Another great hospital was located at Caesarea near Basil-

ides ( 115).
During the Medieval, Middle and Pre-modern perioi we find that the
sp:i.s c ontinued to increase in popularity.

The majority of them became

the property of individuals who developed them for their prmvate gain.
The stadiums and theatres of the ancients were replaced by forms of

entertairurent characterist i c of that age.

Of course, these places were

frequented primarily by am. aristocratic clientele because -chey could
afford the expenses involved.
Soon new regions of the world were settled, and in some of these
areas mineral springs were found.

For centuries the natives of these

climes had been worshipping their Great Spirit of these springs and recieving the "cure 0

•

The new inhabitants, retaining the age-old belief

of the medicinal value of mineral springs f17om their native land,
were influenced by this and also frequented these places and soon
spas developed•

Agai n, they fell into prlbvate hands and their waters

were advertised as cure-alls.

From this the modern health resort

developed and, as well as being a place for the relief of cenain ills,
its a sports, fashion and society center.
We have been endeavoring to prove that many of the modern spas
originated as ancient Temples of Aesculapius.

Down through the ages,

Mother Earth continued to pour forth the mineral waters and these
temples developed into the modern spa .
these through this period of evolution.

We have traced several of
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The Insula Til>erina was sacred to A6sculapius over
twenty centuries ago.

Notwithstanding the loss of popular-

ity if this god, the temple became a resort in Roman times•
Until lOOOA .D. when the Emperor Ortho constructed a hospital
on the

site.

The name was changed to the Isle of Bartholomeo

and it still remains a health certer.

The Church also develop-

ed it and pictures of the saints are now found near the oid
Aesculapian well.
The Romans, after adopting the cult of Aesculapius,
spread it all over the civilized world and founded many temples
in his honor. Weisbaden, Bad-Neuheim, Badenweiler, Baden-Baden
in Germany, Teplice-Sanou in Czechoslovakia and Bath in England
were all ancient temples and now have developed into modern spas.
Among the French modern resorts,

Bourbonne-les-Bains (Haute-

Marne), Bourbon-Lancaj (Saone-et- Loire),

Aix-en-Diois (Drome)

and many ~thers ,which were sites of worship of the god Bono,
present many relies of the ancient temples.
However, we do not wish to i.ll~j that all of the spas
originated as Ascelepions but we believe that the theory did and
that the mediciial value of the springs was discoveRed secondarily.
Grafen- Frizwaldo im Czechoslovakia was founded by the great hydrotherapeutist Priessnitz (25)

while ''Warm Mountain" and others

were founded later only a s health centers•

Furthermore, some

were founded on religious beliefs. Among t hese the most noted

Z
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is the "Shrine of 6ur Lady of Lourdes".

pilri::inages to these places

'

The faithful make

and their belief in the cure by

the saints is so great that they are relieved of their symi,toms.
To sum up our observations, we believe that the power
of suggestion is a great factor in the so-called "cure" obtained
at a spa.

A health center cannot develop in a year; it takes decades

and centuries.

Folk-lore is an important factor.

Some indi-

viduals have gone to this place, have been cured and they exaggerate
to their. friends and soon it is a connnon belief that the waters
or cllilmate there will cure any disease and a spa develops.

Is it

not possible that we are witnessing the development of a health resort
at several of our medical centers now?
as an example.

Let us take the Mayo Clinic

For years it has been the last resort of the ailing

from all over the world and thousands have been returned to health
by

the superior medical treatment received there.

They return

home in health, tell their friends and soon everyone regards
Rochester and the Clinic as a symbol for heal.th .

This will be pas s ed

on for generations and generations until, twenty or thirty centuries
from now, perhaps, a great health resort will be located there. (1520) (114) (93) (89) (28)

~4'7

CHAPI'ER II
THSRAPY AT A SR

For centuries t he value of heat , hot and c old baths and
massage v,as well knov:n as a method of therapy for certain muscular
and joint pains.

However , it remained for a Sylesian peasant,

Vincent Priessnit z, born i n Graefenburg , Aust ria in 1790, to
develop the present science of hydrotherapeutics.

He was followed

by Fleury, Liebernecter, Brand, Zumisser, and Winternitz.

It is a greed

that this method of therapy combined with others is beneficial in
cases of arthrit is, myositis and other chronic diseases.

Since

hydrotherapy is carried out to a large ext ent at spas, this is one
advantage .

However, this can be carried on i n a properly controlled

hydrotherapy departn:ent of any hospital .

Dr. Hench states t ~'at the three

weeks course of therapy at any resort is not sufficient and must
be continued thruout the year .

(47) (48) (64).

In other words ,

the one shortcoming of the American spas is the fact that the main
object is the benefit the patient during his stay t here.
return home, his symptoms usually reappear .
dia.betes--a disease requiring constant

On his

Arthritis is like
A patient who has

just recovered from diabetic coma cannot be serrt home vlithout any
instructions regarding diet and insulin.

Therefore, the arthritic

patient should be instructed about methods of treatment which he
should use after he reaches home .

We find that the majority of spas do

not do this.
As far as the mineral content of the waters is concerned,
it does not make much difference whether it is Fe , Co, Ca,
oatmeal (113) (14) (6).

s,

or

The important factor isthe heat of the
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water, massage of the muscle_s and jo i nts and rest.

In fact, we

believe that the rest and regular regime of daily life required of the
patients at some of the spas are the important

-

(69) (66).

factors lin the cure

Furthermore, the change of environment, absence of business
,

and family worries and difficulties and the presence of faith in the
"cure" are all extremely important.

The "cure", thus obtained, is

not miraculous but it is due to the sane regime of living which
forms the keystone of therapy and where physical methods replace
pharmacological ones when by so doing the patient will receive benefit.
Providing the physician is convinced in his own mind that
his patientwould benefit by a sojourn to a spa, how is he to know to
which one to send him?

In this respect, the European physician has

an advantage over t h e American.

In Europe the spas are under the

control of the government and all of them have competent medical staffs•
It is easy, by correspondence with the proper authorities for the
physician to determine which spa would be of t he greatest benefit to his
patient.

However, in America, no such system exists and the doctor

must rely o1fl hearsay evidence which is at the best, very unreliable •
We believe that in his consideration of a spa, he should consider t he
following:
1. Competent medical supervision.
2. Proper dietary regime.
3. Systemitized rest.
4. Regulated exercise.
5.

Proper evaluation of t he patient's reserve in order

to regulate his life so that he can live within it.

It would be very
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convenient if the American Medical Association or some other
organization would require a registration of spas with their facilities.
Until suctj.a time, the physician is frequently at a loss when he is
asked about the best spa for his patient.
MacCarty states:
"If the American spas could be run on a scientific basis,
I am certain that they would be of i mmense value. I would
reco9)(llend that each spa should be connected with a good
diagnostic medical clinic and only selected cases be sent
there. The spa itself should be well organized with a good
director, dieticians and a staff of physicians experienced
in hydrotherapy and gymnastics but not so over-enthusiastic
about them that they consider them universal cure-alls.
Only under such careful supervision can we prevent the
commercialization of spas and the introduction of various
mechanical and electrical devices which are used as a means
of making the patient believe that he is obtaining a cure."( 65)

•

•

PART

VII

CLIMAT~THERAPY
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CLIMA.TO-THERAPY
This subject takes in all of balneotherapy, heliotherapy,
aerotherapy and any combination of these.

Time and time again the phy-

sician tells his patientf'l "You need a change of climate" "You should
go west".

But, we ask, are these statement based upon sound judgment

or are they statement that are resorted to uhen the physician cannot
make a diagnosis or effect a cure with his pharmaceutical preparations.
We believe that there must be a very valid reason for any climatic
change and this must be the conclusion reached after a complete history,
thorough physical examination, co.111plete laboratory and X-ray examination
'

and an accurate diagnosis of the disease precess is made.

FinalJy a

climatologist who is well informed about the various regions suitable
for the patient must be consulted. Furthermore, the economic and social
stat us of the patient must be considered by the physician.

It would be

rtdiculous to send a patient who is acutely ill to a climate that is
favorable unless he has sufficient funds available for a comfortable
sojourn.

There are too many phthisical patients sent to the Southwest

or to Colorado with the ·idea that they will be cured immediately on
arrival. This is erroneous -- a cure is due to rest and proper treatment which may be aided by proper climatic conditions.
Furthermore, the advantages of a favorable climate may be
entirely offset by other factors.

Loss of friends, church affiliations,

schools, change of housing, and living condit i ons must all be thoroughly
investigated when the advisability of changing climates is considered.
Hospital facilities, competent medical care and proper hygienic conditions
must be found at the new residence. However, some patients may derive
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immense benefit by being placed in a place where the psychology of
everyone is directed toward forgetting worldly cares and concentration
is placed upon being cured of their ills.
It is surprising how many men and women seek no advice as to
where to go and usually err in th~ir choice of a climate. We frequently find an individual with a high blood pressure choosing a stimulating instead of a sedative resort because he feels better when
his pressure is high although he is not aware of the fact that he
may shorten his days by living in the wrong environment . (110)

In

conclusion, the adviseabilityof changing the residence of a sick
person merits thoughtful, purposeful and intelligent consideration
on the part of the physician.
After the physician has carefully considered all of t he
factors already mentioned concerning the advisability of changing
climatic environment and has concluded that it is indicated he mast
determine just where to send the patient. To know the exact
climatic conditions of every region of the United States is a human
impossibility. However, he must consi der the high, low, mean and
variability of temperature, barometric changes, humidity both
relative and absolute, amount of sunshine, rainfall, number and
frequenc~ of storms, latitude, fog, vegetation, smoke, prevailing
winds, density of population, proximit y to large bodies of water and
cyclones, altitude and degree of climatic stimulation of several areas
and wit h the help of a climatologist, determine just which conditions
are suitable for the patient. Perhaps, he can find those conditions
existing in his own state which will save the patient much expense•
Therefore, a very complete survey of all the acceptable regions must be
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made.
We will endeavor to classify climates but realize that a
variety of such classifications exist and each has its advantages.
We make a rough division into two groups, the ocean and the inland
climates.

The former are divided into coast climates, island clime.tea,

and those prevailling

on sea voyages.

Inland climates include those

of low, medium and high altitudes, and desert climates.

However, no

two places have the same climate, being influenced by the various
climatic factors already mentioned.
Coast Climates
In general, coastal climates are more moist than those of
inland localities.

However, certain seasons are apt to be foggy.

These must be avoided by the aged, delicate, gouty and rheumatic
individuals.

In older patients with bronchitis and considerable ex-

pectoration, the moist, mild ocean climate is very suitable.
Delicate children are also markedly benefitted.
choice of coast resorts in the United States.

There is a wide

Maine, Connecticut,

Long Island, Northern New Jersey and southern California provide
very favorable surmner coast climates. Atlantic City, Cape May,
Old-Point Comfort, Savannah,
are choice winter locations.

Ga.,

and Charleston, South Carolina

However, perhaps our most important

winter coast climates prevail in Florida and Southern California.
In the former the winter months are warm, the season is short, there
is much rain, great humidity, great daily variation of temperature and
relatively few average hours of sunshine.

we.rm,

The nights are pleasantly

the wind-currents are mild and tropical vegetation is abundant•

In California, on tne other hand the

j,'pp

temperature is lower, the
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season is relatively comfortable throughout the year, although the
summer months are more agreeable, there is less rain, a lower
humidity, smaller temperature variations and larger number of hours of
sunshine than in Florida. The soutnern Californian evenings are
often cool, air currents chilly, and semi-tropical vegetation abounds.
Climatologists agree that southern California offers advantages for a
permanent change of residence in suitab~e instances, while Florida
may be considered by those seeking only a temporary sojourn.
Ocean Climates
Ocean climates have long been utilized particularly in
the treatment of tuberculosis for the pure air, abundance of
sunshine, equability of temperature and the restful.Bess. However,
until recently the difficulties were close, airless quarters,
uncertain weather, lack of fresh food-stuffs, risk of sea-sickness,
separation from friends and the lack pf special medical supervision.
Moet of the modern ocean liners do not have these disadvantages, but
we are safe in stating that unless the patient owns a yacht and has
adequate medical advice, he should not undertake a sea voyage for
his health. A sea cruise is looked upon as a Vix medicatric Naturae
for the adolescent or other adult suffering from nervous system
exhaustion, sinusitis, winter cough, subacute or chronic bronchitis,
emphysema, bronchitic or spasmodic asthma, ae well as those who
are beginning to show wide variations in blood-pressure or who

are suffering from hyperpieeia. Again it is the responsibility of
the medical man to acquaint himself with the climatic conditions in
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the various seas so as to advise his client to his best advantage.
Island Climates
Island climates may be compared to the ocean climate
except that they are not quite as variable. However, on small
islands good food, comfortable quarters and adequate medical care
may be lacking. Tm islands of the south ~tlantic have warm , moist
climates and are generally regarded as excellent for a winter sojourn.
Bermuda, Puerto Rico and the coast of Cuba afford pleasant conditions from Decem\Jer to March .
Inland Climates
Inland climates are judged principally by their altitudes.
There are definite indications for and against high altitudes--that
is, those between 3,000 and 7,000 feet above sea level.

It is

doubtful whether sick people derive any benefit from altitudes
above 7 ,ooo feet.

The temperature varies with the inland climates,

being directly proportional to the season, distance from the sea
and proximity to mountains. The atmospheric preasure decreases,
humidity lessens, temperature fluctuations and intensity of the
sun's rays increase as the altitude increases. Medium altitudes
usually have a warm and moderately moist climate in the SUilll'ller and
a cool and dry winter. However, no one rule stands for any elevation
because it is modified by forests, latitude, soil, winds, vegetation
and rainfall. There are countless inland places in every state of
the Union that rray be suitable at one time or another during the year.
Therefore, in selection of a favorable inland envirommmt the physician
must take into consideration all of t he meteorological factors and a
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selection be made after exhaustive scrutiny of all the conditions
involved.
If there is a decision in favor of a mountain climate,
the Eastern section or. t he United States offers a choice of locations
from Maine to Georgia, while the Rocky Mot.mtains offer variated
climatic facilities in the West.

Deserts are found in the United

States in Arizona, Texas and Southern California.
No,, we may consider some of t he conditions reliived by
certain of these geographic areas for their pure air, they are
usuall)l eool and dry in the summertime and cold and dry in the
winter. Again, the distance from the equator, ocean and local'
conditions modify this.
Desert climes are situated in low and medium altitudes and
are characterized by an abundance of pure air, sunshine, dryness,
frequent winds and dust storms, warmth and the absence of sudden
changes in temperature.
After considering all of these classifications of climate
we must also consider t he stimulating effect. \Ve must refer to
the three zones of greatest metereological stimulation in the United
States as shown on Figure 12. Therefore, the combination of all
the climatic factors will determine whether we should send one
individual from one climate to another.
There is no ideal or ''best" climate but there are some
that are better than others. Therefore, we must consider what climates
are dangerous or tend to make certain diseases worse and then to
~o;i..Cji

.t ne~ .

ode

l•·
., warm resort suits delicate convalescent
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or elderly persons.

In dry, warm air, the evaporation from the skin

and lungs is increased particularly if the altitude is high and
sunshine is plentiful.

Digestive troubles are frequent and

strenE¢th is lost in warm Jioist air, while perspiration increases
the frequency of rheumatic and joint conditions. Higher altitudes
produce an acceleration in the circulation and respiration and
increase in body weight and number of erythrocytes.
Mountain air is very beneficial to anemia, forms of
pulmonary tuberculosis, deficient expansion of the lungs, neurasthenia and debility from acute fevers, especiall

laria.

It is

contraindicated, however, in valvular heart disease and acute
pulmonary conditions.
The value of sunlight i~ appreciated more and more every
year.

In fact, some authorities state that it is the most important

factor in climatotherapy, partic<.llarly the ultra-violet portion. its
germicidal powers may account for the aseptic character of t he air
in the Alps, deserts and other places of intense sunlight• We have
already discussed its value in preventing rickets (68) • lurthermore,
it is decidedly of benefit in certain arthritic conditions (23) •
But heliothera.py must be combined with other therapeutic (22)
measures because as Holbrook says:
''Without as adequate program of treatment, chronic arthritis
may continue as a crippling disease even in the Arizona
desert •11 (50) (55)
Pulmonary tuberculosis is best treated in a cool, sunny
climate as already discussed.

Strong winds increase the coughing
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and high altitudes IT.ay produce insomnia in advances cases while
they are decidedly beneficial in mild cases. A somewhat humid ,
atmosphere above sea level is indicated when the disease is of
very long standing and accompanied by much expectoration, cavity
formation, extensive pleuritic adhesions and albuminuria.

The

treatment of bronchitis in young people produces the best results in
high altitude.

Cold and moist winds tend to aggravate gouty and

rheumatic conditions, while a dry and warm climate relieve the
symptoms.
Cardiac decompensated patients cannot exist at very high
altitudes, although some physicians make an exception of well
compensated mitral stenoses.

It is best, however, for these

individuals to live at elevations of 500oto 1500 feet above sea
level.
A warm dry climate is preferred for all kidney conditions.

In such a region the skin is stimulated, perspiration occurs and some
of the work of elimination is removed from the kidneys.

•

Extremes

of heat and cold and elevated regions are to be avoided by sufferers
from nephritis.
The suggestion of a change of climate is frequently made
t9 asthmatics.

However, so many of these patierrts have not

derived any beneficial from such a change that we beleive
unless t ~e physician is ~ell aware of the etiological factor or
factors and is certain that a change of climate will relieve it, he
should advise against such a change.
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Patierrts suffering or recovering from acute diseases·,
having secondary anemias or chronic digestive disturbances often
improve in high altitudes, providing the heart is not affected.
However , individuals sufferi ng from chronic broncnitis, empyema,
bronchectasis or any other pulmonary disease, complicated by
cardiac, hepatic, kidney or gastro-intestinal disease do very
poorly at high altitudes.
As we look at the charts, maps and graphs preserrted in
this thesis, we can conclude that the hyperirritable, leptosome
type of individual should stay out of the highly itimulating
areas of Zones 1,2 and

3.

However, in these areas he will be

stimulated more and may develop into a genius.

The southerne11s

should not come north unless they wish to run the danger of

•

increased nervous, metabolic or endocrine diseases.
In our estimation we feel that the average physician with
the lack of t he study of climatology is not qualified to· suggest the
exact climate to which his patient is to go for relief•

Therefore,

we suggest that he should write to the United States Weather Bureau

in Washington D.c. for meteorological information about certain
localities.

In collaboration with this department and the United

States Public Health Service, the physician may arrive at a proper
climate.

However, it must always be remembered that the climatic

f actor in the treatment of disease, particularly pulmonary tuberculosis,
is only 10 to 15 per cent of the total treatmerrt.
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